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}1BSTRACT
This disse.rtation examines the work of Bessie Head .with
a view to sophisti~a.t.ing prevailing understandings of her
texts which tend to concentrate on Head's place in a
tradition of Afl:-idan womenwriters. Current critical
works emphasise selected aspects, of Head's biography and
assume her preserlcation of the 'tradition~ and (orality'
of Serowe to be accurate. Weargue in this dissertation
that Head has constructed and manipulated concepts of
'tradition' and 'orality' in her texts to suit both her
intellectual concerns and her fictional intentions.
Broadly these are to present her works as the recorded
hd.stiory of an 'oral African' society. Head's six novel s
as well as aspects'" of her letters and interviews -axe
examined in order.' to demonstrate this assertion.
I deClare that this dissertation is my own, unaided work.
Xt is bein~:;_-submittedfor the]degree of Master of Arts in
i
:,
the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. It
has not been submitted before for any degree or
examination in any other university, nor has it been
prepared under the aegis of or with the assistance of any
other body or organisation or person outside the
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.
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nlTR.O:OUCTION
BLACK WOMEN WRITERS AND THEIR ' FORE!o!O'1'B'EE;.S' :
A CRI'YttCAL BACKGROUND
In discussing the works of Bessie Head, Lloyd Brownmakes
the following rather breathtaking claim: "more explicitly
than most she is speaking on behalf of and about the)
'African woman, ""Wile compelling our attention as a voice
for all women" (Brown 1,975 :34), The i.::1eathat any woman
writer 8?eakR ~or or reflects the experience of millions
may today app~ar rather dated, particularly when so much
contemporary scholarship urges us to historicise,
contextualise and de-essentialise lj ':era:t.'y texts ,1.
However, Brownis not alone .in making such claims for the
works of womenwriters, and much cont empor-ary literary
cri.ticism on African womenwriters continues to operate
from this assumption.
-------------------~--
1 See, for example, Andrade (1990), Carby (1987) and
Mahanty (198.4),
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When one turns to South Africa, approaches like those of
Brown can also be found, pcirticularly in relation to the
works of Bessie Head. The major object of this thesis is
thel:efore on the one hand, to trace these essentialist
ideas in the criticism of Head's texts and, on the oi..;her
hand, to offer an alternative approach to her work.
This introduction attempts to lay the framework for such
a project by looking at some of the debates relating to
black women writers - first in the United states of
l\1!""'srica,and then in Africa. By dr'aw.i.nq-on recent
developments in black American feminist literary
criticism and applying these to African literary
criticism on women writers, the introduction seeks to
evoke a more fruitful approach to the works of Head than
has thus far been the case.
The central conce.rn of tl:ledebates surrounding t.hework
of black women writers,2 in keeping with debates in the
2 Developments in wider feminist scholarship
influenced literary critics to question the exact
nature of their task. This questioning ranged from
a broad attempt to establish for black women writers
a 'place' in literature as a whole to an attempt to
"refuse the cultural framework of patriarchy" (Humm
1986:104). A number of critical lanamarks in this
response to the i,'~ritings of black women are worth
noting: Alice Walker (1983); Barbara Smith (1985)
and Deborah McDowell (1985) all attempted to
redefine the criticism of writings by black American
women. Critics such as Chandra Hohanty (1984) and
Hazel V. Carby (1987) have questioned the notionG
and assumptions underlying these works. In one way
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larger body of feminist thought I is whether r.rieze is a
recognisable black female, or even female, aesthetic.
Questions as to the nature of women's writing and the
extent to which the critic would have to acknowledge the
race and gender of the writer have become paramount.
'This approach has not been without its own set of
problems, as the terms available to these cr.i.tics
required definition and debate themselves. As Gemrn0Tang
Nain (1991:13) has argued, there is "some ambiguity ...
associated with the adjective 'black'" in 'black
feminism'. Critics have used this wor'd so differently
that, as Nain (1991:13-14) poi.nt.s out, some feminist
writers have argued that 'black' doeS not refer to skin
colour. They have, instead, argued that 'black' people
are those who have suffered ",colonial and imperial
domination" (1991:13),3
or another, these latter critics have attempted to
establish whether women's writing can be understood
as expressing an 'essential' black female identity,
3 The problem with this conception, as Nain (1991:14}
indicates, is that within this definition of "black'
one would have also to include, for example, the
Irish, who have suffered the COlonialism of the
British. The key problem is thus whether we can
identify an essential black female aesthetic, and it
is this question that is being deba.ted at the
moment. An answer to this question seems an almost
impossible endeavour if, as Carby (1987), Nain
(1991) and Mohanty (1984) have argued, we cannot
really seem to come to any agreement as to what
defines 'blaCk' or, as Linda Alcoff (1988)
demonstr'ates, 'female'.
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Nevertheless r these attempts to establish a 'ner,:'
aesthetic for the J.iteraI.Y works of black womenhave been
;extremely valuable in unearthing and legitimating the
works of these writers. However, many critics (for
example, ''::::arby1987; Mohanty 1984 and Andrade 1990) have
argued tb;at there are a numcer of assumptions underlying
much of this critical work that require urgent
examination. The most significant of these is the
assumption that all women writers have, by virtue of
their gender f a commonstyle or 'language'. Furthennore,
as Carby (1987) points out, many of these analyses
suggest that critics cannot assess the works of black
womenwri ters without following a number of ' rules I. One
example of these rules would be the critical
prescription, recommended by Gloria T. Hull, Patricia
Bell Scott and Barbara ,"~mithJ that all analyses in
II [b] lack women's studies be feminist J radical, and
analytical" (Carby 1987: 10). As a consequence of th:i.s
kind of prescription, much of tile critical work has
itself become ambiguous and obscuring, and has tended
either to ignore works which do not fit the prescribed
'black feminist' mould or, conversely, has resulted in
the manipulation of a work until it does fit the
prescribed mould.
The positing of t.hes e ' rules' which should be adhered to
in exami.nat.Lons of the works of womenwriters has led to
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the development of another misguided assumption
concerning the work of black women writers. One such
rule' which has become problematic was put forward by
Barbara smith (1985:8) who argued that a (preferably)
black critic who assesses the works of black women
writers s.hould, firstly be feminist and, secondly I "work
from the assumption thq.t Black womenwriters constitute
an identifiable literary tradition II • As Carby (1987.: 9)
points out, this conception of the role of the critic is
highly pr-obl.emat.a.cbecause it asserts the Itexiste:nce of
an essential black female experience and an' exclusive
black female language in which this experience is
embodied". It also, and more problematically" posits the
existence of a long and unbroken chain c:>fwomenwriters I
with scant regard paid to their differing experiences and
locations.
AS Carby (1987: 10) maintains, IIa bl ack feminist criticism
cannot afford to be essentialist and ahistorical,
reducing the experience of all black women to a common
denominator and limiting black feminist critics to [the]
exposition of an equivalent black 'female imaginatil'lt I " •
If the critical endeavour were to restrict itself to such
an activity, a detailed exami.nation of how womenwriters
have responded to their different environments and the
ways in which they have made use of' ~he resources
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available to them will not only bb impossible but perhaps
also undesirable.
Yet another scholar, Deborah I:>1cDowellH985) t .has .argued
for a greater awareness of these implicit assumptions
concerning ,awomen's I tradition' when exam;i..ningthe works
of black women writers. McDoVlfallhas argued that we have
to envision the parameters of a t.radti.ti.cr;as something to
be debat.ed and established. She.warns that we should not.
simply assume these parameters, lest we rely tOQ easily
on generalities, especially in relati.:m to the exa s+ence
of a black female 'consciOUsness" or "vi.si.on","
The issues raised by these ,scholars concerning the works
of black American women writers remain central to current
debates surrounding the work Llfwomen writers in gene;ral.
Our concern, however, is with their similarity t.oissues
currently requiring at.tention in the existing critical
assessments of many black African women writers.
There are many similarities between the history of black
women writers in America and that of black women writers
in Africa. In South Africa, a;:,Cherry Clayton (1989:1)
has pointed out, black women hhave been the last group
within the country t.o find a literary platform. ,of the
4 For a more detailed discussion of McDcwell's
position see Carby (1987:12-14) and Wall (1989:5).
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more than 140 black South Africans writing in English
since about 1920, only seven have been women". Despite
these f.lgures, however, and in much the same way as black
American womenwriters have achdeved prominence, African
womenwriters have recently started coming to the fore in
academic literary circles. As Clayton notes in her
"Introduction" to Womenand Writing in South Africa~,
recent publications by black womenin this country havre
begun to make lithe lit1'1:=6of black womenless invisible"
(1989:2) •
Although not a concern of this thesis, the question of
whether or not there are similarities in the actual texts
of African and American women writers has yet to be
explored fully, an ent,qrprise which may also raise somH
interesting challenges to 'the current debate. There are f
however, some interesting similarities between the
critical works surrounding the texts of black American
womenwriters and black African womenwriters, and it is
with these critical similarities that we will engage in
more detail.
The writings of African womenauthors have given rise to
a body of acho.l ar ehLp that has sought to analyse and
codify African women' s texts f (for example; BrovTn1975;
Davies and Graves 1986; Frank 1984 & 1987 and a special
issue of Research in African Li'~eratures 1987). In a
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noticeably m\'lle-domil").ated isciplille r this scholarship
h.as performed a valuable function in waking African women
writers more visible and their texts more accessible to
the academic world.
However, like \all
particular, like the
pioneering ventures., and,
eri tical workfs surrounding
in
the
writings of black American womenwriters, it also has
manyshortcomings. Muchof this scholarship, for e,X'ample
LaPin (1984) t Little (1980) and OJ.o-Ade(1983) I tends to
be general and, at times, acontextual. .l\h example of
this b:mdency to remove the writer and the text from
'their context is evident in the following extract, where
it is assumed that the experience of the 'traditional
Afl:ican woman' is and was always and everywhe.re the same:
Because in traditional Africa woman reigned
supreme as the tgiver and sustainer of life, she
met the most uz'qent, requirements of the family
und.t;and underscored her concern in creations of
verlbal art. She sect.ned her newhornwith rocking
t.unas, composed verses to praise a son, sang
bride's laments at her daughtAr's marriage,
instructed children through traditional tales.
Byrecreating images on behalf of her loved ones,
she moved them to a sense of well-being and
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promoted harmony in r...:er dome.stic doma.in. (taBinn
1984:102)
Scholarly evaluations by African womenare,
furthermore, inclined to operate from a set of largely
unchallenged and unexamined assumptions. These problems
are similar to those pointed out in relation to the
scholarship on black American womenwr.i.ters and concern
questions regarding the 'female tradition' and the
I (black) female aesthetic I. The underlying problem with
critical perceptions of black African women writers
appears to be with the simplistic concept Lon' of a written
, female tradition' as growing out of an existing,
'organic I oral tradition of story~;elli.ng. For some.
critics at least, this assumption o:E an implicit
similarity in the ways women'tell at.or i es I, also leads
\'
them to assume that all African womenwriters have the
same set of 'female' concerns: by and large, motherhdod,
marriage and men; and, more importantly, the same
techniques and styles by means of which they vocalise
these concerns. Lloyd Brown, £01: example, says
Having established that there is a tradition of
female needs and roles, the woman writer in
~.frica is beginning to establish a paraLlel
tradition ;~one in which the writer is conscious
9
of b~longing to a trsldition of lit.erature by
African women. (1975:184)
Bruner (1977:29), too, makes this assumption: IIEven the
genre [of women r s fiction] as [oral] tale, short story or
legend is an old form, containing, perhaps, a new
message. 'l}hedilemma stories are amongthe popular f.orms
of African folk art." Bzuner assumes not only that women
USe fozms that are ' naturally' female, but that t.hey do
so be·tbi:!r to present ·thE~concerns that are equally
'naturally' female.
Assuming the existence of a 'black women writers'
t.rad'.ition' is not restri(::ted to the critics. Ellen
Kuzwayo, a south African womanwriter, makes the same
assumption a.bout the conti.nuity of the oral and writ'ten
story1:elling tradition in her work Sit Downand Listen
(1990). As indicated by the title and the introduction
to this book, Kuzwayoexpresses the desire to write down
the oral stories of her childhood Which, she says ,
"provided opportunities of great learning for the youth
of that era". 5 rot is these stories that Kuzwayowishes
to "trap" on paper before IIthey vanished forever". The
5 The "Introduction" to sit Downand Listen lias no
page numbers, thus references to this sect.Lon will
not be numbered.
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stocytelle;t:'in Kuzwayo/s introduction is a "she", and it
is her stories that Kuzwayo hopes:
will serve as a reminder to those of us who share
the story-telling traditions as well as a window
through which those who have been brought up to
look inwards only can peep and Laaz'n a little
about their neighbour.s.
There are three assumptions at play in Kuzwayo's
conceptualisation of 'orality' - one, that the 'oral
traditi.on I is continuous and can be 'trapped' on paper in
the written form in a simple and uncomplicated way; two,
that storytellers are implicitly women .und that they are
heirs to this tradition; ,and three, that the only
community in South Africa vrith an oral tradition to
access is black. The consequence of these assumpt ions is
that they deny that orality may be present in different
societies in a number of different forms and may
originate from a numbez of different sccrrces . This point
is especially pertinent in the case of Bessie Head, as
critics have to date simply assumed her to be accessing
a consistent oral tradition that can onlYI by definition
almost, be black.
African women writers are thus often presented as simply
slotting int.o a p:t'e-existing tradition. It is
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furthermore assumed that these womenperceive themselves
as part of this t.r.adit i.ori and, as has been shownwith the
example I:>f :Ellen Kuzwayo,manywomenwriters do make this
assumption themselves. Thus for writers and critics
alike, there is an implicit continuity between a female
oral tradition and the written texts that have begun to
emerge from African womenwriters. There are, of course,
a number of problems with this assumption. As Isabel
Bofmeyr (1991:131) poi::1.tsout, IIthis model is rather one
dimensional and does not allow us conceptual insight Lnt.o
the diverse ways in which womenwriters in particular
appxopz i.at e , or more properly, 'gender' tradi.tion, to
meet t.heir particular needs II. If we, even in the
broadest sense, acknowledge that women have a diverse
range of experiences, then ,we have also to acknowledge
that their responses to t.hese experiences will be as
diverse, and it is this multiplicity of women's
experiences and literary responses to which much of the
more recent cr-Ltical work (such as that of Carby (198'7),
for instance) is calling our attention.
As scholarship in other areas has shown, 'traditions' are
seldom continuous and organic. Instead, trad~'cions are
"
LnvarLabIy muchmore recent, synthetic and inv~nted than
their pz'cpcrients suggest (Hobsbawmand Ranger 1983). As
Hortense Spillers (j\ndrade 1990: 91) asserts, IItrQ.ditions
are not born. They are made. Wewould add that they are
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not, like objects of nature, here to stay, but survive as
created social events only to the extent that an audience
cares to intersect them." She states further "the work of
black womenf s writing not; only redefines tradition, but
also disarms it by suggesting that the term itself is a
critical fable intended to encode and circumscribe an
inner circle of empoweredtexts" (Andrade 1990:95)~ We
have to be able to examine and, more importantly,
quest.ion all texts written by womenat the level of how
they interact with the specific concerns of the societies
from which they t"lt'iginate.
Alongwith DeborahMcDowell,Barbara Christian points out
that, if there is a ytradition' of black womenwriters,
it is still developing. She questions whether one can
theorize effectively about an evolving process and points
out the need to examine the philosophical questions
underlying the task of the critic when assessing the
works of black womenwriters (Carby 1987:14).
In muchthe sameway as critics have packaged the works
of black Americanwomenauthors, critics of African women
writers have frequently resorted to positing "an
experiential relationship that exists between .•. critics
and black womenas writers who represent black women's
reality" (Carby 1987:16). In keeping with the arqumerrt.s
of critics such as Mohanty (1984), Carby (1987) and
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Andrade (1990), w.e need to move away from efforts to
define the essential qualities of black women's writings
towards more context-specific understandings of 'their
works. As Clayton (1989:4) has noted, "the fictil"'nal
curve [of women's novels in South Africa J is partly
determined by the author's position within the social
formation". Weneed; therefore, to re-examine the novels
of black womenwith this context-specificity in mind.
Carby (1987:16) also argues that we have to be
IVhistorically specific and aware of the differently
oriented social interests within one and the same sign
community. In these terms, black and feminist cannot be
absolute, transhistorical forms •.. of identity". 6 If
they are taken as absolute, one consequence may be that
we end up ignoring or r more dangerously, obscuring
crucial issues relating to the deliberate craft involved
in the literary enterprise.
Related to this" Mohanty (1984: 334) and Daymond(1990: ii-
iii) assert that we need -to differentiate between "woman"
and "women" in order to better understand the
relationship between the two. "Woman",Mohantyargues,
6 Cecily Locket.t (1990) has taken this argument one
step further by arguing that not only are the
experiences of womencontext-specific, but so too is
the feminist theory which has thus far been used in
analyses of South African ;'lriting. See Katherine
Frank (1984) for a discussion of the extent to which
feminist criticism has been used in the criticism of
the African novel.
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is a "cultural and ideological composLt.e".whereas "women"
are "real, material Subjects". Mohanty further contends
that it is the conflation of these two categories that
has led to the production of a "composite, singular
'Third World Woman' - an image which appears arbitrarily
constructed" (Mohanty 1984: 334) .
The conflation of "womanII and "women" is partic"l1a:';_!f
significar,t when we examine the works of black African
women writers, as it often results in a particular
inabili'ty to distinguish the writer from her subjects.
Such assumptions lead cd,tics to ignore the critical or
analytical insights brought to the text by an African
womanvlriter. Instead, we are left with the view that
African womanwriters all speak for and about the 'Third
World Woman' - a concept which, according to Mohanty
(1984:335), is t.he result of:
An analysis of 'sexual difference' in the form of a
cross-culturally singular, monolithic notion of
patriarchy of male dominance [Which] Leads to the
construction of a similarly reductive and homogeneous
notion of •.. the 'Third World Diffe~encer - that
stable, ahistorical something that apparently
oppresses most if not all the women in these
countries.
15
Mohanty further points out that the assumption that all
women, "across classes and cultures are somehow socially
constituted as a homogeneous group" Leadr- to women being
II characterized as a singular group on the basis of a
shared oppression" (1934;:;37). This assumed homogeneity
tends to obscure the different experience( even women in
one cou~try will have had.
An example of a critique based on the assumption that
'female experience I is homogeneous, is evi.dent;in Nadin~}
Gordimer I s preface to Ellen Kuzwayo' s ,9all me Wom@.
Gordimer asserts that Kuzwayo' s a.utobiogrCiphy speaks of
the life of that generation of women anywhere -
in different epochs in different countries - who
have moved from the t.raditional place in home and
family system to an industrialised world in which
they had to fight to make a place for themselves.
(1985 :xi)
By stressing Kuzwayo I s sImd.Lari.cLes to other women,
Gordimer obscures tho fact that Kuzwayo cannot simply be
assumed to be representative of women "anywhere II , she
cannot even be assumed to be representative of all bla.ck
South African women as - and Gordimer (1985:xi) herself
points this out - she is "one of the last old African
upper-class-Christianized, at home in European culture
16
but not yet robbed of land and pre-conquest African
culture", a specific description of a particular South
African experience.
The experiences of Kuzwayowill differ vastly from tha
experiences e-J'en of other black women who may, for
example I' be uneducated or non-literate WQmi:~.l, have littl~
or no experience of urban life, or have only ever lived
in the urban areas. Even the fact that Kuzwayowas able
to record, in writing, and publish her experiences places
her in a very different context from many womenin South
Africa. Thus to generalise in simple, 'essentialist'
terms from the experiences of one of the "women"in South
Africa to the life of "woman" in South Africa is to
simplify the issue. 'l'he assumptions underlying much of
the critical works on black womenwriters have to be
considered and a more thorough investigation of the
questions raised in connection with these presupposit,tons
has to be carried out.
It is to one of these assumptions that we turn our
attention in this thesis. Wewill examine critically
those suppositions relating specifically to a 'women's
literary tradition' which in rela;tion to African women
writers - as we have shown .. posits a smooth transition
from the oral to the written 'tradition'. This task will
be undertaken in relation to that 'tradition' broadly
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labelled as 'oral'. It is our contention that, rather
than chatact~rising womenwriters as passive recipients
( f oral' or ' literatel ) of an existing 'female oral
tradition', we should cons t.rue them as active agents I
deliberately and systematically transforming both the
'oral tradit.ions I and the 'literate traditions I avaf,:lable
to them to make their writing embody their particular
concerns. Womenwriters, we would thus argue, actively
manipulate the idea of tradition and use it to
ventriloquise t.heir specific gender concernS in as much
as they foreground women's issues in their texts. They
can thus be said to 'gender I tradi t ion. H,?wever, as has
been discussed above, the existing scholarship pays
little attention to these issues I and instead assumes
that womenwriters, and particularly black womenw:r:'iters,
make i natural' use of the 'oral tradition I, a 'tradition'
frequently often also characterised as their own. These
assumptions are misleading and tend to obscure rclther
than reveal what we need to know. For instance, how is
this 'oral t.z-adi.tLon' handed on from woman to woman?
What apprenticeship, if any, do literate writers undergo
in the 'oral tradition', and, if there is no
apprenticeship as such, what informs and shapes their own
perceptions of the oral tradition in which they are
apparently working or, as we contend, which they
deliberately and consciously decide to make use of?
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If the literary criticism on the works of African women
writers Ls to advance, then it is crucial that these
questions be addressed. In this thesis we examine these
questions in relation to Bessie Head, a writ~r noted for
her intentional use of oral storytelling styles and
techniques and her depiction of Tswana women generally
and their storytelling patterns particularly. In
addition, much of the critical work on Bessie Head has
focused on issues of her use of I traditional oral
stOl,,-ytelling'as well as her place in the 'womE:!n's
tradition' and we thus have a. source of critical work on
which to base our examitration.
Ha.,ing established the critical framework in this
introduction, Chapter I seeks to illustrate the extent to
which scholarship on Head assumes that,her work reflrrcts
d
,I ,
a I true I African world and tradition. Our attemptilto
establish an alternative approach to her.'works begins
with the recognition that Head did not simply 'reflect'
the worlds in which she lived, but that her fiction was
prQrn!)teiby a set of aesthetic and intellectual choices.
In Chapter II we speculate on what may have guided her
choices by outlining an intellectual biog~aphy through
which we attempt to identify tb strands of influence on
Head's conceptual framework.
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using Head's intellectual biography as a springboard, we
then re-examine three dominant areas that we consider
crucial to any assessment of Head's work,_ These are her
views on 'African tradition I I her use of orality, and her
depictions of women. Much of the scholarship on Head has
stressed her negative view of African tradition, and it
is this area of her work to which we turn our attention
in Chapter III where we examine Head's often ambiguous
presentatio~ of African 'tradition', Inte:t'twinedwith
'tradition' is her Use of orality and the supposedly oral
nature of her texts. We question the extent to which
Bead's texts are 'oral' and in Chapter IV examine the
nature of the 'orality' she depicts. Lastly, in Chapter
VI we explore how Head's presentation of women
complicates many of the c,rit.:i.calassessments of her work.
In the final chapter we turn to a reading of A Bewitched
Crossroad, Bead's least examine" text., and attempt to
demonstrate how the alternative approach established in
this thesis opens up new insights into this work in,
particular and her writing more generally.
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CHAPTER :t
TAKING HER AT HER WORD:
CRITICAL APPROACHES TO BESSIE HEAD
There is a large body of literary scholarship, local and
interqational, concerning the works of Bessie Head7 which
concentrates on a number of jentral issues including her
personal life, her autobiography (whether true or
untrue), her insanity, and her use of an 'oral
storytelling tradition'. .The latest development in
approaches to the works of Bessie Head comes from.a group
of AmericCl.nwcmen who examine her wor'kby comparing it to
the fiction of other Afrir,anand A:rrericanwomen writ.ers.
An indication of the variety of approaches applied to
Head's fict~on is evidenced by the number of critics who
use the same biographical data to arrive at vastly
differing conclusions about Head's writing, or, as is
more often the case, about her personal likes, dislikes
7 An extensive bibliography of these c:t:iticaltexts
has been nublished by NELM: Susan Gardner and
patricia B. Scott (1989).
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and convictions. Sarvan (1987:85,), for instance, argues
that in A Question of Power, Head is "obsessed" with sex.
The reason he offers is that she grew up in a beer-house.
l:tead, he argues, has a "distaste for sex" arising
directly irom her early experiences. Johnson (1985!:l04)
on the other hand, sees the imagery of sexuaL excess in
the novel as a "metaphor for other types of excess".
Nkosi (1981: 102) maintains that Head "has the profoundest
cortviction" about the "insignificance of sex".
However, this diversity notwithstanding, Head scholarship
can for. our purposes be divided into a number of
groupings that usefully illustrate the critical
shortcomings :referred to in the Introduction. These
groupings are, broadly, the autobiographical and
biographical approaches, assessments of her depiction of
women, and discussions regarding her depiction of
'orality' .
AS regards autobiographical approaches, Head herself has
encouraged critics to examine her works from this
perspective, saying, for instance, that a_Question of
Power "is totally autobiographical" (Maokemde and
Clayton 1989:25). Much of the work done on Bessie Head
from this perspective is e~ctremely insightful. fJ However.
8 Cherry Clayton (Wilhelm), Craig Mackenzie and
Charles Ponnuthurai Sarvan, amongothers, have used
the autobiographical approach to illuminate many
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one major drawback with this approach is that it has
almost obsessively limited the reading of her work to a
narrow range of concerns linked, in turn, to aspects of
her own life. A significant danger inherent in positing
such a one-to-one relationship between life and text is
that it mi.nimises the degree cf craft and skill evident
in Head's work. Anoth~r danger is that it encourages a
reading of her texts in the light of a circumscribed
range of concerns.
TWo such predomino.nt concerns have been Head's
I colouredness' and her 'insanity I. As regards the first I
critics have almost always assumed that her status as
'coi.,:)Ured' has resulted in a singular lack of id€n~tity.
Her refugee status and experiences in Botswana provide
yet mOl:ematerial for such critics of her works. Bead
herself identifies one of her major chemee as refugeeism
and historY (Mackenzie 1990:67-68) ,9 Bruner (1981:261)
says much of Bead's writing constitutes a II recall , of
9
interesting aspects of Head's work. Cr:tics such as
Susan Gardne:r.', Elizabeth Evasdaughter and Felrti ojo-
Ade have, on the other hand, tended to use it rather
simplistically, an approach which Itlill be discussed
in more detail in the body of this chapter,
Examples ot critics who concentrate on this aspect
of Head's works are Cecil Abrahams (1978); Lloyd W.
Brown (1981) i Charlotte ~runer (198:); Susan Gardner
(1985) i Jean Marquard (1978); Lewis Nkosi (1981.) i
Kolawole Ogungbesan 1979); Arthur Ravenscroft
(1976); Charles P. sarvan (1987); and CherrY Wilhelm
(1983) ,
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personal and ethnic past". Hex novels, Bruner argues,
"all deal with the reorientation of the exile to a new,
somewhat hostile society" and mir.ror "her own unrewarded
struggle for acceptance in her new community" (Bruner
1981:263) . Og1.l,ngbesan's(1979) perception of Head's
alienation is somewhat d.ifferent. He argues that
although Head'suffered alienation in Botswanar there is
a discernible movement in her novels and stories towards
an acceptance of Botswana and, he arglii6s s evidenced by
the example of the Cape Gooseberry; a s.
l'!inallyfound a home ,1"
of her having
Susan Gardner (1985i 1989) seems unab l,e to make up her
mind on the issue - Head's identity. Gardner believes
that Head cannot be viewed as Botswanan, uS she neither
speaks nor writes the la.nguage t;.>' Botswana, nor, she
believes can Head be regarded as a I colour'edI writer
since she does not apeak Afrikaan$, and, lastly I Head
cannot be regarded as an African writer because "she has
described embarrassing and annoying incidents when
10 In When Rain clouds Gather, the Cape Gooseberry, a
South African plant, acclimatised so successfully to
Botswana that the jam made from its fruit came to
provide a source of income fo!:'a number of the
agricultural co-operatives in Botswana.
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st.udents at African universities have disowned her
writing" (1985: 45) ,11
Lloyd Brown identifies the source of Head's alienation
not only in her exile but also in her skin colour: liThe
circumstan,ces of her birth cut her off from contact with
her black African sources, but having inherited the
civilization of the Christian West she has had to remain
the West's historic:ally unwanted offspring" (1981 ~159~
160) .12 Although he points out what he perceives to be
the ambiguities inherent. in Head's 'race I , he nonetheless
unproblematically slots her into what he identifies as a
spec i f i.cAfrican women's literary tradition, and does not
question her choice of the African 'tradition ( which
dominates her t~xts.
Felated to the discussions of Head I s alienation end
status as an exile Rre those discussions that centre on
Gardner's discussion of this is confusing. Although
she dismisses all of the three categories as
unlikely descriptions of Head, she fails to offer an
alternative. Writers like Chinua Achebe, for
example, write in English and are still considered
IAfrican writers I. In addition, not all those who
write in Afrikaans are 'coloured', and vice-versa.
Furthermore, "embarrassing incidents" seem an
unlikely reaSCl for a writer not to be perceived,
even if not by herself, as an African writer. All in
all, the reasons for this section of Gardner's
article remain a bit obscure.
Sarvan (1987) too discusses this aspect of Head's
'alienation' in relation to the ~haracter Elizabeth
in A QuestiOJl of Power.
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her insanity. These often conflate the characters in her
novels with Bessie Head the person and, even more
confusingly, with Head the writer.. An example of this
tendency is evident in Sarvan's (1987:84) discussion of
Elizabeth's behaviour at a mental institution in A
_Qyestion of Power.13
Committed to an asylum, Elizabeth is asked to
join the other inmates in keeping toe place
clean, but she refuses, demanding different
treatment because 'I'm not; an African' (p.181).
However, Elizabeth's real desire is for
acceptance by ~Hricans as an African:
'I dearly loved Robert Sobukwe and the
politics he expounded in the years 1958-60
Sobl,lkwe's view was Pan African and
generally included all things African, with
an edge of harshness in it that forced one to
make an identification w.ith being hfrican and
a sense of belonging to Africa .. ,'
Whereas the discussion in the first paragraph of the
quote above concerns Elizabeth the character, the second
13 Ursula Barnett (1983:120-202)
less contentious, example of
character and novelist~
is another I though
this conflation of
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paragraph, which appears simply to continue the point
about Elizabeth the character is, in fa8t, not a quote
from the novel, but a quote, in the first person, from a
personal letter written to Sarvan by Bessie Head.
A second critic to concentrate on Head's madness by
examining both the novelist and the character is
Evasdaughter (1989). Although she states at the
beginning of her article: "While an author cannot be
diagnosed from a literary text, a character can be 11
(1989:72), she continually draws comparisons and
conflates the categories of 'writer' and 'character' ~
that she: herself distinguishes between at the outset.
Evasdaughter also makes use of the DSM-III1.4 to
catalogue and 'understand' Elizabeth's character. While
the validity of this manual has been ques~ioned
elsewherel its use in this context is particularly
quest.Lonab'Le. Evasdaughter seems intent on showing that
the novel follows both the DSM'-III's chart of breakdown
as well as the process of recovery. It is difficult to
understand why this is significant as we are offered no
H Desk Reference to the Diaqnostic Criteria from
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Third Edition (DSM-III, 1982) .
Practitioners of psychology and psychiatry, have,
since the inception of this manual, debated its
legitimacy as a diagnostic tool. It is in the light
of these debates that we should question its use'in
a work of literary criticism in such an
unquestioning and uncrit1cal fashion (see for
example, Weiten (1992)).
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insights into how this would affect the ways in which
Head presents her experiences in and opinions of Serowe
and the issues on which she so determinedly focuses.
A further adjunct to the autobiographical approach is
criticism that is anecdotal and deeply personal. The
most well-known example of this tendency \:.0 reminisce
comes from Susan Gardner (1986) ~
Bessie had sometimes been a burden to me; her
letters were increasingly intrusive about rtr..{
personal life (and her queries about it, I think,
may now be interpreted as warning signals .~why
did she want a photograph of me, besides all
those from Serowe for instance? Why the queries
as to whether I was married?); but! had always
...:aredfor her. (Gardner 1986: 126) 15
15 In a review article on Head, Stephen Gray (1991:100)
makes similar remarks:
"I drove her there; even being driven was a treat.
But once at;reception with her meagre luggage, I was
in for two astonishments. The first was Bessie with
a Lion Lager tin in her hand interviewing the throng
of prostitutes ... And then Bessie entering the '"
casino .... The commotIon she created- 'You see, you
only have eyes for the money in your plastic cup; no
eyes for me' - was near to having us escorted out.
... Then I realised she was lost in there, drew her
hand out of her garment and led her meekly to the
more familiar bar-area."
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Dovey (1989:30) contends that the intention of Gar.dner's
article is a vindication of Gardner by herself, because
"Head had accused [her] of 'professional misconduct '" .
The second issue raised by Gardner's article, Dovey
argues, is whether biography is more privileged than
autobiography and thus, whether Gardner's presentation of
Head's biography (which she claims is 'true I) is more
acceptable or believable than Head's own aueol:)ipgraphy
(which Gardner claims is 'untrue'), As Dovey (1989:37)
points out I the 'truth I contained in any autobiography is
relative and whether or not Head's autobiography i.s true
should not concern us as critics as much as II the writer's
identity [which can be sought] in her writing",
These individual, highly personalised memories of Head
provide no insights into her works and the 'traditions'
or 'skills' she so deliberately utilises in their
construction. As Dovey says, "The 'truth' which each
successive reader findS in a book like A .Question of
Power is not: likely to be affected by the 'true story'
offered by Gardner's article" (1989:37). If anything,
articles which concentrate on the author's personal
knowledge and reminiscences of Bessie Head succeed in
creating the impression that at least some of the Head
scholarship has become a contest in which the witmer
knowsHead the most profoundly,
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Another broad area of invest:Lgation into Head I s works is
an exami: ..~tion of her female characters. critics who
have. concentrated on Head's presentation of women have
generally done so only in so far as this topic relates to
the biographical and insanity themes out Lf.ned above.
Thus any examination of Head's presentation of women in
her novels and short stories is sUbordinated to the
analysis of one of these broader themes r particularly
those of her sanity and identity (examples of this
include Sarvan 1987 and Johnson 1985) .
Ojo~Ade's reading of A Question of Power concludes with
the words: "Bessie Head's writing proves that womanhood
and femininity are not a stigma, but elements of dynamism
making for the" full participation of the Womanin the
socio-politicalorder" (1977:20), and, he argue&, it is
"syniliolicll that the vision of a new world IIcomes from the
mind of a woman labelled insane by society" (1977: 21) .
There is here no real attempt to understand how Head's
depictions of women function in her texts.
Some critics have attempted to understand Head's
characterisation of women in terms of their roles as
mother, in fact often in terms of Head's role as mother.
Although not concent.z-at i.nq on this aspect of Head's
texts, Wilhelm (1983:11) for example, has argued that it
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is partly the needs of Elizabeth's small son (A Question
of Power) that pull her back to sanity and reality.
Charlotte Bruner takes this one step further, by
constantly stressing that the facts of Head's single
parenthood are as distressing as her alienation and exile
in Botswana: "Her insights as a woman, an intellectual,
a mo "I a single parent, an outsider who has borne a
history of disorientation even as a birth label
['coloured I] all enhance this portrayal [of exile]"
(Bruner 1981:266). "Hence," Bruner continues, "the
woman, with limited employment status, as sale provider
undergoes additional strain and psychic stress if she is
an exile without support of husband, friendS, or a known
cornmun.i.t.y " (1981:268) . Again. the tensions present in
Head's fictional depictions of women remain unexplored.
Where critics have not subsumed Head's presentation of
womer:..into issues of identity, exile or insanity, they
have subsumed her into a larger tradition of African
women writers where, in the words of Lloyd Brown" [m]are
explicitly than most she is speaking ..J} ali of and
about the African woman, while compelling our attention
as a voice for all women" (1975:34) .16
16 Other examples of this generalization from the case
of women to themes like insanity, race and bE~longing
are: Lewis Nkosi (1981:101-3) and Lloyd Br.own
(1981:165-7) . Although Brown discusses what he calls
Head's "new woman" in some detail, he does not
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Visel argt:;:~JSthat, like Olive Schreiner I Bessie Head
connects the personal with the rolitical, the
individual with her history she links
patriarchal and racial domination, freedom for
women and national liberation. Head's critique
of African society is deeply feminist; her
utopian plots enable the public emergence of
women's power. (1990: 123)
It is the women in Head's novels who, in Visel's words,
"uncover her buried self ~ (and] lead her people out from
under" (1990:123). The assumption operating here is that
One woman character represents all women, if not all
oppressed people. Bessie Head herself often makes these
claims for her characters in her capacity as a writer of
fiction. In a critical work, however, assuming that one
woman speaks for all women does not allow us insight into
the fine ways in which each individual w'riter, in t.hi..s
case Bessie Head, will use stories of women to explore
what she perceives as their particular oppressions.
Gardner (1985:45) states that Head, "clearly delineates
the 0Ppressiveness of tribal life for women, compounded
by u:r::'>anisationli• It is, however, in the same article
relate this concept of the 'new' woman back to the
actual experiences of Serowe women.
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that she argues - as we have already noted - that II [Head]
cannot be 'i.d,.ewed as Botswanan as she neither speaks nor
writes the indigenous language". Why then, ;;'I7_eHead's
perceptions of Botswana womenand society simply assumed
to be reliable? The argument reverts to an f organic'
women' s ' tradi tion f or ' experience' in terms of which
Head, as a woman, can speak for most, if not all, other
women. Head's perceptions of these women, and their
relative accuracy or inaccuracy, are neither questioned
nor examined. Her depiction of the position of womenin
Serowe society in particular is taken for granted qespite
the fact that, as Gardner (1985: 45) herself acknowLedqea ,
Head had no access to the language spoken by these women
and was often, in her ownwordsr an outsider lookinlj in:
"After all, I'm such an isolated goddam outsider trying
to be an African of Africa" (Vigne 1991:24) and IIThere's
a whole world I know nothing about, el:"pecially the
Setswane. conversations II (Vigne 1991: 116) .
A eminal area of Head scholarship is represented by an
examination of her use of the 'oral s·torytelling
tradition'. It is with this area of criticism tha.t this
thesis will engage most fully. A number of critics have
examined Head's use of the r oral storytelling traditi on ' ,
but the most extensive critical work in this area has
been done by Craig Mackenzie (1989(1); 1989(2) and
(1985» who h('ls focused almost exclusively en Head's use
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of the .'oral tradition'. Mackenzie I.s work will be
examined more extensively later on in this chapter.
Two assumptions concern !.ng orality appear to form the
basis of uhe notion of an 'oral tradition' in the
critical works chat; deal with this aspect of Head's
fiction. The first is that this tradition is continuous
and 'organically' passed dotzn from generation to
generation developing eventually into the female written
'traditi(:>n' now evident. La Pin (1984:102), for example,
says that II... the womenI s voice has not lain ~ao:r:manto
be suddenly unleashed by the world of print. It has
spoken for centuries in an unbroken chain of verbal
creations I some of whd ch were gradually transmuted into
the written word.lI This conceptuaJ.isation of the oral
and the written is a consequence of very valuable
critical attempts to make the works of womenwr:i .ezs more
visible, and one of the ways in which this has been
achieved has been to argue that a I hidden' or 'concealed I
'women's tradition' has been in existence for many years
and needs only to be revealed.
The second assumption is that an 'oral tradition' is very
often an intrinsic part of the make-up of a woman. The
characterisation of womenas storytellers has become "one
of the most enduring stereotypes in southern African oral
literary studies II (Hofmeyr 1992:39) and much of what is
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written abeut wemen as authers ef.written texts draws en
this II stereotype" of women as 'natura1 sterytellers'.
Lloyd Brewn (1975:"4) stresses t:.he'continuity' of the
'women's traditien': "Wemen have always played a
considerable role, as storytel.le,rsand performers, in the
oral traditienll, The same assumption runs through the
fo11ewing extract taken from an int'treduction co a
recently pUblished collection of women's writing.
The process of transferen:e within and bacween
communities has stretr::hed:,)vermany centuries to
the extent that these narratives are still told
today and have influenced the style, struct1.lrE!,!,
themes and tone of a writer such as Bessie Head.
It therefcre remains a .vital factor within the
formaticn of souch African narratives of the past
century and needs to'be placed in relation to the
Li.ter'acuxe that follows it, (Van Nieke:ck 1990: 17)
At no stage is the question of how this oral 'tradition'
is transferred "within and between" the communities
examined. Seccndly, it is assumed that Head is
unwittingly influenced by a distinguishable orality
present in modern day Serowe rather than viewing her use
of oral forms as a conscious decision on her part to'
achieve a particular fictional goal. Rather than simply
stating that Head "achfeves an unique and harmcsd ous
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combination of indigenous storytelling tradition and
Western literary conventions" (Van Niekerk 1990:22), we
need to investigate hoW and why she achieves this.
Head is consequently assumed to be a part of an organic,
female oral storytelling tradition. Thus two traditions
are harnessed into one: the oral tradition and the still-
developing women's written tradition I as is evident in a
statement like = "with Head as an important forerunner,
the eighties was a vital period for the emergence of
black wcmen 's voices It (Van Niekerk 1990: 23). Head herself
has q,..estioned the validity of attempting to place her in
any kind of identifiable 'tradition': "I wouldn't say :t
was aware of a special writing tradition. I was aware
that I had to communicate certain things, perhaps that I
had set very high standards for myself ••• So it's later
t.hat reviewers and critics give you these categories,
slots, and so onlt (Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:7).
ursula Barnett (1983:199;200) has a more complex view of
Head's use of oral forms. She acknowledges that Head's
sources are 'traditional' and 'oral' in the sense that
they are often based on legend and myth r but she also
points out that Head used the recorded written h:LstOl:'Yof
Botswana as a basis for her fic'tion. Barnett also
examines very briefly some of the techniques employed by
Head to recreate the I(;'\elof an oral tall'"in her fiction,
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acknowledging that Head is a II craftsman" (1983 ;203) I
building a tale up carefully from a chosen setting or
scen~. Barnett has gone part of the way in her analysis
of Hea.d's use of the oral tradition, but she has
neglected one very important element of Head's
presentation of .this 'oral tradition I - how did Head,
with no Setswana, gain access to t~,is tradition? What
informs Head' s perceptions of orality? These are
questions that have yet to be answered,
Lewis Nkosi appz-oaches the problem of African writers'
use of I tradit::ion I by providing us vITith a practical
concept, one t.hat, may prove frul.tful in 9,tt,empting to
understand Hea.d's use of 'orality'. Nkosi posits the
existence of a "usable tradi.tion II (1981: 97) . Thi.s
Iusable tradit.ion' I Nkos.:i.argues, entails those aspEn,.;tc
of a perceived traditional past t.hat, may prove useful fOr
writers writing about contemporary issues. 'Phis thesis
will attempt to argue that Head has not only found but
also gone slOme way towards constructing a 'usable
tradition' which she employs consciously and deliberately
in her fiction. We will ret.ul;'n to a more detailed
discussion of this point. later in this thesis.
Let us now turn to Mackenzie, whohas examined HeadI s use
of 'orality' in most detail. Head does 'not, Mackenzie
argues, make use of a IInovel Ldea II in choosing the
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II story teller framework" (1989:39). Mackenzie does,
how~'[Ver,acknowledge that Head chooses to use this form:
II ••• it is clear that the author wants to present all the
familiar components of an African storytelling ethos; the
camp-fire setting, the old and wise narrator, a knownand
inti.mate audience; an ending which provokes re-evaluation
and comment" (1989:39). Mackenzie appreciates the fact
that Head relies on "oral sources supplemented by
ext r anecua 1i terary ones II (1989(1) ;37). Furthermore, he
c;t.at¢s:
The narrative tale,
according to Walter J.
the primary metho~
Ong - by which. oral
cultures deal with the flow of life, is therefoi;e
the genre adopted by Bessie Head. The stories
are the kirid of stories that the villagers tell
each other.
While Mackenzie f s research has done much to open up a.
useful area of i:nquiry into Head's work, it is not
without its problems. The major weakneas of this
research is the fact that he has explicitly rE:~lied on
Ong's (1982) characterisation of orality and literacy,
which is noted for a monolithic and undifferentiated
conceptualization of 'orality' and the 'oral tradition'.
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Street (1988:3....5) 17 criticd.zes Ong for his use of
"present-day 'oral' cul t.ur'ee as evidence of the
nature of past societies II and, above aLl.; for the bipolar
depiction of orality and literacy which leads Ii to
',I
'i
erroneous assumptions regarding "western II versus ":t\y:m-
western" thought procasaes and oul cura l. characteristics.
Western, liter(.~te thought is said to be rational,
detached and objectiv~ as, by ext~nsion, are its members
(Street 1988: 5). Oral, non-western, t.houqht; is mnemonic,
rhythmic I additive and redundant (Ong 1.982:38-4()) .
Mackenzie's reliance on the work of'. Ong~leads him to
assume that the 'oral t::..:'adition' on which Bessie Head
draws is still in existence and that it. can be easily
separated from the rest of village life whi.ch, as wewill
demonst.xate later, has for at least a century, been
infiltrat.ed by literacy. Seccmdly, he assumes that this
'oral trad.ition' is readily accessible to someonewhohas
no command of the indigen<>us language of Serowe.
Furthermore, he does not quest ion the extent to which
Head not only utilises this I tradition I, but 11'\\many
instances invent.s it.
A further I related issue is the question of whose ' ora I
tradl.tion I Hecldis supposedly l:nakinguse of. None of the
17 Leroy Vail and La.ndegWhite (1991) criticize Ong on
the same grounds.
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critics x",ho discuss HeadI s use of orality question tha.t
its orig:inal, single source is Serowe. This
unquestioning approach to orality may have something .to
do with the same assumption madeby Ellen Kuzwayo- that
only black peopl,e can have an oral tradition that is
still easily accessible ,18 As Shuman (1986: 185 i points
out, it is erroneous to presume that only predominantly
9ral cultures have oral artistic forms. In other words,
it maynot be the case that Head simply transported oral
f eat.uxes into her writing I but that many of those
features perceived by the reader to be part of the 'oral
tradition of Serowe' may, in fact, be residual oral
features of HI;;ad , sown upb:r;;;ingi.ng,
.'-'
And, to continue
Shl.lm2'1'spoint (1986:185) I fhere is a constant interplay
between lIoraPi and IIliteratle forms I! • The Botswana Head
wrote of is modern Botswana and, although there maywell
be an identifiable 'oral tradi.tion', there is no doubt
that aspects of literacy would have influenced TSWana
life and t.hus also possibly whatever ' traditional oral
culture I that may have existed. '1'0 assume that Head
makes use of. a clearly identifiable and virtually static
orality in hex books is thus really to examine the issue
rat.her sup~lrf:Lcially.
_------1 ....·---
18 8$e the Introduction to this thesis.
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In addition, Mackenzie fails to take a number of other
crucial issues into account. He neglects to examine the
position of women in Tswana society, an issue with which
Head concerns herself in great detail. He does not
attempt to establish the nature of TSTN'anastorytelling
Head draws on, nor does he attempt to come to terms with
Head's perceptions of Tswana society. He too takes Head
at her wo;t'd. Above all, though he claims Head utilises
the 'oral' resources present in the society she lives in,
he makes no attempt to understand the complexity of
Head I S encounter with that society or the exact nature of
the oral sources to which she would have been privy.
Very recently, there h'l.5been anotihez departure in Head
scholarship, namely an attempt to place her within a
broadly feminist African, American and Asian women's
tradition. 19 One recent example of this trend is a
collE.ction of essays entitled Motherlands: Black Women' s
Writing from Africa, the Caribbean and south Asia. The
essays containing criticism of Head's writings are all
comparative: she is compared to Aidoo (ROoney 1991:99-
126); Nwap~ and Njau (Bryce-Okunlola 1991:200 ..218);
Macgoye (Kibera 1991:310-329) and, finally, to Emecheta
and Rhys (Fido 1991~330-347).
19 Alice Walker has also dedicated her 1988 collection
of essays to lithegreat African writer Bessie Head"
(Walker 1988:xi).
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While this criticism does serve to extend the
perspectives from which Head is viewed, it tends also to
reproduce many of the problems noted above. For example,
one critic, Roone:y, while offering a complex analysis Of
HeadI s work, tends to view her in terms of a disp("'!=:r~essed
exile - a foreigner to Botswana attempting to make sense
of what she sees around her: Bessie Head is at IIa
crossroads of dispossession or unbelonging"
(1991:119). Even more conventional is Rooney's summing
up.e "Eliza'!-st.h recovers her .,elf, her mental peace and
social being, through her participation in the collective
pzo jec t; of the vegetable garden in which people of
different races and different places are involved"
(1991: 119) . The understanding Rooney offers;; of Head's
work is, therefoJ::"e, not at all new - it does not
reconsider the context in which the work is written other
than within a somewhat, broadened' female' or f feminist'
, exile I parameter and, as such, once more simplifies
Head's presentation of Botswana into a one-to~one
relation between experience and text.
Bryce-Okunlola, in the same collection, almost
immediately falls into the trap of assuming that Head is
simply one Ln a long line of oral storytellers now in
print: lithe source of their creativity [is] in the
communal storytell.ing tradition of their foremothers"
(1991:201). The corollary to Bryoe-Okunlola's
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concept.uaLd sez i.on of a long line of I oral ( 11 foremothers II
is an insistence on motherhood as the crucial entry point
to an understanding of Head's texts.
Kibera also inserts Read into a 'women's tradition' -
this time written - by comparing Head and Macgoye:
"Macgoye and HeadI s fictive worlds share as much in
commonas the writers themselves do as womenand as
transplanted individuals If (1.991:318 emphasis added).
Bessie Read and Marjorie Macgoye are, she argues, still
more alike because they ushare their gender, their
vocation as writers and their commitment to their adopted
motherlands II (1991:310). The implicit assumption is,
once again that, as womenwriters, the essential female
experien~e allows for Head and Macgoye to share the same
'female' style and the same set of concerns, as a
necessary consequence of
'essentialist' reduction of
reinforced when one considers
their gender. This
female experience is
that Macgoye, a white
woman,was born and raised in Englind. Thus once again,
Head is subsumed into a genealogy of womenwriters who
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have little in common other than the fact that they are
women and writers. 20
Kibera has, though, unlike many other critics, picked up
on the fact that Head's presentation of women is not
unambiguous HHead held that traditional African
societies, with their rigidly defined, stereotyped sex
roles, encouraged the sexes to objectify and manipUlate
each otherH, often resulting in Hwarped cultural
attitudes" (1991:316). She realises that Head is
attempting to work out the "loosening grip of tradition
on women's lives and on the resulting ambivalence in
female att.itudes to men, marriage and children"
(1991:322), and perceives that this might be perplexing
as Bead has a IIunique but double-edged perspective: [her]
vantage point allows [her], simultaneously, an outsider's
clear-sightedness, an insider's intimacy and the very
real risk of mis-interpreting what (she] see (s J "
(1991:325).
In co.ic Luei.on, it is evident that many critics have taken
Head's works too easily at face value, assuming a direct
20 Elaine Savory Fido begins her article as folloWS:
"Mother, from whom we leave and to whom 'lilereturn,
the one who is the starting point of all journeys
and the point of reference for all destinations .••"
(1991 :330 ), fUrther evidence of the intention of
establishing a tradition of women 'lilriterswho write
only in relation to other women.
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II /
relationship l in varying Q\::!greesI between. the events 1111;1'
\\ i~.'j
B.~ad's life and her fiction. In order to sidestep the
problems inherent in this approach, we need to question
the assumptions concerning Head's reliability as a
witness of Serowe life and orality. We begin this
questioning in the hope t.hat it. will reveal to us the
extent to which Bead crafted her w·.)rksso precisely that
t.hey could easily subsequently be tQken at face value by
her critics.
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CHAPTER II
FOUNDATIONS:
AlIT :rl~'I'ELLEC'I'UAL 13:tOGRAPHY
In the previous chapter we examined a number of critical
approaches to the works of Bessi,.. ,"1,--04 in. order to
demonstrate that the critics have! ,~~ umed a
cr:itical stance which has, to varying'
in the positing of a more or less one-ct o-«,
;sulted
"
J. 1;iShip
between Head's life and fiction. In this cha~ ,t:;!:, w~
establish the basis for our contention that her
narratives are fa!: more intricate and I crafted ( than
literary critics have previously tended to assume. To
demonstrate this content ion, we turn to Bead's
intellectual biography as a meal"J of establishing the
ideas and intellectual cllrrents that shape her fictional
worlds. The use of Head's biography as a means of
understanding her fiction is not new and has been applied
by many critics as the previous chapter has shown This
those aspects that: may, broadly, be called
chapter employs this broad critical emphasis, but aims to
extend the examination of Head's biography to focuS on
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, intelleotual'. Rather than emphasising those aspeots of
Head.'s life that many critics have argued appear as
I autobiography' in her fictional texts I' we need to
establish the intelleotual premises that iniorm broadly
what ahe selects for use :i n her texts and, furthermore,
the extent to which she shapes and transforms the issues
and ep.isodes of Botswe.nalife that she perceives around
her. The emphasis will, therefo1:'e, be on those of Head's
beliefs, interests and ideologies that could have
motivated the style and form of many of her texts and
that may have contributed to the choice of content in
their writing. It will ultimately be argued thEl.tHead's
fiction is not as much a ' real' reflection of What
Botswana was or is, as an intellectually inspired
manipulation and invention ,,£ wh~ltHead felt it ought to
be.
The task of establishing an intellectual ~iography for
Bessie Huad has been made easier by the recent
publicati()tl of a collection of l-etters written by Bead
from Se:r:oweto Randolph Vigne (199:t). The publication of
these lett~~rs raises an important issue: ther¢'! appears to
be an enormous disjuncture between the content of the
letters and the fictional texts published by Bessie Bead,
many of which were written at the same t.i~Lc.!as the
letters selected for publicat.~Lon by Vigne. The
disjunction between the letters and aead'f.} te:ll,;tswould
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appear to confirm the contention of this thesis th~\t
Head's W'orks are more deliberately crafted than has
previously been assumed. Moreover, these letters have
provided new perspectives on HeadI s fiction which
challenge many of the critical assessments of her works
to date, especially when one obse ....·es the dispari ty
between Head's fictional representations of African women
- which often t.end towards the sentimental and idealised
- and the very negative attitude towards the~e same women
that she expresses in her letters. A discussion of
Head's presentation of womenis contained in Chapter V.
Letters, interviews and occasional articles written by
Head will be used to provide ihsights into the
intellectual frame\\101~)Cwith which she approached Serowe,
and the exterd: to wh.ich these influenced her writing.
Establishing a clear frC\met'lorkof Head's beliefs is a
diff.:i.(.')u1t t.ask as her views are f:r.egttently cOfLtrad.:i.ctory
and her fiction reflects the paradoxical nature of her
thought. She embraces an extensive, diverse and often
conflicting set of political ideologies, religious
beliefs and viewpoints. I 1'). the light of these new
perspectives provided by the letters and interviews, her
fictional texts could be re ...assessed as the arenas in
whioh she struggles to control and fuse a number of
ideological tendencies. This chapter wil.l not attempt to
draw out all the contradictions and inoongruit;.ies in
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B'E?ad's Lnt al Leccue.L 'map', but will instead ccncenc rat e
on the majcr strands of thought clearly evident in the
sources referred to above. Wewill thus attempt to aain
some sense of the effect Head's beliefs would have had on
her views of Serowe lifs, and how these views, combine.d
with her n~w experiences of an African country that is
not South Africa, are fused in her fict:.ional
representations of Serowe~ A stylistic, literary
analysis using these insights will )9 carried out in
later chapters of this thesis.
A numbez of strands in HeadI s thinking become clear
through a ~eading of her letters, interviews ~nd non-
ficti.on writings. ~1 The fir~,t discernible strand of
influence is Africanism - Ln pa~t'ticula:r;, the effect. t.hat
Robert So!hukwehad on her. (She herself has listed him
as one of the most. important influences on her beliefs.)
A second, important influence is. the significance she
attached to history and the possible link between her
conceptions of history and her Africanist views. Related
to Head's views on history is che fact that Botswana
achieved its independence in 196i~ with relative ease,
whilst Head was staying in Botswana. Botswana's
independence is significant in that it appears to have
21 The sources referred to are; Randolph Vigne (1991) i
Craig Mackenzie (1990) and Craig Mackenzie ~nd
Cherry Clayton (1989).
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deeply influenced her perspectives on Africa as a whole
and to have sharpened her perceptions of South Africa nnd
Botswana specifically. Third, Bead's impressions of
'traditional' African structures, past and present, need
to be examined. We will also explore the :relationship
between women and orality in Head's work. Fourth, the
fact that Bessie Head was employed as a journalist whilst
in South Africa cannot be ignored as this in itself leads
to a particular narrative style as well as a particular
conception (when combined with the dri\le to write
fiction), of the need to 'tell a story' in the broadest
sense. Eer journalistic backgrounu may well also have
influenced her perceptions of orality.
* * * * * *
Little is known of Head's early life as very few details
are avai lable .;;;1 She was born on 6 J1.\ly 1937 in
l?ietermaritzb1..trgand placed into foster care. :tn 1950
she was removed from her foster. paz'ent s and placed in an
Anglican mission orphanage where, in her own words, she
ijharboured a terrible and blind hatred for missionaries
and the Christianity which they representedij and, once
she left the mission, she "never set foot in a Christian
The information contained in thi.s description of
Head's early life is taken from che chronology of
Head's life by Craig Mackenzie (1989(1)).
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church again" (Mackenzie 1990:4). While at the mission
school she attended high school and trained as a primary
school teacher, a job she then did from 1956 to 1958.23
From 1958 to 1960 she worked as a columnist for the
Golden City Post in Johannesburg.
In 1960 Bessie Head moved to Cape Town where she met and,
in 1962, married Harold Head. She lived in Cape Town for
just over three years and in March 1964 left South Africa
for Botswana I where she remained until her deach on 17
July 1986.
One of the most significant and easily discernible
strands of influence on Head is Africq,nisffi,24
particularly that of Robert.·Sobukwe. Her first contact
with Robert Sobukwe and the Africanist movement ~..,ithin
the ~frican National Congress at the time may very well
have been through her posi t ion on the Gglc\§m Cit;Y.,,,:Postin
Johannesburg in which Africanist appeals were p'ublished.
On 29 March 1959, while Head was working fOl" the
24
No mention of where Head worked as a teacher appears
in any of the texts either about Or by Head.
Tom Lodg~J (1990:21) defines Africanism as "an appeal
that would overcome the psychological inhibitions
produced by racial oppression II which would consist
of "a racially assertive nationalism which would
serve to foster sentiments which were Part of the
I natural' psychological make-up of all Africans II •
Such an appeal would also, therefore, emphasise
II indigenous leadership II and IInational self-
det.erminationII •
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newspaper, the follm·ling Af'ricanist assertion by Sobukwe
was published: "The masses do not hate an abstraction
like 'oppression' or 'capitalism' ... They make these
things concrete and hate the oppressor - in South Africa
the White man" (Lodge 1990: 83) .
Bessie Eead wcu.l.dalso still have been in Johannesburg
during the Pan-African Congress's (PAC) positive Action
campaign, culminatil1g in the shootings at Sharpeville.
This campaign was led by Robert Sobukwe, Head's "hl$roll
(Vigne 1991: 1) • In 1960, the year Head moved t.o" Cape
Town, the PAC (...hllowing its national campaign) was
banned under a state of Emergency. 'rhis Posi tiva l.;!"'!tion
campaign "had had its greatest auooess in Cape Town,
where the entire African communitywent on strike" (Vigne
1991: 1) • ThesE!events led to what Vigne has called t.he
IIelectr ic " political atmosphere of the 196Os, the era
during which Bessie Head was known as CJ. "fire-eating
African nationalist and a Suppr".:rterof the Pan-Africanist
Congress" (Vigne 1991:1).
In 1985, '1.lthough by this time having undergone a radical
change in her attitude to the PAC, Bessie Head retained
her respect and admiration for Robert Sobukwe, a deeply
symbolic I yet distant, leader. 2S It must be remembered
25 TomLodge (1991:80) argues that SobukWe's leadership
was distant and symbolic for the PAC as a whole:
whilst in prison IIhe continued to fulfil important
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t.hat Robert sobukwe led the organisation for a very short
period of time before he was imprisoned and, as such,
much of his leadership of the moversent; was ir'om the
distanced location of Robben Island. Sobukwe's
Africanism, Rebd sava, managed t.o give her I a person with
a livery broken sense of hi at.o'ry" I "a sense of balance
he gave me a comfortable black skin :in which to live and
work". "Sobukwe's view, II she explains, "was Pan African
and he personally included all I gs African, but with
an edge of harshness that forced one to make an
identification with Africa and a sense of belonging to
Africa" (Mackenzie 1990:97). Although Head claimed in
1985 that she IIc'\:(t'efG.lly avoided politics" (Mackenzie
1990:97), this sense of belongir ~ Africa never left
her I despite her d.i.s.iLl.ua.i.onmec,.c with the PAC as a
political group, As early as If169 she became distressed
with what she termed lithe black power people" who have
"no heart" and whose "appa+enc Iy complicated intellectual
reasoning is derived from the inferiority complex which
wants to impress perhaps 'whitey' that the black man has
got brains. It is all sham and pose and ego and
something I can't stomach" (Vigl1e 1991:92-3).
symbolic and charismatic functions, partially
compensating for the serious shortcomings of those
people who were at l.iberty to actually lead the
organisation" I IIin reality I though, Sobukwe' s
achievements as ;;~, ',::cJ. U: :Leal leader were very
Uneven11 •
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In a very uncanny way, much of what Head writes mirrors
what sobukwebelieved or is recorded as having said. For
e'~ample, in a speech delivered to his fellow student.'s in
his final year at Fort Hare University, Sobukweexplained
what it means to be an African nat1ona1ist:
We have made our choice. And we have chosen
African Nationalism because of its deep human
significance; because of its inevitabil:i.ty and
necessity to world progress. World civilizations
will not be complete until the Africa~ has made
his full contrik~~Jtion. .... ,\I: wish to make it
clear again that we are anti .....nobody, We are pro-
Africa. Webreathe, we dre~\i, we live Africa;
because Africa and humand.t.yairs l:+1separable •••
On the liberation of Afr:l.ca depends the
li.oeration of the whole world. ,(pogrund 1~l90:37)
This principal belief of sobukwe' s .):.evel:bera,tes thrQugh
Head's words, "Africa is going to ri,~e to a great height
of civilization and this is going to t?e done, in the last
resort, with African brains ••• " (Ma.Clkenzie1990:46) •
Like Head, $ok'ukwe had a deep-seated mistrust of the
destructive effects of hatred. In sobukwe' swords:
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·.. a doctrine of hate can never take people
anywhere. It is too exacting. It warps the
mind. That is why we preach the doctrine of
love I love for 1\Jrica. We can never do enough
for Africa, nor can we love her enough. The more
we do for her, the more we wish to do. (Pogrund
1990.:36)
EISLewhere he said:
there is only one race to which we all belong
and that.:is the Human Race. In our vocabulary,
therefore, the word race, as applied to man, has
no plural form. (pogrund 1990:92)
l\ fusion of the above two at.acemencs is fundamental to an
understanding of Head's texts, as is evidenced by both A
Question of Power and When Ra~n Clouds Gather, and is
expnes sed by Head in 1962, two years after het. arrival in
Cape Town in "Let me tell a story now ... 11:
If I had to write one day I would just like to
say people is people and not damn white, damn
black. perhaps if I was a good enough writer I
could still write damn white, damn black and
still make people live. Make you love them, not
because of the colour of their skin but because
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they are important as human beings. (Mackenzie
1990:6)
This dislike for racial categories may be as much due to
the influence of Sobukwe as to the influence of t.he Non-
European Unity Mov~ment (NEU1v'i)anc, the South African
Liberal Party (SALP). The NEUMwas established in 1943 I
and was "largely a product of resistance against
segregat.ionist. consultative and admini.strative bodies
constituted by the state ... especially the Coloured
Advisory Council and the CoLour'ad Affairs Council (CAD)n
(Nasson 1990:191). Both Nasson (1990:91) and Lodge
(1990:39) have pointed out that the NBUMdrew much of its
following from teachers and was lE";dby a "radical middle-
class intelligentsiall, a group to which Head would have
had access in Cape Town on her a.'1?rival. Her social
circle in the early 1960s incll jed Lewis Nkosi and Dennis
Brutus (both of whomwent into exile and whose loss she
mourned (Mackenzie 1990: 13) ) I RandeLph Vigne (of the
SALP)and Patrick Duncan (also of the SALPand the editor
of Contactl for whomHarold Head worked) 1 among others.
Bead's husband was, in addition, a member of the NEUM.
The juxtaposition of the PAC and the SALP in Head's
social circle is not as strange as it would at first
appear, and much of what. is contained in Head's fiction
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is a fusien of the twe ideelegies. 26 In fact Sobukwe
himself, Lodge argues, was a Illiberal .of another celeur"
(Ledge 1991; Pegrund 1990:244) who drew not onl.y from the
ideologies of the PACbut alse f r'equent.Ly frem a liberal
"ethos of individual martyrdom" (Lodge 1991:82-3).
The NEUM,which was to beceme the "major pelitical ferce
among celeured intellectuals II (Ledge 1990:39), had twe
guiding principles, .one .of which was "an abiding
commitment to non-racialism!! and the other a "line of
nen-cellaboration with the regime" (Nasson 1990:192).
This belief in nen-racialism is especially pertinent to
Bessie Bead as it was, according te Nassen (1990:192),
not so much a belief that race ~~s irrelevant, but that
races did not exist J a sentiment expressed by Richard
Rive in the fellowing statement:
I don I t believe in this whele ·'.oncept of race '"
I am as anti -whf.t e as I am anti-black (.~ranti-
pink .or anti-blue. I do believe entirely in non-
racialism as a tenet where co.Lour is no critex:ion
at all. (Quoted in Nasson 1990: 192)
26 This assertien will be examined in moz-e detail in
later chapters of this thesis rlealing with Head's
fiction.
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Richard Rive and Bessie Head were, at the very least,
acquaintances, both living in Cape Townat the same time,
and, very likely, moving in similar political circles. 27
A further similarity between Robert Sobukwe and Bessie
Head is their idiosyncratic dislike of labelling ideas
and beliefs, as though this would 'close' the ideas off
from proper use. They both felt that no one belief was
in itself the perfect solution to any problem. At the
launching conference of the PACheld on 4-6 April 1959,
delegates from allover South Africa heard Sobukwe's
opening address on the fi.t"st day, in which he explained
the principles on which the PACwas grounded. On the
second day of the conzexence , Sobukwe, 1.1Y now the
acknowledged leader of the Africanists, answered
questions put, to him by the delegates present at the
meeting.
One [delegate] said: ' I am not sure whether he
[SobukWe] is more inclined to socialism or to
communism', and was told ry Sobukwe that it was
not necessa.:r:y ,to give names to things. Wedo
not have to follow particular LdeoLoqd.as if we do
27 Professor Peter N. Thuynsma remembers Richard Rive
saying that he knewBessie Head while she was living
in Cape Town. It is possible that through Rive C\:,t:/;d
the activities of her husband, Harold Head, Bessie
H('adwould have been welJ.-·acquainted with this ferm
of non-racialism.
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not. accept them completely .•. we bOt'roVlfrom
East and west ... '. (Pogrund 1990:93)
Head, in a comparable tone, wrote in 1978:
I have avoLded political camps and ideologies
because I teel they falsify truth. It was
necessary for me to concentrate directly on
.peop.Le because I believe it is only people who
make people suffer and not some hidden, unknown
God or dev~l. (Mackenz,ie 1990:63)
Vernon Gibberd28 has . ~is to say of Bessie Head: IIShe
saw throu.s.h people so easily that I dout.. she had much
time for any of the Botswana politicians ~1129 Bl the
time Headwrote of her avoidance of politi.cal parties and
camps, she had clearly been of this opinion for a number
of years for, as early as 1967 she had written in a
letter :0 Randolph Vigne (1991:54):
Thl..ra are really wicked people on this earth.
BUT THEYAR.ENOT IN CAMPS.- Therefore you can' t
say all communists and supporters of communism
are good. The m0st evil people are. tber.;;.
28 Vernon Gibbsrd, a friend of Bessie Head's, was a
volunteer worker in Botswana for many years.
!Jetter from Vernon Gibberd,. 7 December 199729
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'rhereforeyou can I t "layall white men are evil.
The most good people found there side by side
with terrible brutes. You can r t; say African
people, because they walk around in rah1s and
tatters, are good.
It is also clear, however, that Head cannot
uncomplicatedly be called an African nationalist. She
:LS, she says, "surprised" at the extent to which
"creative writing is often regarded as a
nationalistic activity" (Mackenzie 1990: 101). If it is
at all nationalistic, she argues, then perhaps it is
rather at the level of a IIrathersubdued communication a
writer [has] with his own society" (MaCkenzie
1990 :101) . Despite this avowed lack of 'nationalist'
intention, glimmers of Sobukwe's Pan-Africanist brand of
nationalism nonetheless filter through her Writings.
The profundity of Sobukwe's influence on Head30' is
30 Another influence that Sobukwe may have had on Head
- and this must remain speculative for the moment .-
is her interest in oratory. Sobukwe was renowned for
his considerable rhetorical prowess. Pogrund (1990)
demonstrates how sobukwe 's oratorical skills had
begun while he was still a student leader at Fort
Hare University. Sobukwe's speech at the launch of
t.he PAC (referred to above) was, Pogrund says,
"scholarly as always, but now there was a fluency
and passion whir::hput it among the finest oratory I
had heardH (1990:91). It is thus possible to
speculate that Head was able, particularly during
her stay in Johannesburg while Sobukwe lived in
Soweto, to hear Sobukwe speak and that this may have
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expressed in these words written in 1978, after she had
heard about Sobukwe's death. Her response to Sobukwe's
death seems also to demonstrate tht.!ext.ent,to which he
may have been symbolic of the idealistic feelings about
Africa Head so often verbalised in her own works~
Robert Sobukwe died. I loved the man deeply and
I have since his death been looking over some
things he wrote. knew he was a rich and
creative man f but Look i.nq over his papers it
never struck me before that he was also so
idealistic. The light went out for me with his
death. For days and days I cried simply because
he was the only man I ever loved and trusted.
(Vigne 1991:219-220)
Related to Head's Africanist beliefs is her interest in
history - it was, afte3" all Sobukwe, she said, who had
given her a sense of her own history. Sh~ was
"fascinated by history, by the migrations of people, by
the meeting of many strange cu; tures and by trade and the
exchange of goods" (Mackenzie 1990:&3) • It is not
surprising that Head's imagination was taken with history
since there were, at this time (1960s and 70s) a number
of significant developments occurring on this front.
played a part in her later interest in the oratory
of, for inst~'~e, the kgotla.
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These chang-es in approach to historical method have often
been referred to as 'radical historiography' although
this category comprised a number of different tendencies
in approaches to history. Two overall historical
philosophies are evident in Headf s works: the first,
prevalent. in the 1950s and 60s, was the classically
nationalist interpretation of history as the story of the
unfolding of a nation. Amovement that arose largely in
response to colonial views of African history, it tended
- like the history it sought to unseat - to focus on the
chiefs, leaders an1 rulers of nations or societies
heading for independent nationhood. A second, later
development in Head's approach to history is analogous to
developments in historiograph.y that had a more populist
focus. Generally known as 'history from below/, this
sChool of thought which became very influential in South
Africa, focused on the etruggles of ordinary people.
Bessie Head is clearly interested in the histories ~f
both the r big men' (such as Khama the Great) and the
oz'dd.naz'y people (for example, those with whomshe lived
in Serowe) .
It would appear that Head's engagement with h.ist.o.ry at
the level of research was developed during her stay in
Botswana. Her early novels I she GaysI contain only
"peaceful rural scenes ... hastily snatched to form the
backdrop to t.orturous novels". It was only "later, much
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later (that she] became acquainted with the history of
Botswana and it was like becoming acquainted with a way
of life that was applicable to all the tribes of Africa"
(Mackenzie 1990: 87) . It becomes clear that it is her
interest in the history of Botswana that leads her to
understand history in new ways:
The high clamour and violence of South African
h~istory dominates all the southern lands so they
are written of In history books as mere
appendages of South African history. Botswana is
no mere extension of South African history and
the great arid waste~ nd the hist.ory books would
have us believe. (Macx:enzie1990:1987)
The work of Mary Benson in particular seems to have had
an enormous effect on Bessie Head - ("she is famous fgl'
her beadtiful biography on Tshekedi Khama" (Vigne
1991 :198)} - and their interpretations of the history of
the Tswana people under Khama concur (Wylie 1990: 222 ff) .
Mary Benson I s book also appears in the bibliography to
Sero'ltle:village of the Rain wind.
In this text Head concentrates on the lives of three
individuals w:'~omshe identifies as the "great" men of
Serowe: Khama the Great, Tshekedi Khama and Patrick van
Rensbu:tg (Head 1981 :xiv), drawing the information on
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their lives from themselves, from books written about
them and from interviews conducted wi.th people living in
Serowe at the time. A~ examination of the bibliography
Head consulted in writing the introduction - bearing in
mind· that the text was only published in 1981 - draws
exclusively on material publi.shed prior to 197t:~ and
concentrates on publications in the 1960s. Revisions of
African history, broadly categorised as 'radical',
occurred in the late 70s, and it appears that Head has to
someextent an'tioipat.ed this historiographical tradition,
especially in her choice of the themes she conai.dexed
worthy of histOldcal attention: self-help, migration,
p~ople I s names, treatment of marr.i.age and death and a
detailed description .of village life. Her choice of
methodology - that of 'the oral interview - is a further
indication of the similarities between her work and the
work of radical historiographers at the time, who often
relied on broadly oral sources.
of radical historiography in
Bozzoli and Delius (1990:17)
One of the main tenets
general, according to
was t.hat it "disputed
colonial denial of a meaningful precolonial African
history and stressed. the centrality of African initiative
in shaping the past and present of the African
continent" . Without doubt it is this understanding of
history that informs Head's approach to the lives of the
three "great II men out.lined above.
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The need to 'rewrite' an accept abf.e history of Africa ,for
her readers at most I \\and herself at least I is. clarified
in her response to the story of Nongqawuse. Intri,gued by
t.he events surrounding the Xhosa cattle killings, she
'",rote; "I used to hate, deeply I the smirking whi te
historian view of our school history text books I like
that is just what the natives would do" (Vigne
1991:124) .31
In add.i.t Lon, as Bozzoli and Delius po i.nt; out (1990: 16) I
many black intellectuals, particularly in the 1950s and
60s, were denied access to the institutions which would
enable them to practise hd st orv , The stn, ~ifying context
of black education in South Africa disabled them as
pupils and later, as academics I while many were denied
access to libraries, archives and universities. As a
consequence of these restrictions I it was through the
genres of journalism and "historical fiction" that the
"black LnteLl i.qents i,a found its voi.cev . It is,'not
surprising I therefore that it is through these g'enres
that Bessie Head, stimulated by the need to re-tell
history, says she is "a pioneer blazing a new trail into
the future ,I (Mackenzie 1990: 64), and clarifies her role
in this future in the following way:
31 This is easier to understand punctuated az;
iiI used to hate, deeply, the smirking whi t e
historian view of our school history text books,
like, 'That is just what the natives would do.'"
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It would seem as though Africa rises at a point
in/history when world trends are more hopefully
against exploitation, sLave ry and oppression -
all of which has been synonymous with the name,
Africa. I have recorded whatever hopeful trend
WaS presented to me in an attempt to shape the
future, which I hope will be one of dignity anA.
compassion. (Mackenzle 1990:64)
The role of a writer: who in some way shapes the future
-might aLao have been informed by Head's early
j qurnalis tic experiences the need to 'record' for
pcat er i ty what she witnesses around her.
Head also often expxe ssas C). need to make history more
I alive' -. J:his j s one of the driving forces behind much
of her work. She expresses her admiration for Sol
Plaatje's ability to do just that in her fore~'lOrd to
Native Life in South Africa, 32 Of her 0' -;), work about
Serowe, she remarks that II there i.:m' t anything in this
village that an historian might care to write about. Dr.
IJivingstone passed this wayI they might say. Historians
do not write about people and how strange and beautiful
they e.re - just living II (Mackenzie 1990:30). Read's aim
above is in keeping with the radical historians' concern
32 Reprinted in Craig Mackenzie (1990).
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to tell of the "everyday life of the people" (Bozzoli and
Delius 1990: 15). It is also, 'nowev(;):.b"Jat this point that
the distinction between Ifiction' and 'history' in Head's
texts begins to blur and this blurring will be examined
in detail later in this thesis.
Manycritics have categorised Head's interest in history
as the interest that an exile, an orphan and a person of
'mixed race' must of necessity demonstrate. 33 There is
an obvious element of truth in this - Head herself lists
exile and refug'eeism as one of her themes (1979:20-26).
Wewould, however, like to extend this azqument;one step
further. For Head, an examination of the history of
Botswana, a country which she believed had never truly
been colonised, became also an attempt to understand what
she had eXperienced in South Africa. In 1979r she
m.entions her first novel, WhenRain Clouds Gather, in the
follot-ling way:
The central character in the novel, a black SQuth
African refugee is almost insipid, a gUileless,
simple-hearted simpleton. But that is a true
reflec·tion of the black Sou·th African
personality. Weare an oppressed people who have
been. stripped bare of every human right. "Wedo
33 See Chapter I for a list of such critical works.
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not know what it is like to have our ambitions
aroused, nor do we really see liberation on an
inunediate horizon. Botswana was a traumatic
experience to me and r found people, initially,
extremely brutal and harsh, only in the sense
that I had never encountered human ambd t.i.on and
greed before in a black form. (Mackenzie
1990;68)
Having identified in herself a. need to write a history of
African ..r)eople, Head moves from her personal themes to
themes relevant to. the continent in which she lives:
A sense of history was totally lacking in me and
it was as if, far back .in histcNry, thieves had
stolen the land and were so anxious to cover up
all traces of the theft that correspondingly, all
traces of the true history have been obliterated.
We, as black people, could make ~10 appraisal of
were, apart
we did not know who or what '.ve
from objects of abuse and
Each nation offers the world a
our own wort.h :
exploitation.
little of its light; each nation boasts of the
great men who shaped its destiny In a
creative sense I found myself left with only
questions. HoWdo we and our future generations
resolve our destiny? How do we write about a
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world long since lost, a world t.hatnever seemed
meant for humans in the first place, a world that
reflected only misery and hate? It was my attempt
to answer some of these questions that created
many sf~range divergences in my own work.
(Mackem~ie 1990: 66)
Head's need to write the history of the African people is
also related to her concept of non-racialism. According
to Head, her interest in history did not only imply a
desire to record the particular history of a spec i fdc
period, but the ¢iesire to write about "themes that are
linked to the eternal stream of mankind's hi.st.o.ry"
(Mackenzie 1990:78), and it is here that Bessie Head's
conceptions of religion become important. As has already
been mentioned, Head professf/l a very strong dislike for
the Christianity that she came to associate with the
mi ssionari.es of her childhood, and yet she never lost
interest·j_n religion per g,. Her int~rests ranged from
African religion - most germane to the discussion at hand
- through to Buddhism, Hinduism and the varied forms of
Christianity she encountered both in the history of and
amongst the people working in Serowe.
It is, however, through an examination of her
understanding of African religion that her conception of
history becomes clearer. For Head, African religion was
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intriguing for its capacity to incorporate the minutiae
of everyday life:
... the appeal his [Prof. Mbiti I 81 idea>:)have for
me is that they are wide and ge.nerous enough to
take i.n all the humble who shall, one day f
unexpectedly, inherit the earth. It is hard to
imagine a heaven where the Pope officiates,
because so many peopl.e would have to be excluded,
but it is easy to imagine a uniqerse and a people
instantly Immer-sed in a religious way of l·:lfe.
There are trees in this universe and they might
tell a man in his own secret heart that they
like to dwell near his hut. Also chickens an<;l
birds and rivers and sunsets and eve:tything that
flows and lives. (Mackenzie 1990:51)
The tension in Head's view is immediately apparent:
whilst wishing on the one hand to do justice to tne
'great men' of history and focus on 'kingdoms', she
wishes also to capture the minute detail around which the
lives of ordina.ry people are constructed. She attempt~
to portray simultaneously both the general and thE:;
specific and make each as important as the other. This
tendency to romanticise the great rulers of Africa and
yet at '.:he same t i.me fulfil her more I radical' historical
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tendencies has led to many of the Ui.lresolved divergences)
in her works.
It is also this concept of religion that p:r;bvides us with
a link to Head's vision of African tradition. In much
the same way as she expresses her understanding of
African reli.gion as a wide and generous inclusion of all
aspects of life, she depicts tribal existence in many of
her fir;tional texts as a "deep river ... unruffled by
conflict or a movement forward, [in which] the people
livied without faces, except for their chief whose face
was the face of all the people" (Head 1977: 1 j • Her
response to African tradition is, however, often
arnJ::>iguousand contradictory. In" The Collector (IE.
Treasures" she offers the ~ollowing explanation of why
men in Botswana are "evil II:
he was a man who lived by th8 traditions and
taboos outlined for all the people by the
forefathers of the tribe. He had little
individual freedom to assess whether these
traditions were compassionate or not they
demanded that he comply and obey the rules I
without thought .... The ancestors made so many
errors and one \)f the most bitter-making things
was that they relegated to men a C!' <ezi.or
position in the tribe, while womenwere regarded,
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in a congenital sense, as being an inferior form
of human life. (Head 1977: 92)
The cwo conceptions of tribal life outlined above are
clearly at odds with each other and, perhaps, may only be
explained by reference once again to the fact that Haaci
deliberately manipulat.es tradition, along with manyother
aspects of life, to ~lit her fictional purpose - in this
case a representation iof the lives of women in Africa.
This contention. forms the basis of the discussion in
Chapter IV and V.
Her overall response to 'tr2dition' in African society is
ambiguous. She reacts angrily and sympathetically to the
position of African \vC:n:neni Botswana and yet, in her
letters despises them; she is intrigued by the kgotla and
the oral and other resourCeS she sees there an.? yet one
gets the sense that her perceptions Of this institution
are based more on what she has read about Khamathe Great
than anything she herself has wi tnes sed r and she promotes
the idealistic vision of an unruffled tribal existence
and yet is fascinated with people who have departed from
what is perceived as 'traditionally' acceptable.
Overall, she is si.mu.Ltaneous Iy harshly critical and
sentimentally compl.i.mentany of the African people and the
situations she encounters in Botswana. Consequently much
of what she writes about Botswana, or Africa, is
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contradictory and contusing. ...'lese contradictions are
often apparent in her texts and will thus be examined in
detail in Chapters III and IV.
Head's response to those traditions pertaining to the
position of womenin African society is often, loosely,
'feminist', and many of these perceptions seem to have
arisen from her own experiences after her arrival in
Botswana: II It's pretty terrible I tell you for a woman
alone in Africa. Men treat women as the cheapest
commodity." (Vigne 1991:11). In a 1983 interview, Head
says that the oppre.ssion Of womenin Africa ar-Lses from
two sources:
Black womenhave a certa.in history 0.2 oppression
within African culture. Womenhave always had a
second position to men. In a society Li.ke
Bot.swana, some of women's problems are rooted in
custom and tradition. What is certainly very
dominant here is that the male had a superior
position to the female. [and] there's
another oppression the wha te man brought in.
(Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:15)
However, while Head clearly has an intelest in womenand
their position, it is not straightforwardly feminist and
we need consequently to complicate the understanding of
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Head as. feminist spokesperson for all African women. She
has too easily been adopted into the 'feminist
tradition', leaving t.he exact nature of her complicated
response to the .t;Josition of women in Botswana largely
unexamined.
Her initial response, in 1965, to the African women
around her in Se:r::'owewas very different to her later
fictional depictions of women: II the womenhere kind of
t1.'eat men like property. Same with the men. Then
t.here's all this feverish hopping about looking for
I SOtifETHING' . It's a fever and hell here - everybody IS
sex organsll (Vigne 1991:10). By 1970, her opinions do
not seem t.o have changed that dramatically; IIShe is a
typical African woman, whomI dislike intensely. She
jumps at the band T,vagonof any sensational story and
makes it ridiculous II (Vigne 1991:10). Both of the lat.ter
commentswere made in letters to Randolph vigne, whereas
the first commentcomes from an interview with academics
interested in her work. This disjunction between he).
'personal' and 'private' vir..ws suggests that. her
presentation of women in her fiction is part of her
deliberate attempt to rewrite and 'gender' both African
history and African traditions, by foregrounding aspects
of African life pertinent to women. Head's presentation
of womenis, in other words, an intellectual construct
not, as has been previously assumed, the natural
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consequence of being a womanwriter writing about African
womenin order to champlon their cause.
Head's presentation of the 'oral tradition' requires re-
examination for much the same reason as does her
presentation of women. She did not speak Setswana a.nd
thus could not have had first-hand knowledge of the
orality present around her in BotSwana. Her interest in
orality seems to stem directly from her interest in the
kgol:.la, and her admiration for Kham"3.cannot be
underestimated in this regard:
One thing that interests fiG about Khamais the
qUestion ot nacura.l genius or intelligence,
without book learning. ,r have Seen how it works
out in village li.fe as I have worked with
completely illiterate people whoare brilliemt at
picking up facts and details and he had that
knack. Wherever there is that kind of spark, you
get records of it and the missionaries wrot.e
reams about Khama. (Vigne 1991:180)
Manyof Head's impressions of orality and the kgotla are
taken from these II reams II of Ird;!ssionaries I records. It is
also possible that her interest. in orality derived fl~om
the radical historian I s use of ' oral tradition I and
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'personal testimony' and this method is most clearly
illustrated in Serowe: Village of the Rain wind.
Whatever oral testimony Bessie Head may have been privy
to would have filtered through her own 'consciousness',
and, whilst all the points outlined above remain
relevant, one must) remember also that Head was a ~.'Jriter
of fiction with a journalistic background. Head's
motivation for writing was I she explained in an interview
in 1985, to become IImankind 's storyteller" (Mackenzie and
Clayton 1989:12). In tha same year, she also wrote
I view my own activity as a writer as a kind of
participation in the thought ,;)f the whole world.
No other occupation .provides for such an
international outlook as writing. I have my
national, my African side, but. I am also very
much an international kind of person. (Mackenzie
1990:95)
Her choice of what to write about, what to record, and
how to present it., would be no different to that of any
other person in her position as participant observer.
She herself admits to using her II imagination II (Head
1977:6ff) in addition to other sources to construct the
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'story' of an incident.~4 Furthermore, her journalistic
background, as she pointed out in a 1985 interview,
Ubenefitted me later for my particular kind of style. I
am not loose and baggy. I'm very concise and taut, and
I intend saying as much as possible in the most
economical way II (Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:8). It is
this II economical wayn of writing I of using symbolic
occurrences, characters and 'traditions' i~ her texts,
that requires our close attention.
In the course of the next three chapters we dernonat.rat.e
how Head's interests in the differing ideologies and
aspects of African life outlined here are expre~sed in
her texts.
34 The most obvious case of this is evident an her
descriptions of Kha.ma.in the II Introduction II to
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind where there Ls a
mixture of historical fact and imcLginat.ive
speculat.ion.
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CHAPTER III
THE LITERATE SOUL I:
VISIONS OF TRADI'l'ION 35
Given Head's interest in issues of Africanism and history
it is hardly surprising that she is also concerned with
the quest H., of 'tradition'. Many critics have pointed
to themes of tradition and modernity as major
preoccupations in her writing. However, while critics,
have noted this tendency' in Head's work, few have
actually probed her portrayal of 'tradition t in any
detail. Where the issue has been broached, crit.ics have
simply assumed that Head reflects or accesses a
'traditional' reality. Mackenzie (1989(1)) sees in much
of Head's work II the confrontation between old and new, or
more precisely, between tri';l.J.itionalAfrican and Western
thinking" (1989 (1):37) and assumes her presentation of
the lold' to be accurate. Cherry Clayton sees Sebina in
35 We use the term 'the literate soul' to refer to
those of Head's characters who make 'proper' use of
the confluence of 'tradition' and 'orality'. This
aspect of Head's depiction of such characters has
been noted by Cherry Clayton (1988:61) who has
termed Khama Head's "literate heart",
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A Bewitched Crossroad as standing for Itacore of tribal
memory amidst change and upheaval, and for one confluence
of tradition and Western Lnnovat.Lon' (1988:60). Despite
th~ value of work by, for example Craig Mackenzie (1989)
and Cherry Clay-ton (1988) I Head's treatment of
'tradition' remains unquestioned.
The very concept of 'tradition' is, of course, difficult
t.odeal with - it is 'ancient' but also forever changing
- and must remain, therefore, a slippery abstraction. ~6
However, since the concept of 'tradition' is so central
to Bessie Head I s work, it is crucial to investigate.
What this chapter will attempt to show is how Head's
depiction of Serowe 'tradition' is far from a reflection
and is, instead, an invention. Furthermore, we will
attempt to establish that Head's invention of 'tradition /
is undertaken on the basis of a particular understanding
of tradition derived on the one hand from Africanist
assumptions, and on the other from a particular view of
orali ty and literacy. Largely because of the ideological
36 Concepts of 'tradition' are difficult to grasp
because they are frequently simt:.ltaneouslybroad and
narrow. 'Tradition' can be used to delineate a vast
range of practices, beliefs and actions. Hobsbawm
and Ranger (1983) and Deborah McDowell (1975), among
others, have pointed to the difficulties which
inhere in attempts to delin~ate 'tradition'. For the
purposes of this chapter, therefore, 'tradition'
will be understood as those customary practices and
beliefs tha.t are perceived to inhere in a given
community. .
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imperatives from which her concepts of tradition and
orality are de.rived, they are often conflicting and
perplexing. In conclusion, we trace through a number of
Head's texts the often complex and contradictory elements
of her view of tradition.
********************
As demonstrated in Chapter II, HE;''ad i:p caught 1)1· in a
nllit~er of often contradictory intellectual cross-
currents. One of her stated intellectual aims is the
desire to write an ant i ...colonial histo:i?icaJ, narrative
(Macken4ie 1990: 66). The resultant history depicts a
portrait of African life not that distinc'::. from colonial
portraits of the same period. As Landeg White (1980: 540)
points out, many writers who stress the 'traditional' in
their work end up with an Africa that consists solely of
village culture, t arneLeas, pastoral and virtually
self-contained, operating within strict
geographical limits, fighting wars on a tiny
scale, never engaging in long-distance tr~de and
never subj ect to any substantial change p,ntil the
coming of ths White invaders [it is] the
image of a culture with customs but no history!
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As is the case with much nationalist, anti-colonial
writing which often simply inverts the received colonial
categories, Head, in certain respects , unwittingly adopts
the categories of a static (if pleasant) 'traditional'
past and a rapidly changing (if often unpleasant)
colonial period. Another terrain in which one can
bzoad1y detect this unwitting adopt.Lon of colonial
categc des is in her understanding of orality r which she
in many ways sees as synonymous with 'tradition'. As
Vail and White (1991) have recently demonstrated, muchof
the popular thinking in the C\rea of orality is dominated
by the notion of the 'oral man' (1991d8). First
systematised by scholars like McCluhan in his 1962 text
The Gutenburg Galaxy, the concept of the 'literate man'
and its counterpcort 'oral man' were concepts that came to
stand for a czude 'us' and 'them' or 'first world' and
'third world' paradigm (Vail and White 1991:18;24).
Whereas 'we' were Ld,terate , individualistic and
developed, 'they' were oral, communaland underdeveloped.
As Vail and White (1991) show, these notions were
subsequently propagated in a more sophisticated guise by
Walter Ong, McCluhan's student. In Ong's scheme, the
oral and the literate represen.ted a 'great divide' which
reflected not only two differing technologies of
communication, but, furthermore, two distinct
technologies with cognitive and cultural consequences.
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In terms of this scheme, any community that relies on
oral media of communication is seen to be governed by
custom and tradition alone. Mo;:e.over, such oral
communities supposedly allow for no dissension in this
traditionally governed rigid insist.ence on collectivit.y.
By cont~~stt lit.erate societies are seen to be flexible,
individualistic and modern. In addition: Ong's view of
oral societies 'VIasoften accompanied by a romanticization
of small-scale, face-to~ face societies. Whereas for
McCluhan IweI were .1 advanced I and forward -looking I for
Ong 'we' I with our development I had lost the spirituality
and morality that supposedly accompanied the small--scale
oral community~
Scholars like Brian Street (1988) and Amy Shuman (1986)
have criticised these ideas extensively and have shown
that a technology of com.rnunication does not automatically
have particular cognitive consequences. Street has also
demonstrated that a technology of communication such as
writing cannot in and of itself bring the changes, such
as a massive shift to Lndi.vi.dueLi.sm or a mOVEfto
development, that literacy is sometimes said to
precipitate. Put another way, literacy will make little
difference to the lives of those who are extremely poor.
'1'he effects of literacy are always curtailed by the
context in which it occurs and its consequences, will
differ from place to place. B'urthermore, these scholars
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have criticised any views that would attach moral
implications to forms of communication, and so would
either glorify literacy or romanticise ozzaLi.t.y .
However 1 despite such critiques, Ong and M.cCluhan's views
remain widespread and Head's thinking in many wayS falls
into their model. For example, her insistence that oral
communities are by definition 'traditional' and communal
is typical of the 'oral man' approach. Secondly, her
belief that only literacy will enable these illiterate
communities to advance into contemporary ways of thinking
is again symptiome-td.cof ideas that invest literacy with
great power and potential for social upliftment.
Head's view is, however, complicated by her desire to
valorise the 'oral', and her dependence on 'literacy' as
the path to the future is not as straightforward as
MCLuhan's. She does not wish to denigrate oral
communities and, accordingly, seems to make a deep level
distinction between 'illiterate' and 'oral' - the former
undesirable, the latter honourable. The veneration of the
'oral' is possible in these terms because, as Vail and
White contend, the lit.erate/oral distinction has come to
stand for previously held distinctions of 'us and them',
'civilised and uncivilised', 'modern and traditional'.
The stamp of 'orall comes to symbolise 'traditional'.
This new vocabulary of 'oral' allows, furthermore, for
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ut.opi.andepictions of entire •oral communities', enabling
a writer to thread through this definition of an 'oral
community' any number of additional romantic and
sentimental ideas. The most common of these
,sentimental' ideas running through the wozk of writers
who stress this concept of the 'oral man' is a
concentration on the hegemonic functions of orality in
nonliterate or preliterate societies which, they argue,
were 'communal' rather than personal and individual.
Thus 'oral' and 'traditional' and 'communal' becrune, in
many ways, synonymous. It is clear also that in many
instances Head yokes tQgether conceptions of 'orality',
'society' and 'tradition' and it is these undez'Ly"
concep·tionsthat require more attention than they have as
yet received. 37 A more detailed examination of Head's
use of orality is carried out in Chapter IV.
In her fiction, Head achieves an ingeniously authentic
presentation of r tradition' ,38 evidenced in the
37 This contention that Head has construated a
tradition for presentation in her texts will form
.~he basis of the 'model' which will be used for the
broad examination of Head's text.s carried out in
this and the next two chapters.
38 The intention of this thesis is simply to present a
broad overview of the ethl'l(.graphyof aspects of
Tswana life relevant to, discussion of the works of
Bessie Head. As a consequence, the ethnography
offered in this chapter will not be an attempt to
delineate issues in Tswana ethnography as a broad
field of enquiry in itself, but rather to ascertain
the disparities between Head's presentation of
'tradition' and those 'traditional' aspects of
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critical responses to her work. However, Head treats
tradition in much the same way as she characterises the
differences between 'orality' and I illiteracy' . Her
inability to view t.redd t i.ona t African society
dispassionately leads her either to abhor what she
perceives as 'traditional' African society, or to
romanticise it to the extent that it becomes the idyllic
pastoral s.etting described by Landeg vJhite above
(1980:540). Traditional structures are either 'good' or
I bad'. The former are to be restored and maintained, the
latter, destroyed. In many ways what Bead appears to be
arguing - particularly in her later works - is that the
way forward for Africa is back into the 'old oral, good
tt:'adH'ional'ways of life.
Head's presentation of the 'traditional' history of
Serowe as an historically unchanging constant iSI
furthermore, 'inaccurate. onl by ultimately glossing
over social and political divisions in Serowe society can
Head describe Serowe as a world that "moves S0 slow~,:1
that it seems to be asleep within itself. It is like a
broad, deep, unruffled river and as accommodating.
Anyt.hing t.r ...at falls into its depth is absorbed II
Tswana life that would remain most easily accessible
to Bessie Head as a resident of a Tswana village.
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(1990:69) .39 This chaxact.erLaat.Lonof both the history
and 'tradition' of the Bamangwato is equally evident in
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind. 'Tradition' for Head
is continuous, stable, dependable, an "ancient pattern"
(Head 1981:xiii), a pattern, Head would have us believe,
still imprinted on the minds of many of the old people,
(hence her concent.r'e.t i.onon the 'oral' nature of Serowe) :
The majority, who are the poor, suzvi.ve on
little. It has been like this for ages and ages
- this flat continuity of life; this strength of
holding on and living with th~ bare necessities.
SeroWe is a traditional African village with its
times and seasons for everything; the season of
ploughing, the season fo= weddings, the season
for repairing huts and courtyards and for
observing the old moral taboos. (Head 1981:xi)
Head's account of 'tradition' in Serowe is, ~herefore,'an
interpretation rather than a reflection, an invention
.catherthan a di:...-::overy.A perusal of Isaac Schapera's
work, for example, indicates that Head's depiction of the
homoge~eity of Serowe society is tenuous and inaccurate.
The creat.ionof the '['swanapopuLat i.onin Serowe was the
-_ ....._-----
39 A fictional example of the depiction of tribal life
as a river is in liThePeep River II , t.hefirst story
in The Collector of Tr(~asures.
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result of numerous factors, among them refugeeism,
migration and an unending search for wa+ez . 4.0 Schap~;(a
(1970:57) points out that the Ngwato population s, as a
consequence of their history! 41 by no means homogeneous.
Only one fifth of the population belongs to the "ruling
dynasty !I and !lather descendants of the people who founded
the tribe I! ; the remainder are what are known as bafaladi
- fo:r:eigners or refugees - "who became subj ect to the
Ngwato chiefs at:. various times through conquest in war,
voluntary submission, flight from an .i.nvad.i.nq army I or
secession from some other tribe" (Schapera 1970: 57) •
Thus Serowe is I in fact a heterogeneous communityI
consisting are IIlinguistically and,-...it,::',,,.j,. people who
culturally dist.inct" (1970:57), differing in II language,
40
41
...
The Tswana people in Botswana migrated from what is
now South Africa in approximately the eighteenth
century. Their arrival in Serowe in the early part
of thi s cencury is thus relatively recent. On their
arrival in BotswauCl.! they were attacked (in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) by the Mantasi I
the Ndebele, the Matabele, and the Transvaal Boers.
While under Boer attack, Botswana became a British
protectorate. Governed by British rule, the African
inhabitants of the then Bechuanaland were divided
politically into eight separate I tribes I (merafe)!
each occupying its own separate land and, although
subject to overriding British rule, in control of
their own affairs under the direction of a 'chief'
(kgosi, morena). The Ngwato, residents of the area
in and around Serowe, constitute the largest of
these groupings.
All references to the history of the Tswana are
drawn from the following sources: Comaroff, 1985;
Schapera, 1938i 1940i 1970; 1975 and Stewart and
Armstrong, 1990 .
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custom and tradition" so that they now do not even have
a "ocrnmoncultural background" (1970:62). Bessie Head,
therefore, has manydiverse J traditions I before her, many
of which have been diluted even further by colonial
administration, Christianit.y I mission school education
and migranj: labour, and it is this diversity that is
played down in her texts, in favour of a more unitary
vision of 'African tradition'.
Another dimension of Head's depiction of tradition
concerns the contradiction in the notion that it is
static and unchanging. At the level of 'deep' structure,
'tradition i ensures that everything stays the 'same, a.
vi~w evidenced in the foLLowing description of life in
the vd Ll.aqe : "we live by such an ancient pattern"
(1991:xiii), It is this ancient pattern that, for Head,
underscores all the a.ctions and beliefs of the p~ople in
serowe , However, whilst insisting that 'tradition I
ensures that village life in unchanging, Head
simult.aneously concedes that. evezy thd.nq has changed.
Head says, "Tradition, wit.h its narrow outlook, does not
combine happily with cornmansense, humanity and a broad
outlook" (1981:xiii). 'Tradition' is bo~h a 'deep river'
capable of absorbing even the most foreign tdea, and yet
a belief system that: has a narrow field of vision and
lacks commonsense.
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An interesting example of the ways in which these
contradictions express themselves in her writing is
provided by Head's descriptions of Khama. Despite the
weaknesses Head perceives in the 'traditional' outlook,
it is Khama's 'traditional' background that enables him
to become the man Bead has present;.eci us with. She argues
that Ifall men are products of theil; environment and ...
only a basically humane society could have produced
KhamaII ( 1981.:3) . She exaggeratEls thcae <'.l! xect.s of
Khama's personality that gi va subat.ance to he.1 rument; -
that he is who he is because of his t:t:aditl.on. ....erowe· s
past, she argues "has created its present II (1981 :'77) .42
Whilst undez scurLnq the 'traditional' nat.ure of Se:rowe
life, Head also emphast !Ses that Khama ar..d his son
Tshekedi Khamacaused the uold ordez- of traditio:r I ritual
and cez emony" (is'81:xiii) to die. em1 t" u.singly , Head
seems simultaneously to want to predent tradition as
continuous and unending I and yet ShE~remains aware of the
'inven.tion' of tri~dition undertaken by Khama. In many
42 Another example of Head's insistence that the people
of Serowe are the way they are because of their
traditional past is:
"Traditional African life has its mean individuals
and its good individuals the mean are ofit en
embarrassed into a display o:E generosity; the good,
and Thato M~ltorneis one of them, are simply a direct
expression of all that is to be most treasured in
the 'law' or traditional custom. This law or custom
which people often refer to is sO sacred, personal
and immediate that it is wri t t en in the heart. It
dictates how man should care for man. II (Bead
1981:83)
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ways, Head's outlining of the history ot the pezi.od is
governed by her characterisation of 'tradition I as one of
Khamathe Gr~at's guiding principles. Elsewhere she has
written, and it is worth quoting in full:
Nonew idea stands sharply aloof from the social
body, declaiming its superiority. It is absorbed
and transformed until it emerges somewhere along
the line as 'our traditional custom'. Everything
is touched by 'our traditional custom' - British
Imperialism, English, Independence, new
educat i.onaI methods I progress, and foreigners.
It all belongs. (1990:69-70)
Analternative reading is, o~ course, that Head perceives
f African tradition' as so powerful a :Eorce, despite the
narrowness of 'bad tradition', that it can engulf any new
development or alternative 'tradition' in its path. The
evider~e suggests once again that Head has consciously
presented her work on Serowe as a tale with ancient
origins about ancient occurrences and concerns. Even
when relating incidents that occurred fa.i_rly recently
(Leas than a lifetirr.e ear l Ler) I she prefaces these
accounts with phrases such as lithe old people aai.d"
(l$181:xix), and often uses this phrase to lntroduce or
substantiate a point she herself is making.
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Head says that in South Africa she had lost "that image
of Africa, ancient and existing since time immemorial"t
an image that she regained in Botswana where "the
presence of the timeless and immemorial is everywhere -
in people, in animals, in everyday life and in custom and
tradition" (Mackenzie 1990: 86). Head's aim became to
express through the history of Botswana what she felt was
the history of • :rica. In 1984 she wrote "Most of Africa
was gaining independence [by 1964] and I was part of the
stirring' of the times. It was consciously in my mind
that African independence had to be defined in the
broadest possible terms" (Mackenzie 1990:85).
Head does not, however, ignore the intrusion of 'modern'
ways into village life. Xn the story "Life" Head
asserts:
On their (the migrants'] return they brought wi th
them bits and bits of a foreign culture and city
habits which they had absorbed. Village people
reacted in their own way; what they liked, and
was beneficial to them - they absorbed, for
instance, the faith-healing cult churches which
instantly took hold like wildfire - what was
harmful to them, they rejected. (1977:37)
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In this story what is rejected by the t traditional'
values of the inhabitants of the village is an
economically independent woman, Life. Thus although Head
states that the villagers were "always looking Ifor the
light' and by that they meant that they were ever alert
to receive new ideas that would freshen up the
ordinariness and everydayness of village Li.f e" (1977:38) r
it is the older, more conservative 'tribal' world that
ultimately w.i.ns,Despite the fact that Life's husband is
imprisoned, the message is clear: people who cannot
conform to life in the village will be destroyed by it.
The 'traditionalism' of the village, which results in the
death of a woman, is described in the following
compassionate terms:
-Custom demanded t.hat people care about each
other, and all day long there was this constant
traffic of people in and out of each other's
lives .... It was the basic strength of village
life. It created people whose sympathetic
responses were always fully awakened, and. it
rewarded them by richly filling in a void that
was one big, gaping yawn. When the hysteria and
cheap rowdiness were taken away, Life fell into
the yawn; she had nothing inside herself to cope
with this way of life that had finally caught up
with her. (1977:43)
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Head's ambivalent treatment of tradition is evident even
in her first novel, When Rain Clouds Gather published in
1969, five years after her arrival in Botswana. Many
cri.t.i.cs, among them Wilhelm (1983) and Mackenzie (1989) J
have argued that Head's aim is, in the main, to show up
the negative aspects of tradition and tribalism. Craig
Mackenzie explains that When Rain Clouds Gather is a
"realist novel" with an "underlying tOIle of romance and
pastoralism" (19B9(l):13t. He states, further, that the
theme of the text is a "well-worn" one of "the conflict
between modernity and tradition". He has, however,
overlooked the contradictions in and arguments against
this perspective that Head herself injects into the
texts. This novel, for example, contains interesting
insights into Head's perceptions of the ambiguouB
relationship between the positive and negative aspects of
t.radition t-hatfrustrate straightforward readings of the
text.
There are, certainly, many instances in her work of how
'tradition' and its structures have "ruined a continent"
(Head 1969 :15). 'Tradition! is often charact ez-tsed as
the moat; ruinous element of life in Serowe, and Head
often resorts to stereotypical behaviour and characters
to make this point clear. rrhus in When Rain Clouds
Gather the foll?wing extract lends credence to
Mackenzie's understcmding of the text:
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It was the mentality of the old hag that ruined
a whole continent some sort of clinging,
ancestral, tribal belief that a man was nothing
more than a grovelling sex organ, and that there
was no such thing as privacy of soul and body,
and that no ordinary man would hesitate to jump
on a mere child. (1969:15)
'Tradition', she argues, is responsible not only for a
dangerous narrow-mindedness that is in itself hazardous,
but results also in material conditions of poverty and
starvation:
Year in and year out people had grown the exact
same crops. Somewhere .along the line they had
become mixed up with tribal traditions. They had
become fixed. ... You could just not see beyond
the tradition and its safety to the amazing truth
that you were starving .., (1968:43)
Thus despite Head's assertion that village life is so
broad, inclusive and generous, it is also, she appears to
be arguing, marred by certain 'traditional' behaviours,
the customary practices that Head so deeply despises:
Surely there was a flow of feeling here from
people to people? She made her home at first in
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the central part of a particular village ward.
They were a: i. relatives f and she was amazed to
uncover a permanent adult game that should really
have been relegated to children: 'I'll bewitch
you and you'll bewitch me' ..•• This seemed to
Elizabeth the only savagely cruel side to an
otherwi.se beautiful society. (1974:21)
The i flow of feeling' referred to above, evidenced in the
simple statement" 'People never live alone in the world' f
he said easily, 'You have friends here. We'll find them
and they will look after the child'" (1974:176), is what
comes to characterise Head's definition of 'good
tradition' .
Her stress on the gentleness of African life in her texts
arises from her interest in African religion. It is here
that Head's selectiveness concerning African tradition is
again demonstrated, as the religious aspects of African
life result in a new set of "philosophies [which] were
spun around the everyday events of people' s lives and
included the animals, the flowers and the occupations of
mankind. Then mankind said: 'We like it,ll (1974:41).
Thus the ability to share and include is deemed uniquely
African by Head, and again one is reminded of Vail and
White's (1991) comment that t.ha writers Who focus 011
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'oral commun Iti.ee' focus also on the communal nature of
those societies in an idealised, romanticised language.
Mackenzie (1989(1) :35) has pointed out that Head's last
three publications are an attempt to valorise what she
perceives the African way of life to be. Our contention
is that this valorisation has its roots early on in her
career, a. ( ~ction shared by Cherry Clayton (1988:57-
8). Head's belief in the superiority of I Africanness I is
so strong that, even before her "outward-reaching II
(Mackenzie 1989:48) texts have been written, ,she argues
that white people who are !generous' are actually
African:
... the Eugene man tota~ly blurred the dividing
line between the elite who had the means for
education and the illiterate who had none.
Education was for all. He always turned up
som~thing for eve.ryone. In this respect, he was
an A.frican, not a white man, and the subtlety of
it spread to his conduct in everyday life.
(1974:72)
Whereas Head's first three texts are, by and large, iaoz-e
critical of 'tradition' - with few exceptions 'tradition I
is seen as a restrictive, inhibitive force - in the later
texts Head refines her treatment of traditional
structures. I TI.;:,dit onal' behaviour or, in other words I
what Head believes traditional behaviour to be, is
romanticised and sentimentalised to the exte~t that, for
instance, African 'ways of life' are held up as the
yardstick r-y which all other philosophies of life shou.ld
be measured:
They [white Christians] had brought a new order
of things into the land and they made the people
ozy for love. One never had to cry for respect
in the customary way of life. Respect was just
there for people all the time. That was why he
rejected all things foreign. (1977:10)
Thus particularly in the later works, selected
traditional values and patterns of existence are depicted
as flowing and continuous, and certain characters, for
example Ralokae ("Heaven is not Closed"), are made to
represent this "ar..cientstream of holiness that people
had lived with before any white man had set foot in the
land" (1977:11). Anti-social behaviour is presented as
an 'innovation': II 'There is thieving and adultery going
on such as was not possible under Setswana law'"
(1977:8). 'Setswana law' is therefore, simultaneously
inhibiting lut also logical, ordered and responsible for
the promotion of peaceful co-existence.
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A further I more complicated element is the ease with
which Head so often equates the negative aspect;s of
'traditionalism' with tribalism, another f 0:::::n. of
I ignorance' leading to extreme conservatism. The complex
relationship between tribalism, traditionalism and
levil', is most clearly demonstrated in WhenRain Clouds
Gather by the character Matenge. Head's portrayal of
this man comes dangerously close to that of an impish
fiend rather than what Head would like the reader to
think he is: a frightening roan who holds the reins of
progress in Africa in his hands. It is worth quoting
Bead's description of Mateng~ in some detail, for it is
here that many interesting aspects of Head's impressions
of tradition become clear:
It was he, Matenge, who really commanded the
largest following of diehard traditionalists f the
ones who from generaLion to generation saw to it
that things remai:ced as they were ... It was he,
Mat-;nge, who understood tribalism, that it was
essentially the rule of the il1iterat,e manwho,
when he was in the majority, feared and despised
anything that was not part of the abysmal
darkness in which he lived. (1968 :44-5 emphasis
added)
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Thus 'illiteratel not oral :people are
'traditionalist', 'tribalist' and, not only incapable of
writ~ng, but also incapable of clear, logical and
ratiQnal thought. The' illite:t'ate'man (as opposed to
the ')ral' man) lives in a world of darkness, a kind of
sp.ir'Lcuaf Ly abusive environment that, by extension, can
only be alleviated through the r good traditional' and
'oral' man's acceptance of 'literacy' and !:he 'light' it
affords. Head has once aga:Lnclearly set up the division
of the 'oral' versus the literate 'man' and has subsumed
into this oral/literate segregation images of the
'civilized' and 'uncivi"ized' man discussed by Vai:L and
White (1.991),although with a somewhat different slant.
'orality' is civilised and leads, therefore, to literacy;
r illiteracy f is unciv i.Li.aed and leads only to
destruction. Thus true 'orality' implies a 'literacy of
the soul' - the kind of literacy necessary if African
people are to aavance into the future.
Mackenzie's aaaer t ion that in Head's novels "modernity
confronts tradition and Head clearlY shows that she
favours the first'i (1989(1):22), does not encompass the
complexities of He\~dI s presentation or 'tradition I. As
we have shown, part of Head's view of 'bad tradition' is
exemplified in Matenge, but she also offers us a foil to
Matenge in the form of Dinorego. Whereas'Matenge is the
arch 'illiterate traditionalist', Dinorego is an 01-; man
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who has used both his 'traditional' ways and his 'oral'
nature to move forward and to advance spiritually.
Dinorego, like' Matenge, is a caricaturE' (although a very
pleasant one), who only comes to full expression in her
later: books. (Sebina in A Bewitched Crossroad is another
such char act ex . He is discussed in some detail in
Chapter VI of this thesis.)
Dinorego is an old 'traditional' man, but he has retail'led
only those aspects of 'tradition I and ' custom' which
enable him to preserve the broad, unruffled, accepting
view of life and the world that Head consistently argues
is. charact~rist.ically African. He is gentle and wise -
an 'oral man', rather than an ' illiterate' man. Both
Dinorego and Makhaya to.a certain extent, remain
'traditione.l' in their use of the 'good' 'traditionf
which gives r i.se to t.heir willingness to accept; new
ideas. Head has repeated many times that 't:radition' is
like a river, il'lCluding all in its path as il~s own. Thus
progress can only be achieved through the proper use of
the inclus.Lve nature of 'tradition'. Dinorego admires
Makhaya for his implicitly 'correct' use of traditional
custom:
D.inol'ego was very impressed by Makhaya' s
relationship with the women. It seemed to him
that Makhaya was well versed in ancient African
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customs where the manmaintained his dignity and
self-control in front of women, except that in
former times I:his man had maintained it over a
harem of concubines I while Makhaya had none.
(1968:138)
Makhaya, it seems, is humane precisely because, like
Dino:regol he has maintained only those I traditional'
customs which dignify humanbehaviour I a refrain repeated
at regular intervals throuqhout; Head's work. He is
contrasted in the novel to the menwho were the result of
"a whole society (that] had connived at producing a race
of degenerate men by stressing their superiority in the
lawll while "overlooking how it affected them as
individuals II (1968:93). The strange union of needing to
look back into the past and yet simultaneously into the
future is thus best demonstrated by Dinorego and Makhaya.
MakhayaI s ability to break away from those aspects of
tradition that Head feels are negative and unwanted in
modern Africa is reinforced by. her placing him in the
"mcsc custom-bound" I tribe I in Africa - the zuiu - "where
half the. men and women still walked around in skin and
beads" (Head 1969:124). rrhe point is, that despite both
the narrator and Makhaya's insistence that he is not a
traditionalist, 't:cadition' is the oonut ant point of
reference for all definitions of what he is. He~d can,
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evidently, only explain Makhaya by reference to his
tradition, even if only to delineate what he is not.
A similar sleight of hand is involved in blending in the
character Maru both the 'traditional' and the strongly
anti-traditional. Maru is IImagnificent because there is
no+orie else who could teach you, a broader view of life, II
he is IImajestic" with IIgods in his heart who say, 'Marry
that Masarwa.' Who else has gods in his heart j) 11
(Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:19). So Maru, although an
often rnalicious schemer, also becomes a synibol of the
'new' African man Bead so compellingly tries to create.
Head once again resorts to I tJ::c~ditional' terms to explain
Maru's powers: he is s i.muLtaneousLy believed to be "the
reincarnation of Tladi, a monstrous ancestral African
witch-doctor whohad been a performer of hord fj c magic III
and someone who "had all the stuff that ancient kings ane
chiefs were made of II - it is the latter in Head's
estimation that allows him the power to carry out his
complicated plan.
In conclusion, it becomes clear that Head's use of
'tradition' and 'orality' is complex. She vezy
c;t.~eatively weaves l;:ri::\ditio'.:_and model;nity, and ol1'a}.:i.tyl.
illiteracy and literacy together through her narratives.
The intricc\te weaving of these concepts is often so
subtle an undercurrent that it is rClad by the critic as
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exactly that which Head wishes us to perceive: a writt.en
record of a traditional, oral world.
A framework from which we can more easily understand
Bead's treatment of tradition has been offered by Lewis
Nkosi who has argued, although not i.nrelation to Bessie
Head's works, that many African writers employ a 'usable
tradition I (1987: 97) in their texts. This 'usable
tradition' develops from or consists of the customary
practices writers cull from a perceived 'traditional'
past which they consider 'usable I in their fictional
depictions of the 'African tradition' in the present.
Head emphasises the 'usable' aspects of Serowe's
'traditional' past and either ignoreS or is severely
critical of those aspects .of 'tradition' that do not
adhere to her definition of tradition in Serowe.
Thus onCe Head has refined her fictional intention - to
demonstrate both the 'traditional' and 'oral' nature of
life in Serowe she sets about creating a very
consistent picture of the Africa she wishes her reader to
be left wi.th. The culmination of this art is Serowe:
Village of the Rain Wind where, without close reading,
one is quite s;.rnplyleft with the lasting impression that
one has j us t 'heard' the story of Serowe through the
mouths of it,.s residents. In the next chapter we
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demonstrate the ways in which Head achieves a unified
oral impression in her texts.
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CHAPTER IV
THE LITERATE SOUL II:
VISXONS OF ORALITY
Stories are not lived but told.
Louis O. Mink - 1974.
In the previous chapt.ez., we demonstrated how Head's
desire to recreate 'Aftd ca ' or IAfricanness' leads to an
it
If
oft.en I invented' or im~.l.gined,view of African I tradition' .
Head's re-interpretation of tradition similarly results
in a transformed comprehension and presentation of
orality. As has already been indicated, Head fashions
concepts of 'orality' to accommodate her rewritten
version of I tradition I. Head's attempt to present the
hi story of Serowe as orally 'recorded' and transmit ted
also effects a specific binarY' understanding of the
relationship between orality and literacy - what has been
termed the IIgreat divide" by Brian Street (1988). one
outcome of the "great divide II view of orality and
literacy is that Head draws boundaries around orality
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that, as this chapter indicates, are artificial given t~e
ethnography of Serowe.
This chapter seeks to illustrate the techniques and
strategies Head employs in creating this unified illusiLon
of orality. These include her 'invention' of the kgotla,
her definitions of bot.h 'orality' and 'literacy', her
depiction of Khama the Great as an 'oral chief' I and,
finally I the ways in which she edits the oral t.eat irnoni.es
she collected for presentation in s~rowe: Village of the
Rain Wind. This chapter traces these strategie.s in a
number of her texts. and then examines how they op(~rate in
Ser~ in some detail.
Bessie Head concentrates on two 'forms' of orality in her
texts - the less 'formal' arena that she very broadly
categorises as ~ltorytelling i and the more ' formal'
or?J.lity of the kgotla. Head's perceptions of orality in
the kgotla would appear to be idealised descriptions
based perhaps on her own qbservations of the kgotla in
action, but also, more importantly, on her r~ading of
historical' accounts of the KhamasI use of the kgotla.
Interestingly, only two of the old men she interviewed
for Serowe: Vil_lacre of the Rain Wind speak about the
kgotla. It is , contention that Head's depiction of
the kgotla had less to do with what the kgotla actually
was or what it meant to those who participated, and more
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to do with what. Head thought it was or should have been,
in keeping with her own vision of 'traditional African
life' discussed in the previous chapter.
Head maintains a distinctly romantic not.Lo: .f the kgotla
in her works f a view that is refuted by a reading of
Schapera, so that there is a significant distinction
between the kgotla in Head's imagination and the kgotla
in 'reality', particularly in the way in which these
coun+I L meetings of tb.,..ward were carried out, Although,
as Schapera points out, the kgotla waS ostensibly a forum
for debate and discussion, in which lIanybody may speak II
lIopenly and frankly II thus enabling the chief lito
ascertain the feelings of the people generally II, the
ch~nges introduced in Botswana u.nder the colonial
administration meant that although topics w~re brought
before the kgotla for discussion, the decisions made in
the kgotla were generally lithesame as those previously
reached by the chief and his personal advisers, who as
leaders of the tribe can sway public opinion,lI and much
the same point could be made about the precolonial kgotla
(Schapera 1970:73) ,43
Historically, each village, or collection of small
villages, bel':Jngsto a ward under the leadership of an
43 Originally published in 1940, reprinted in M. Fortes
and E.B. Evans-Pritchard (1970).
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Jlheredit::try haadman".. Each ward has its own hamlet, and
its own kgotla and, according to Schapera, this grouping
into wards. facilitates the easy abaoz-pt i.on of immigrants
or conquered people as every person rrust; live in d war 1
(1970: 58) . However, jus t as many other aspect.s of
'tribal' life changed with the arrival of the colonial
powers, so too did the role and function of the kgotla.
As early as 1940, Schapera wrote:
Much of his [the chief's] time is spent daily in
his kgotla (council-place) where he listens to
news, petitions, and complaints from allover
the tribe, and gives orders for whatever action
may be necessary. He must protect the rights of
his subj ects I providedustice for the injured and
oppressed, and punish wrongdoers .. Before the
establis,hment of the Protectorate, he was the
supreme judge of the tribe. This function has
been taken over by the Admh'1.istratiorl, but:0.his
court is still the hi.qhes t Native tribunal" to
which a right of appeal lies from the verdd ctss of
the others. (1970:69)
Proof of the diminishing powers of the chief in the
kgotla is evidenced in Tshekedi Khumaand Bathoen '8 legal
action in 1936 against the :High Commissioner fOr the
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issue of the Proclamations44 which, according' to
Tshekedi, "altered certclinNative laws and customs, thus
exceeding the powers conferred upon him, and violated
treaty rights reserved to their respective tribes".
Predictably, the court found in favour of the High
Commissioner and only in 1940 did Tshekedi begin to apply
the proclamations which he had until then ignored.
A major shift in the role of the kgotla. occurred under
Tshekedi Khama45 who, unlike his predecessors,
introduced much new Leqi.sLat.i.on. Previously the chiefs
had been more "concerned to maintain the existing law
than to alter it II. Khama's actions were unprecedented as
he IILnt.roduced so manv changes that the people themselves
sometimes distinguish between I traditional Native law'
and 'Khama's law', although both are equally binding upon
them II (Schapera 1970:69 ff). A significant shift in the
44 The Proc1amations in question were (19'70:66-7):
1 . Native Administration proclamation (No. 74 of
1934) which specified the,rights, powers, and duties
of the chief and other tribal authorities and made
succession to chieftainship subject to the approval
of the Administration, who could pass over an heir
they considered unsuita~le or unsatisfactory ..
2. The Native Tribunals Proclamation (No. 75 of
1934) which removed from the tribal cou.:=rl:1all cases
of treason, sedition, murder or attempted murder,
culpable homicide, rape or attempted rape, assault
or intent to do grievous bodily harm, conspiracy
against the chief, and a variety of other statutory
offenses.
45 Schapera uses the spelling Kgamai Head, Khall1a.
Head's spelling has been adhered to throughout.
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ways in wh.ich matters arising from tribal life wer~~.c1ealt
with resulted, and an increasing need for administration
neveloped. The consequence of this increasing need for
bureaucracy in tribal administration was that Tsheked~
was often referred to as the "office chiefll rather than
a "kqotla chief", The distinction between Khama .and his
son Tshekedi is made more sharply by Head, who says I
"during !Chama's time men listened 'not with their ears;
but with their insides I and so were they g- vernedll (Head
1981:38) .
Head's idealisation of thE: kgotla reaches its peak in the
story lIl<gotlali and in Se:rtowe:Village of the Rain Wind.
On a practical level the kgotla serves the function of an
'orall newspaper' in a viLl.aqe where "no day pas sed
without its news II (Head 1977: 6~) , At an ideological
level, however, it represents a world Head argues is in
many ways superior to the one we have at present:
Behind the kgotla, an administrative block had
been set up to modernize villag6 life ... , They
had not time to listen to the twitter of birds in
the ancient shady trees that surrounded the
kgotla, but the two worlds daily t rave l Led side
by side and the bureaucratic world was fast
devouring up the activities of the ancient I
rambling kgotla world. (1977~62)
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The kgotla, with its physical location in the centre of
the village, is also the centre of the 'people':
the kgl')tla was still the people I s place. It
was the last stronghold where people could make
their ~,~~guishand disputes hea:r:d, where nothing
new could be said about humannacur'e - it had all
been said since time immemorial and it was all
of the same pattern, repeating itself from
generation unto generation ... All this made the
kgotla world a holy world t},\a'"..".n:vs:dI$l.tits own
pace and time ... (ly'n: 62
seeing in the kgotla an oppo rt.un. "Loit the
grandness of 'traditional' ~frican life, 'a. ~ contrasts
it with modern a~~inistrative structure8, often denying
the extent to which the kgotla itself was a form of
a.dministration for the incumbent chief. Mackerd:::il;
(1989(1) :43-45) has correctly indicated the similarities
between Head's fictional (TheCollector of Tre5.!3j.l£§§.)and
'historical' (Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind)
depictions of the kgotla. He.has further demonstrated
how the more 'historical' depiction of the kgotla has
been submerged into Headr s "partisan role .. in the
writing of Serowe's social history" (l989(1) :43). He
has I however I failed to take into account the divergences
between Head's account, of the kgotla in Serowe and
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accounts of the kgotla offered by two of the old men4G
interviewed in Serowe. Bead allows the kgotla, both in
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind and 3.n A Bewitched
Crossroad, far more symbolic weight than do eit.her of ~he
old men. Head uses the kgotla as symbolic of customary
p:r..actices and ways of life in o(..ne1.'al, The old men
interviewed on the other hand are r.ather more crit.icul OJ!:'
realistic about its role.
It. is J essentially I Bessie Bead who decides on how
different aapect;s of the 'traditional' are ultimately
characterised. Her attitude towards the testimonies she
heard in Serowe is best demonstrated by her assessment of.
Serowe under TShekedi l<hama: II people seem anxious to bury
this period of severe, Spartan WOrk and yet it is one of
t.he most glOl"io1.1saspects of Serowe'~'l history" (1981:76).
It is this same 'editorial' voice that governs her
prese:ntatit'.m of, f.:I.mongother things I the role of the
kgotla in SerOwe.
In S~l'le! Village. of the R~n Wind Head offers the
following deaczLpt.Lon of the kgotla:
In Serowe, the chief!$ kgotla is in the centrttl
part of the village ... It is now surrounded by
46 The old men referred to are Lekoto Digate (1981:40-
1) and Grant Kgosi (1981:127-132),
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the administrative buildings of the Bamangwato
'X'd.balAdministration and the offices of the
Central District Council. Today, breaking in on
tho ancient tradition are the dlickety-clack of
typewriters and a huge army of clerks I but during
Khama'p time men listened 'not with the;:'rears;
but with their Lnsd.des ' aL.,,'so they were
governed. (1981:38)
Two details in. this description deserve mention. The
first is that the quotation as to how men listen in the
kgotld is taken from a magazine article. also re2erred to
by Head Ln the Lnt roduct i.on to this section of ~we
(1981:37) and not from the oral testimony of the men she
interviews, and the ~econd is the biblical tone of the
phrase, "and so they were governed" (we turn to this
later in the chapter).
The only old man interviewed directly about the kgotla
(this is the only interview in the section on the kgotla,
in fact) concurs with Head's contention t.hat it is
'ancient' and 'traditional'. He. says that visiting the
kgotla every day "is something dfo>epin our custom"
(1981~40). He also, however, concurs with schapere t s
description of the kgot:la, which differs quite
significantly from Head's, when he lists the functions of
the kgotla. Those aspects of the old man's descri.ption
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which concur more wi th S'bhapera than wi th Head have been
highlighted:
Here public announcements are made from higher
authority. Here mee.tings are called for the
whole tribe and each year it is the duty of the
chief's kgotla to announce letseJ.neJ.t that. is the
time for ploughing, and permissioIl is then giver).
for the whole tribe ,to start the ploughing
season. ['l'hekgotlas J ensure that the people are
well-informed of all the events that are taking
place, here in SerOwe and in the whale country.
(1981:40 emphasis added)
Anoche:t:interesting comrnent.on the kgotla comes from an
Lnterv i.ewwith Grant Kgosi entitled liTheEnd of an Era"
(Head 1981: 127 -132). This interview indicates the extent
to which che kgotla is not simply what Head wishes it to
be, especially when one considers that~ despite the fact
that Kg-osi has so important. a contribution to make about
the kgotla, it is not even included in the section on the
kgotla, evidtmce yet again of the edi.torial authority
employed by He;ad in the structuring of the t ext , Kgosi'
prot;.estE{the...:.the kgotla IIfavours the important man. It
is not easy in the chief t S kgotla to get judgement.
against an important man ... That is what kcotla does for
the important man. He [sic] favours him" (1981:131-2).
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Head's presentation of Botswana's history affirms Nkosi's
assertion that the Iusable tradition I is employed to
enhance a point a writer is making in th~ present.
Head's intention, in this instance, is to demonstrate
that although many aspects of Botswana have changed,
those essentially Afl~:icall features of the kgotla have
survived che dialogue with colonial powers.
Bessie Head's insistence that Serowe is an 'oral
community' is often belied by observations she herself
makes. Her depiction of Tshek'edi Rhama as an "c f fi.ce
chief' is significant as it indicates quite clearly the
'literate' aspects of Serowe life. As early as the turn
of the nineteenth century, lit;eracy "was to play an
important role in the .process of socioeconomic
differentiation" (Comaroff 1985:36). Conversion to
Christianity Lnc.Iuded a probationary period in which
converts had to commit themselves to "rnc.)l'logamyand
minimal literacy; only aftl;,3r a period of sustained
instruction were they examined as candidates for
baptism" i in which II t.ickets I registers, and ledgers
plotted che progress of each participant" (Cornaro!!
1985:141). In addition, the missionaries learned
Setswana and, "with the assistance of Moffat's biblical
translation~, they soon began systemati,,:: instruction in
1i terac:·II• Vernacular relig'ious tracts I prayer books and
hymnals were also printed (Comaroff 1985:141). As David
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Vincent (1989:2) has pointed out: "Literacy became a
consequence, a cause, a gua:r:antor, and eventually the
very epitome of progress," particularly in the church.
Despite much evidence that suggest.s that Serowe did
indeed have a written hd st.ory , as indicated above by I for
example, mission involvement, Bessie Head insists time
and again that the history of Serowe is oxa l.: II Serowe is
an historic village but not spectacularly SO; its history
is precariously oral" (1981: xd.L}, This insistence on the
history of Serowe as oral is juxtaposed against ~.er use
of statistics concerning population, water shortages and
migl"ations recorded by missionaries aLready in Botswana
at the time. Significant also is the fact that even the
most illiterate person will participate in a documentary
cultuce to a greater or lesser extent, and as Vincent
(1989: 12) points out I reading and writing enters "the
fabric of popular culture" amidst the IIsto:r:y-telling and
the folk songs I alongside the customs and ritualS II. 'The
divisions between those who can and those who cannot read
and writ.e are not as sharp as Eessie Head has made them
out t.o be. Recent research into orality and literacy has
clearly demonstrated that II the literate and th€:l non...
literate, and their respective structures and artifacts
[forn1.] a complex series of conflicting and mutually
reinforcing relationships II (Vincent 1989:13). The
general point to be made here is that in a documen.tary
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society, such as Botswana must have been at the turn of
this century, there is clearly less of a ch.ar:;tnbetween
literacy and illiteracy or orality than Head would have
\:.8 believe ..
Hee~dI S tendency to rely on the great divide between
orcdity and literacy is evidenced in .hez view of Rhama
the Great. In her letters to Randolph Vigne Head praises
Rheuna for his immense wisdom liwithout book learning II
(V,i~rne1991: 180)} somehowimplying that he was unable to
zead or '\i,rite.
says;
Of this lack of. 'book learni.Q@' Head
I have seen how it wor'ka out in village lit.e- as
I have worked with oompLet.eIy illiterate people
who are brilliant. at. picking up facts and det.e i.La
and 'he [Khama] had that: knack, Whel;ElVerthere is
thclt. kind of spark you get reco:eds of it and the
mi ssionaries and travellers wrote reams about
Khatl1a. (Vigne 1991: 180)
She characterises RhamaI s dialogUe ,with the colonial
powers as one method through which he was able '~o
separate the positive aspects of 'tradition' from the
negative. According to Schapera Rhame.was
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a man of exceptional ability and enterprise, who
'.
through sheer force of personality was able to do
much for the material advancement of his people;
but he was also firmly insistent on his rights as
chief, and brooked no opposition. The right of
appeal, frchn the chief's verdicts es tab.li shod in
1919 did little 1:'0 ~_.:.:.p, since, by an astonishing
arrangement, the appeal court "nsisted of the
District Commissioner and the chief himself!
(1970:81)
The above characterisation of Khama as shrewdly and
polit;.ically ast.ute differs significantly .f'rom Head's
depiction of him as an expansive personality, in touch
with the feelings of 'his' peo~. a man whose "manner
was very quiet", whose life evidenced a II spark of genius II
and "true greatness" (Head 1981:4). It is not the
int0ntion to deny these assertions concerning the
character of Rhama, but simply to point out that.,
although Head acknowledges that many people were unhappy
with Rhama's aonione , she does not easily entertain
characterisations of him that differ radically from her
own.
Bessie :Lead stresses the Io'ral' in favour of the
'literate', seeing it in Rhama's case as inextricably
linked to his excellence as a leader. Although Head
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wants us to view I<hamaas an 'oral manr she does not wish
us to Bee him as what she has often characterised as the
'illit(~rate mar'\\'. Thus in Khama , we .find the definitive
exampLe of w'rat we term Head's 'literate soul'. The
stress on Khamaa".?an 'oral man' j s in strong contrast to
the facts of his life! he was a teacher at a mi.ss i.on
SChool while still a young man. Kha.mamust have acquired
the ability to instruct other converts in the basic
skills necessary to read from hymnals and prayer books.
Furthermore, he elsa sent letters to the British
government which he may have dictated but, even if did
not write them himself, he was at the very least weJ.1-
acquainted with the func t i.on and requirements of a
letter.
The exact nature of the 'orality I in Head's texts is
further complicated by her reliance on biblical language.
The uSe of biblical language is undexs tandab'l.e in that it
is the one regist.er still easily accessible in the
English language to signify a sense of 'archaicness I I and
it is thus possible that Head has conf1ated these two
'forms' - the 'oral' and the biblical - into one 'African
oral' tradition.
Biblical imagery which comes to the fore in AQuestion of
Po_~.§£is refin'sd in pieces such as The Collector of
11;easures and A..Bewit.chedCrossroad. Mention is made of
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Sodomand Gomorrah (1974:64); Moloch (1974:64) I a deity
to whompeople of Israel occasionally sacrificed their
children, somewhat reminiscent of uLooking .for a Rain
God"; Moses and the Jews (1974:86), and David's song, "I
have been through the valley of the shadow of death ... "
(1974: 202). All these! images and more resonate through
the pages of A Question of Power and are woven subtly
through the narrdtives in The Collector of Treasures and
A;Bewitched Crossroad.
Head's use of biblical language may originate from her
own schooling ::tt an Anglican mission school in Sout!.;\
Africa. Assuming that this is the case, her enjoyment or
'feel' for biblical language would have been reinforced
by the deep respect she had for KhamaI and from her
reading of Khama'S letters and transcripts of his
speeches. Kham9based many of his arguments pertaining
to the changes in Tswana law on Christi&~nity and its
lessons. Biblical language probably figured quite
largely in both his own and the missionaries' written
eX]:llications of his actions. An examination of the
portion of Khama's speech reproduced in Serowe: ]illagg
of the Rain Wind lends credence to this argument. His
speech is heavily loaded with biblical turn of phrase and
r esonance . Examples of this are: lIyou did nee obey this
law also ... " (1981;39) and "I say this law is also good;
let it be upheld and continue to be Law among black
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people and white peop Le " (1981:9). Head .often yokes the
biblical and the traditianal tagether, and this may very
well be a result of this deep-seated admiratian far
Kha.ma, wha in her apinian, managed to straddle bath the
traditianal and the biblical in the best interests of the
Bamangwata; lIall Khama (s reforms were ta .observe this
base - a harmonious blending .of traditianal custam and
Christia.n worshipll (1984: 55) .
Despite the fact that Head privileges '.orality' as the
central feature of 'traditianal' African life, it is
evident that mast of her saurce material comes f rom
written accounts such as missian records I historical
texts and ather archival material and she is compelled to
refer to these just as frequently as she referp to the
memory of the '.old men'. One reference which is
particularly interesting is Nyembezi's (1955) callection
of Zulu proverbs. Her acl nowl.edcement; of the text
indicates that it has been used as a saurce. One of the
mare unusual texts Head made use of was the j:JivingstoU§.
Padiso Readers, a series of Setswana and English primary
schaal reading boaks, one .ofwhich is referred ta as the
source of one o f her staries in The Collectar of
Treasures.
The use .ofwritten adaptations of previously told oral
tales in classroam readers has been documented by Isabel
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Hofmeyr (1991). While on the one hand the presence of
oral stories in the classroom may be evidence of "the
power of oral culture to assert itself in literate
locales", this integration in the classroom also had the
effect of "usurp [ing] t.he role of non-formal education in
the household". Furthermore, it had far reaching effects
on "the style and place of telling; the meaning and
definition of the genre; and the status of the teller"
(Hofmeyr 1991:645). The stories themselves became more
restrained and formalised but, most importantly, the
stories told became "things that belonged ·to the realm of
primary education and hence of children" (1991:647), a
situation that has not i;,\)"ways prevailed since
storytelling at times included f,' 'ults in its audience.
Bessie Head's style of storytelling haJ been influenced
by at least one aspect of this 'story book' recording of
oral tales - her s·tories are '~ry short and, as is
evident in liThe beep River" I often the issues at hand
have been 'streamlined' to facilitate easier recounting,
and the style and setting of the story have been created
to conform to how and where Head expects an oral
storytelling session would occur. MOre importantly,
however, is the fact that Head presents as ' oral' a story
that was 'lifted' from its con-C;lxt, reworked, and then
replaced, in this new form, onto the written page. Her
insi:stence on the 'oral' nature of serowe's storytelling
past must at the very least, be questioned.
Craig Mackenzie (1989(1)and(2)) has writter an much
detail of the oral format employed by Head to present the
tales of Serowe. While his assessment of her use of oral
forms in general is no doubt accurate, the interesting
point is that although the stories are presented in an
'oral storytelling' format, they were initially collected
in an interview situation, often in Setswana and thus
through an interpreter. Bead's distance from the stories
is thus two-fold: one, she was n.Jt able to speak or
understand Setswana; and two, the stories were
transcribed and edited at least twice in the written
form. Although the most logical 'fJlayto understand Bead's
collection of the testimonies would be that they were
collected in a more or less I formal~, manner, Vernon
Gibberd doubts "whether she based Serowe on formal
interviews. I suspect she absorbeJ the informstion as
She went along - and either had a very good memoryor a
very systematic method of stockpiling bits of useful
info [rmation] II .47 Eith8r wayI whether Head c. i
interviews or simply rememberedstories she was told, the
illusion of 'oral storytelling' remains just that - an
illusion. The relationship between an interviewer and
47 Letter from Vernon Gibberd, 7 December 1992.
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interviewee is significantly different to
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the
relationship between the storyteller and his audience
Head presents in her stories:
Later that evening, as he sat with his children
near th~ outdoor fire for the evening meal, a
smile again flickered over his face ..•. A gust
of as t.ond.she-t laughter shook his family out of
the solemn mood of mourning that had fallen upon
them and Lhey all turned eagerly towards their
grandfather, sensing that he had a story to tell .
.(1977:8)
Head reinforces the oral impression by apparently
'objective' vaf.Ldat.Lon oi the old man's story - he l.; veaks
"wisely", prefacing what he says w;tth, I' as you all kn.ow"
(1977:8) and ending with the satisfaction of the
Li.st.ener s . Thus the short st.ory begins and ends with the
emphasis on the orally 't.oLd tale: "Tlu: old man leaned
forward and stirred the dying .fire with a partially
burnt- "'ut log of wood. His listeners sighed the way
people do when they have heard a particularly good stor~,Jt
(1977:12). This image of the storyteller is a refrain
running through st.ozLes like "The Wind and a. Boy" as well
as in phrases like "for years and years ... ff (J977:60)
and storytelling by the fire (1977:71-2).
Page I25 omitted in pagination.
It is clear then chat, Head does not, simply and straight-
forwardly "make her experience the experience of otners"
(Mackenzie 1989 (1.) : 42), in a transfer of what she sees or
hears into what we read. It would appear, rather, that
she utilises any aspects of language, tradit.iol:L and
at.o.ryt.eLlLnq that she can in order to create for us the
illusion chat what we read was indeed her experience.
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind co~stitutes the best
example of Head's at.t c ..npt to present, in written form, an
essentially 'oral' history of Serowe. Her Lns.Lst.ence
that the history of Serowe is oral is suat ai.ned
throughout' the text, with phrases like "but only the very
old people remember this II (1981:xi); "a number of people
would repeat the same story',( (1981:xv); and "one of his
eyes has closed completely with age, but no-s , he says I
his memory" (1981 :11). Head underpins all the narratives
in this text with these indicators of the I orality'
present in Serowe, despite the fRCt that she herself
makes use almost exclusively of missionaries f r ecoxds in
her outline of the events in Khama'$ life (1981:3-9).
Head iuterj eets the f oral' narratives with authorial
comment; intended co bolster the impression that these
s t.o.ryteLl.» s are very old people and that they are indeed
'traditional historians':
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He can tell you e1dless tales about the long, dim
past, which is a pain to no one, but nothing
about the near present, which is a pain to
everyone ... When he described new tools, new
ways of living! he had an enchanting way of
saying: 'Thakaa! I which means: 'I'm surprised!'.
(1981:11)
Bessie Head shows the old man re.ferredto in the above
extract a photo of Khama. It appears that the purpose of
this is to authenticate the old man's memory, which may
not - as she claims - be so much for herself as for the
readers. Tsogang Sebina, another of the old men
interviewed by Head, makes a very revealing comment on
the nature of oral testimony: "I can't remember so far
back all the details of my life during Khama's time, but
Khama was a gift of God to the people II (1981:23),
indicating quite clearly that in some instances at least,
'memory' can be governed both b:-:what the listener wants
to hear, and what the speaker wishes to ;remember.
Another interesting aspect of Sebina I s accourit is that; he
is an extremely 'literate' man. Trained as a teaoher in
South Africa, he worked for Tshekedi Khama as a grain
org-aniser, keeping record of the amount of: grain people
produced, hence his spoken testimony might be orally
executed, but he is by no means the 'oral man' Head
wish~s to ennoble.
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A further element in support of the contention that Head
is not simply the scribe of an oral communication, is the
fact that a number of the I oral f accounts follow the same
format f a clear indication that many of the 'oral
storytelling' situations were, in fact, straightforward
inte.rviews.48 On writing them down, however, Head has
omitted her side of the conversation, thus creating the
.impr'es si.on that the stories f:;'owed.naturally from the
tellpr to the listener in one, unambiguous movement. It
is clear, for instance that Akanyang Malomo and
Kebotogetse Maseke, and Khunonq Letsomo and Sekgabe
Ntshwarisang are responding to the same questions at the
outset.
Akanyang Malomo's account begins, ".! was born in Serowe.
I have never been to school. My mother used to make
these pots for our house and I learnt from heru
(1981:43). In almost identical terms, Kebotogetse
Maseke's account begins, "I was born in Serowe. I have
never been to school. I tan skins according to the way
of our forefathers and the knowledge was passed on to me
by my father" (1981:44). One can eImost ~lear the
ques ti.on.sbeing asked: Where were you born? Have you ever
48 Despite the fact that Clayton, among others,
acknowledges that Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind
contains IIauthorial selection of oral history to
illustrate her topics" (1988:57), Head's insistence
that they are, in fact, 'oral narratives' is never
doubted.
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been to school? (It is possible that this question
contains the hidden question 'Do you read and write?')
Howdid you-Leaz'n to make pots/tan leather? Despite the
fact that Head acknowlE::dges that she asked questions and
thus directed the form of the taLe (1981: 58), by leaving
the questions out of the transcribed record, Head has / at
a surface level, quite successfully created the
impression that. it is the nature of an oral testimony to
follow this, and other, formats. Interestingly, the
credibility of one of Head's informants is questioned by
the people in the viLLage. Kebonang Ramosamo (1981:76)
is characterised by the others as an old man who gets
confused and knows little. Head reveals her own role in
the structuring: of the interviews with the words: "People
seem anxious to bury this p~riod of severa, Spartan work
and yet it is one of the most glorious aspects of
Serowe's history," (1981:76) cl.ea.r' indication that it is
her own interest which dictates the selection and
presentation of the testimonies in this text.
A second example of Head's ordering and structuring of
the tales is to be found in the narratives of Khunong
Letsomo and Sekgabe Ntshwarisang. Letsomo' s account
begins I "I was born at the time the tribe was moving from
Shoshong to Palapye and I was 1:)ornin Palapye" (1981:47).
The second narrative begins, iiI was born in Serowe and
attended primary school up to Standard Two" (1981:49).
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It is clear that from a comparison of the above fottL'
accounts alone, a number of questioning patterns bSlgin 1:0
emerge. Thus, in part at least, thE" exhibition of these
accounts as 'organically' told 'oral tales' is a
carefully constructed illusion on Head's part, an
illusion that most readers, while acknowledging its
existence in The Collector of TreaSures, have tended to
overlook in Serowe.:~Villaqe of the Rain Wind.
Th only story which retains the original interview
fC'Jrmatis that of RamosamoKebonang, which she describes
iit the following 'vlaY:
One interview I had with the old man, Ramosamo
Keboiiang, seemed at first the most. frustrating
task I had ever undertaken. He was very old and
ill. Be wheezed and wh.i.riedhis way thrbug'h the
interview. He couldn't concentrate and he said
all sorts of irrelevant things. Yet later when
I came home I laughed to. myself and thought;
I I've had a 10",ely day today with Ramcnamo
Keborianq l ' I decided to recor.d the irrelevant.
(1981:67)
Many of Head I s descriptions of the old people she
interviewed cont adn such depictions of the old men which
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can only be described as guaint and charming,49 evidence
of the rather heavily senti:rnentalt?-ndromantic notions
He~d entertained about the old men of the village.
'Christian wcrship' 18 a complicating factor in Head's
'oreG marr/literate soul' equation, for it was the
missionaries who were to bring literacy to Africa. The
complex relationship of Christianity, literacy I and
Africa, is explored an most detail in b_ Bewitched
Her attempt to 'solve' the problem of the
misad onaries begins in Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind,
wher-e Head, making an exception, says of the missionary
John Mackenzie that it. was "not his aim to mock ar
despise black people and his observations of all the
rituals and ceremonies of the people are recorded with
stunning accuracy" (198~:4). Unlike other missionaries
and colonial administrators, "his sympathies were broad
and generous, his Christianity flexible and adaptable to
all situations~ (1984:48).
49 Descriptions such as these are not restricted to old
peoplel and her descriptions of other people in the
village are similar. Her tone is often that of a
bemused parent or elder. For example, she says the
following in regard to the self-help projects in
Serowe: liThepoor and illiterate are slowly building
up their own economy where no one is exp7'Jiting them
and they control their own affairs. It is a common
sight at Boiteko to see a member pick up a garment
or an article and say, with a very learned air: 'Now
what are my production costs? How am I going to
price this article?'" (1981r172)
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Head cannot, if she chooses to exalt I literacY!' J dismiss
the missionaries out bf hand as her beliei that literacy
II,;
and education are es sent La.l for progress in Africa helve
to lead her to acknowledge that it was the missionaries
who first brought reading and writing ·to the Southern
African people. Despite her avowed dislike for
Christianity, Head asserts that its message is an
"eternal" one, unfolding as a "daily dr-ama around the
mission houses" (1984:49)_ Thlf; 'unfoldi.ng' of the
Chri.stian 'drama' is very similar to Head's descriptions
of the movement of village Li f e. 'Tradition' is not
disturbed by Christianity, but moulds and adapts the new
beliefs_ She has also to acknowl edge the role of
Christianity, as she cannot downplpy its part in making
Khamainto the compassionate. leader- she has presented to
U'"i:I_
In A" Bewitched Crossroad, Christianity and literacy
become intertwined, a logical extension of the fact that
all literacy classes were aimed at giving converts the
skills necessary to read the Bible _ 'Causing the book to
speak' confuses only the old, especially the old man
Sebina who says;
Weare a people accustomed only to speech, so the
urge is to enquire about this new mode of
communication. My people wish to say, wait! So
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you mean these are r~:'iiJly the words o;f men? Is
this what men are really saying? Is hUIDC\n thought
now so preserved like the fresh greens of early
summer-s ... The old man delighted in testing out
the p:"dservation of human thought on paper. He
asked many times that the passage. be repeated to
him to ensure had it had not flown away like a
bird and been lost. (1984: 79)
Whythe young are not intimidated by reading, and turn to
it eage.:..ly is never explained, but it is logical to
assume that Head believes the young to be the nat.ural
leaders, the new generation of Africans who are going, to
lead Africa forward into a 'literate' future. Despite
the fact that it is literac:y that is .going to lead the
way into the future, Head still emphasises how the
positive aspects of Bamanqwat.o 'tradition I absorb new
innovations, stressing that only useless traditions gave
way in the face of II that cool, intellectual world II
(1984;65) represented by Khama's Christianity. The
'deep I traditional structure of life does .not change: II It
had not mattered where the old man migrated with his
people,. he had always looked out over an unchanging view
of flat open plains and dreaming hills" (1984:163).
Illiteracy is once more associated with inhumanity. This
tendency is especiaU·r clear' in her description of the
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Ndebele: 11 as though an inhuman b:cute f ; i.'ce, that was
almost a kind of dull illiteracy, informed the 1;;eart of
the Ndebele nation" (1984: 156). However the relationship
between illiteracy and inhumane behaviour has to be
ambiguous as some of the most sensitivelY and
aent iment.al l.y presented characters in this text are also
illiterate. These gentle illiterate people, we have
argued, are characterised by Head as 'oral' and yet also
'literate' in a more 'spiritual' sense. The separation
between those who are predominantly 'oral' and those who
are predomi.nantly 'litprate' is evidenced in A Bewitched
Crossroad when, after a number of years, Sebina's
grandscn and his young, educated friend encounter th~' old
man on their return· from school: "The two youncr men
walked into Sebina's yard together, In one giant stride
t.hey represented a completely new generation of Learn i.nq"
(1984:194) .
It is therefore evident that Bessie Head has cont.r i.ved an
,j
intricate oral illusion so successfully that it has" for
the most part, been assumed to be an accurate reflection
of the orality present in Serowe. Egually importantly,
o it is evident that the orality present in Head's texts is
an illusion and not, as so many critics have assumed,
simply the result of a writer in Africa having access to
o
the ways in which orality is employed in lHrican society.
In the next chapter, we turn am,' attention to how Head's
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depictions of 'traditionT and 'orality' confound a simple
feminist reading of her characterisations of wowen.
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CHAPTER V
'.AN INFERIOR :FORM OF HUMAN LIFE':
FOREGROUNDI:NG WOMEN'S CONCERNS 50
Many of the critical responses to Bessie Head's work are
governed by the assumption that she is a feminist writer,
in part because writers assessing her work from a
feminist perspective assume her portrayal of women in
Serowe to be an accurate reflection of reality. 51 Her
feminism is consequently seen as residing in her
sympathetic ,;;:tndsensitive portrayals of women's
subordination, and it is as a spokesperson or
representative of these women that she is hailed. One of
the critics who assesses Head's works in terms of its
feminist intent is Robin Visel, who argues that Head's
femini.sm is implicit in her criticism of "the corrupt,
inefficient, sexist, and racist traditional chiefdom"
50 l·Iackenzi·eand Clayton (1989:15)
A cursory reading of the Schapera (1938;1940;
1970;1975) Comaroff (1985) and Stewart and
Armstrong's (1990) belies the accur-acy of Head's
depictions of women.
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(1990:17). Visel argues further that both Paulina and
Makhaya (WhenRain Clouds Gather) succeed in organizing
the villagers "against the rigid hierarchy in which women
and slaves have low status and few rights" (1990:117) and
concurs with Frank's (1984:39) assertion that it is th~
"madwomanin the village" that haunts the works of Bessie
Head. Deidre LaPin too characterizes Head's texts as
predominantly feminist. Bessie Head, she argues, traces
the struggle womenwage in order to claim. the right to
make choices for tbemselves particularly in A Question of
~ (1984:115) ,52
Bryce-Okunlola argues that at least one of Head' s novels,
A Question of Power:
exemplifies the feminist notion of the
Lnd.i.v i.s i.b i.Li.t.y of the personal and political, or I
in psychoanalytic terms, the body and the text.
In the act of writing, the womanwriter recreates'
herself, her text the site of her resistance from
within her captivity to the patriarchal symbolic
order. (1991:213)
S2 Clayton (Mackenzie and CLay-con 1989:3); Mackenzie
(1989) and Bryce-Okunlola (1)91) are three further
examples of works in which a:t.'guments for Head's
feminism are based on the assumption that Head r s
depictions of womenin Serowe are accurate.
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There is, of course, much in Head's texts that supports
such readings, and she has also encouraged a reading of
feminism into her texts. In a 1983 interview she said, "I
can apprehend people's - WOmen's - suffering" and "if I
talk about women in Botswana then I talk about them only
from my knowledge of Bamangwato history" (MaCkenzie and
Clayton 1989:15-16). In an i.ntervie\.ywith J"eanMarquard,
Head characterises The Collector of Treasures as "mainly
about calamities worden experience ia the village"
(Marqua~d 1978/79:50)
However, from Head's letters - and in her texts as we
shall show - it seems that the queat.Lon of Head's
feminism is not as straightforward as certain critics
have indicated. The publication of her letter~ casts
doubt over whether her fictional portra.yal of women is
indeed 'accurate' since many of her letters are
disparaging of the women around her. Furthermore, Head
denied feminist intent in her work in a later interview,
saying: "very often I have needed a masculine vehicle
just because there was nothing else that would suit it
[her message]" (Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:12). In the
following extract from the same interview, Head clearly
does not perceive herself as feminist:
oh, I love these big men! If I haven't got them,
I create them 1 There's this big f.eminist
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movement in the world today and we dar-e not say
(this grand m.an' but rather,
Well, anyway, forgive me
(Mackenzie and Clayton 1989:16)
'this nitwit'.
feminists "
In a 1968 letter to Randolph Vigne she wrote:
You know who is the spreader of racialism? It is
the women, always women. They are the real
poison. Men can't afford to be racialists. They
sleep around too much. God, the genuine
African womanis a dominating terror. I'm. scared
shitless myself, how much more must; a man be?
(Vigne 1991:71-73)
The women in Head's non-ofictional responses are, it is
evident, very different to many of her often romanticised
fictional depictions. In addi t.ion f many of Head's more
, feminist' characters are presented as independent and
st.rong-,,,illed, they are not depicted as the prime movers
in bringing about the changes in their position in
society. By and large, Head attributes what female
emanc.i.pat.Lon there has been in Botswana to two male
:E~jJ:'ces:one, Khama - for abolishing bogadi and enabling
women to bring complaints against men without a male
sponsor and two, Christianity which gradually
eI Lmi.nat.ed polygamous marriage. A Bewitched crossroad
uemonstrates this assertion quite clearly,
In dealing with Head, then, ong, faces a central dilemma -
the critics have tended to see her work as t'eminist
while her texts themselves only partly support such
read~ngs. One way out of this dilemma is to reassess the
question of how 'accurate' Head's fictional depiction8 of
women are. If we abandon the notion of Head as
'spokesperson' or documenter for Serowe women,53 then we
open the way to reading her depictions of women as an
'invention' and, therefore, like Head's other fictive
inven.tions~ it is governed by certain ideas and
in.tellectual currents. As we have seen, He,adI S thinking
often has a binary and,. at times, contradictory,
character to it, and her view of women is no less
ambiguous. By recognising the ambiguity of Head's
depictions of women, we are able to move away frvm
readings chat; see her work as unequivocally feminist,
towards a more sophisticated assessment that is able to
encompass the contradictions - rather t.han the supposed
feminist unity - of both her fiction and non-fiction
work.
53 Lloyd Brown's (1981:34) assertion that Bessie Head
II is speaking on beha)..f of and about; the African
womanII, whilE'~ compelling our Q\ttention IIas a voice
for all womenh is one example of such 'spokesperson'
approaches to the f emi.n.is c nature of He~~d's work.
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One central contradiction in assessing Head's view of
women takes us back to the question of 'tradition' since
most feminist readings of her work assume that all women
are involved in a struggle against the oppressive might
of an out-dated, male-dominated 'African tradition I •
Howev8r, as we have aLready indicated in Chapt.ez III,
such a straightforward reading of African tradition .<?.s
'bad' and modernity as 'good' is not possible. Instead,
if we are to grasp the complexity of Head's texts we must
begin by recognising t.ha.tshe does indeed see c,ertain
aspects of tradition albeit male-dominated as
something to which.women should submit.· Certain women,
like Dih.eledi in "A Collector of Treasures "( can resi.st
oppressive 'bad' tradition but overall it is the 'good'
women who uphold the 'good'.tradition. 54
As Ribera puts it
The women Maria, Paulina, Margaret. are
strong I independent -mi.ndedindividual s; the men -
Gilbert, Makhaya, Maru - are enlightened and
sensitive. Yet, before and after marriage, they
all fall back, part of the time at least, on the
54 The ways in
tradition is
Crossroad, as
t.his thesis.
which 'good' women uphold 'good'
especia~ly evident in A Bewitched
we demonstrate in the next chapter of
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old gender roles of female docility and male
mastery. (1991:323)
However Head does not just show women in relation to an
overarching male tradition, she also focuses on a sub-
tradition of women's craft. This dignifying of women's
craft is a strategy common to other black women
writers55 but we argue that it as , at least in Head's
case, not just a reflection of how the world is, but
rather an active - creative - intervention necessary if
she is to gender the notion of tradition in any way. In
pursuing this argument regarding Head I s view of
t.r'ad.i.ti.on, this chapter begins by showing how her binary
view of women (and men for that matter) copforms closely
to her view of 'tradition' and 'orality' as having 'good'
and 'bad' aspects. Secondly, in keeping with her. need to
portray Serowe as predominantly 'traditional', she slots
WOmeninto this picture by focusing on a set of 'women's
traditions' - mainly associated with craft - and theSe
the chapter examines. 'i'h:i.s foregrounding of women's
craft can thus be regarded as a type of gendering of
tradition and this chapter extends this argument by
analysing her treatment of polygamy and monoqarnyin the
same light. Interestingly the:area of 'female :radition'
55 ~fany black American women writers I for example
Shange (1982) and Naylor (:1988) have included
recipes, weaving designs and 'household hints I in
their texts to the same end.
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that some cr i tics aa sume to be present in Head's work -
namely a I female oral tradition I is not much in
evidence, as we demonstrate later in this chapter.
Head's approach to her female characters is often as
problemafi'c as are her depictions of I tradition' and
'orality' . She elevates women who are, by her
definition, going to accompany the 'new' African man into
the future whereas 'bad' women are often, for example,
presented as conspiratorial and. viperous. In When Rain
Clouds Gather the women "were determined t.o keep her
[Paulina) trapped in a frustration far greater than their
own. In fact I on several occasions, this p...lwerful little
clique had stepped in and with a few, cunning wor-ds
destroyed tentative friendships [with men] II (1968: 93) .
Particularly in the first three novels, friendships
between women are presented as extraordinary.
Elizabeth's friendship with Kenosi, one of the few
friendships between womenin Bead's texts, is not that' of
two equals, and her comments on Kenosi's notebook are
quite patronising.
Head tends also to buy into the 'scheming woman'
stereotype in her depictions of 'bad' women. Maru - an
example of the 'new' African man - fi.nds all the women
with whomhe has had affairs 'bad women'. They confuse
him because he discovers II that a tender smile and a
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scheming mind went hand in hand, a beautiful voice turned
into a dominating viper who confused the inner Maru, who
wb.s the king of heaven, with the outer Maru and his
earthly position of future paramount chief of a tribe"
(1971:35) . 'Good' women are the opposite of the above
instances Of 'bad' women. For example, Margaret Cadmore
is spiritually rather than physically attractiVe and,
because she is the 'good' womanwho finally succeeds in
attracting Maru, she is Uemotionally passivell (Head
1974;16)'0
IGood women' of t er- ':1,180 evidence the same blend of
'traditional' and 'inodern' as the 'good men'. In "Heaven
is not Closedll, Galethebege achieves in her life the
perfect blend of Chr'Lst ian.i.t.y ~ from which much of her
goodness flows - and her place in 'traditional' Tswana
life by agreeing to marry Ralokae according- to his
wishes. She manages, through her actions, to do what the
Christian missionary is incapable of doing by achieving
in her own life 110. compromise ot tenderness .... between
twa traditions opposed to each other II (1977:10-11).
Ralokae, her husband, in many ways represents 'goad
tradition', that lIancient stream of holiness that people
had lived with before any white man had set foot in the
Land" (1977:11). Galethebege rejects the Christianity
offered by the miSsionary and turns· to the more
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understanding 'tradition' r represented by her husband -
in which she is able to maintain her belief in God.
Johannah, in IIJacob:The Story of a Faith-Healing Priest"
is also a 'good woman'. She becomes Jacob's wife and
shows Jacob, through her actions, that "there were
strict, hard~and-fa.st laws governing the conduct of
family \1ife" (Head 1977 :34i. Johannah's insist.ence that
her ch.iLdren be reared in accordance with these rUles
.pleases Jacob as "half of the customs too agreed with the
many good things the Lo~d had pointed out to [him]"
(1977:35). The behaviour of the 'good women' in Bessie
Head's fiction serves to reinforce the 'good' aspects of
custom that Head consistently promotes in her texts.
Another way in which Head's portrayal of women can be
linked to her construction of tradition is through her
identification of a series of 'female t.raditions'. As
part of her insistence on the larger 'traditional'
framework of Serowe life, she often hones in on one area
- that of work or craft - in identifying a 'women "s
tradition'. Her concentration on the role of women in
the maintenance of daily life is one way in which Head
could be said to 'gender' the tradition of everyday life,
distinct from the 'tradition' at the level of the polity
which is predominantly 'male' in character. She has
said, for instance, '''rhoseskills of agriculture are
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ancient skills. All women have that II (Mackenzie and
Clayton 1989: 9~10) . In When Rain Clouds Gather she
states: liThe women were the traditional tillers of the
earth, not the men. The women were the backbone of
agriculture while the men on the whole were cattle
drovers II (1968:34). Much of her writing stresses the
creative powers of women's hands. For example, in "The
Collector of Treasures· Dikeledi is described as having
"soft, caressing I almost boneless [ham,1,s)I hands 6f
strange power"" work of beautiful design grew from· those
hands" (1977: 90). Head stresses also how woments -hands
are involved in maintaining the cyclical nature .of life
in Serowe:
'Women's hands build and.smoot.h mud huts and mud
cour t.yar ds and decorate the walls of the mud
courtyards with intricate patterns. Then the
fierce November and December thunderstorms sweep
away all the beautiful patterns. At the :right
season for this work, the mud patterns will be
built up aga.in. There seems to be little
confusion on the surface of life. It has
been like this for ages and ages - this flat
continuity of life; this strength of hold.il.'1gon
and living with the barest necessities. (1981:x-
xi)
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These skills relating to the building and maintenance of
the home are clearly ascribed to a lineage of women's
skiLls. In Serowe: Village of the Rain Nind, Head quite
clearly establishes just such a female lineage: "Akanyang
Malomo is one of the last traditiC'nal pot-makers in
Serowe. She learnt the trade from her mother but in turn
has no daughter or granddaughter who is willing :0 carry
on the tradit,lonU (1981:42, emphasis added).. Clearly the
concept of a.:lineage of skills specific and important to
women is inherent in her description above and, in the
sense that it defines a significant role for women in the
maintenance of everyday life, is almost certainly
'feminist' .
Another way in whi.ch Head. could be said to 'gender I
tradition is through her treatment of monogamy. Many of
the critics who haw; claimed Head' works as the new
voice for all African women very often stress her
insistence on monogamy, without paying att.ention to how
she manages to convey t:he impression of monogamy as the
'natural', logical extension of incidents buried deep in
a. 'traditional,' polygamous past. Schapera (1940:334)
has pointed out;that the fact that the majority of Tswana
marriages were monogamous is in reality of little
consequence as all rules and :r:egulationspertaining to
marriage and the position of women in society relied on
the ideal, polygamous form of marriage.
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Bessie Head pre.sents monoqamy in her texts as the only
humane form of marriage. She fU:r'cherstresses its
importance by making characters who aubacz Lbe to this
form of marriage noble in their far-s:"ghtedness. Through
her fictional depictions of marriage, Head argues that
the roots of mopogamy are as 'traditional' and 'ancient'
as are t.hos.a of polygamy. The superiority of people,
particularly men, who opt fOr monogamous rela'::.i..mshipsis
clearly explicated in, for example, "The Deep River" and
liTheLoversll, where the hero leaves his 'tribe' to live
in a monogamous marriage with the woman he loves.
In IIHunting," Tholo's goodness is exemplified in the way
he reacts when Thato tells him that she is pregnant,
thinking that this will cause him to leave. She wishes
him t~o leave as she has fallen in love with him and
believes he will hurt her as all her other lovers have
(1977:107). Instead of leaving, Tholo simply says: "We
can get married .,. I can arrange everything" (1977:107) .
The most significant aspect of this story is that it (the
final. story in the collection - set in the present) in
many ways pazaLl.els the first story in the collection,
liTheDeep River" - set in a distant past. Both the male
characters in these stories, although generations apart,
choose more or less equal, monogamous l;'elationshipswith
their wives. Thus the text comes a full circle, and the
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more 'modern I man, like his ancestor, choose~/monogaIl\Y
over polygaIl\Y.
Head further emphasises the 'natural' state of monoganw
by maki.nq certain aspects of rt.ale and female identity
undesirable when 'bad' characters resort to polygamous
behaviour. For example, the male characters in Head's
texts who do not get involved in monogamous, more or less
equal relationships with women become "wilting I
effeminate shadows of men who really feared womenII (Head
1968:93). The 'bad' womenwho cooperate in polygamous
behaviour "had been lying to themselves for so long in
t.he.ir sexual frustratioi> that they would not admit the
real reason that Paulina dominated them all was because
she was the kind of womanwho could not lie to menII (Head
1968:93) .
Makhaya (WhenRain Clouds Gather) rej ects the traditional
forms of marriage offered to him by his 'cust.om' and
chooses ins tead only Paulina. . As Soon as he moves in
with Paulina, he terms it a 'marriage' and calls her his
'wife I. The way in which Bead' rolls' more modern social
structures back into elements of marriage patterns of the
past remains unexamined in the analyses of her works.
HOweverI Head I s treatment of monoqamy results in the
r'eLat Lve passivity of womenonce it has been established.
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This passivity is evident in the following incident from
When Rain Clouds Gather. When Paulina discovers that her
child is d.ead, Makhaya will not allow her to follow
customary practice which dictate she look at her son's
remains - saying, "'All these rotten customs are killing
us. Can't you see I'm here to bear all your burdens?'"
(1968: 162) • In this incident, only African t:t'aditions
that are deleterious are subverted - Head seems incapable
of meting out the same treatment to traditionally held
gender specific roles which assume that, once married,
women will submit to the decisions of men.
Implicit in a number of assessments of Head t s work is the
assumption that because so much of her writing is about
women the narrator must hence also be a woman. Bryce-
Okunlola is one critic who has insisted that because
Head, among other women writers, uses motherhood as "a
metaphor for the creative process itself" (1991: 201) her
storyteller must be female. The use of motherhood as a
metaphor for creativity, Bryce-Okunlola asserts, points
t.o"the communal story-telling tradition or their [women
writers'] foremothers" (1991:201). Fido (1991:335)
argues that Bessie Head writes L.... a style "full of
abstractions and moral terms, [and} se(~s both mission-
school and close to the African traditions of moral
teaching though words", a language which helps her deal
with the "divorce of the tongue from the heart which
accompanies the division of mother from daughter."
Somehow, Fido seems to be arguing, the ora.lity of the
African people will allow Head to get closer to her
mother. Orality, in Fido'S sense, is thus strictly a
female mode of communication.
The impression that the 'orality' in Head's texts is a
distinctly female orality is misleading. An examination
of The Collector of Trea~ures, the text most concerned
with women, revea.ls that only two stories make explicit
reference to womenas storytellers. In liTheWind and a
Boy," a , storyteller' who is the young boy's grandmother
is referred to. The fact that she is a storyteller
happens, in Head's words, "quite accidentally" (1977:71),
Despite the fact that the. woman has appropriated her
at.ozy into a traditional format I her storytelling centres
on Robinson Crusoe (1977 :72-3), a remnant of the old
woman's days at school.
The story "Hunting u has a more definite female
, storyteller' character, Thato. This storyteller sits
and watches a fire as she tells her stori;s with "the
unerring heart of a gr')odstoryteller" (1977: 108-9). The
function of her storytelling is, largely, to relate "the
incredible muddle and nonsense peopl~ make of their lives
each day II (1977: 109) to her husband. Whether this
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activity is essentially female or not is difficult to
determine.
It might of course be argued that some of the participant
observer narltators who appear in stories like "The
special One" and "Jacob the Faith Healing priest" could
be construed t3.S female. However, the case is not; clear-
cut and 'tvhille there is a case to be made that the
narrator in 1I'llheSpecial One"maybe female, in the other
story there i:s no direct evidence of this contention.
What:is evident is that Head's stories do not so much
provide a means t.hzouqh Which the centuries-old t oral'
voice of women, (see LaPin (1984) for example) can be
heard, as much as they are narxatives constructed around
the lives of women, intended to bring to the fore the
difficulties <:>r' calamities' womenface in their everyday
lives. Very nften, the mediumthrough whicb 'the story is
communicatedis ' the old men', I: 1977: 6; 8; 24; 61), the 'oLd
people' (1977:47), simply 'they' or 'people'
(1977: 44; 57 ~69) or the r gossip-mongers' (1977: 77; 84) •
To sum up, we argue here t.hat; HeadIS in.consistent
treatment of womenand their chanqLnq :role in society has
muchto de wit,h her need to find a place for womenwithin
her elevated d.epictions of 'tx;adition' and, to a lesser
extent, 'oraJLity'. Much of What Head presents as
'orality' 1st in fact, a particular form of male orality
centring on history and custom. ~"'herethe women of
Serowe do speak it is generally of the"Lr lives (the
individual's life, not the 'life' of the polity) or of
their crafts (again a personalised arena). An
interesting' omission, on Head's part, of the role women
played in the 'life' of the polity is evidenced in her
lack of :regard for the role women played in both the
Christianity and literacy of Serowe. The g:r:eatmajority
of women were church-goars and, by 1940, four times as
many gir.:.swere receiving early education as boys.
Bearing in mind that literacy was a pre-requisite for
confi:rma.t:.Loni the Church, literacy has I in Head's
texts, remained more or less the preserve of men.
If we understand 'feminism' as the critical attempt to
foreground, understand and chall~nge the oppression c~
women, then much of Bessie Head 's "IJ'ritingcan most
certainly be viewed as broadly I feminist I. Her feminism
is particularly evident if we examine her fictional
intentions and the message underlying her presentation of
both the 'good' men and women in her novels. It is not
our int.ention to deny the feminist aspects evident in
many of Head's characterisations of women but, rather, to
point to the problem which inheres in the critical
insistence on her feminism - a selective reading of the
texts.
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Thus despite the p:cog:r:essive nature of many aspects of
Head's vision of male/female relations, her attemPts to
establish a 'new' African womanare inhibited by her o'Wn
deep belief in the essential identities, roles and
behaviours of males and females. In addition, she uses
these gender categories to understan.d other areas of
life, for example, when she attributes male and female
characteristics to certain forms of behaviour. An
example of this tendency is the comment;in A Question of
g~ that the only I true I friendships are those between
men, and that friendship therefore has masculine
qualities. All the strong female characters in t.he first
three novels find their ultimate source of strength in
their male companions. '1'om, in A Question of Power
raises this issue with Elizabeth:
'You are a strange woman, Elizabeth. The things
you draw out of a man! ~ou know, men ddh't really
discuss the deep. lI\etaphysical profundities with
women. oh, they talk about. love and things like
that, but their deepest feelings they reserve for
other men.' (1974:24)
Elizabeth I S response to this rema.rk is equally telling;
Why, yes, she thought, that was the only
reasonable explanatic)!l of the relationship
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between Sella and her, The base of it was
masculine. Right from the start, Sella had the
air of one whowas s~mply picking up the threads
of a long friendship that had been briefly
interrupted at some stage. (1974:24)
Unlike Buehi Emecheta (in The Joys ..of Hotherhood) I Bessie
Hea.ddoes hot offer her characters the more 'radical' or
I re,volutionary' option of rej ecting the~~ position in
society. Head's'characters arB subject
gradual change. Bead ra:...:elydeviates iL
,morE~gentle,
JW su -cai.nad
way from commonly held net Loris of t.he place .of men and
womenin society. Or, as Ribera says: IImar:r::'iagealters
[her characters] to fit their coavent.i.onal roles II
(1991: 323) .
The inconsistencies present in Heda's feJ.nale characters
are evidence of her attempt to create not; only a Inew
African I identity in general, but also a revised identi ty
for African wornen within the 'new' boundaries of
'trad~tion' that she herse ....f has drawn. Her depictions
of womantherefo:r:-e centre around the gemdering of craft I
and the identification of a 'place' for womenin her own
view of the essentially male ftradition' of the polity.
What becomes especially clear is that Head's work on
womenis as difficult to categorise ae are her visions of
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orality and tradition. She draws on ideas and ideologies
when and how t.hey sui t her and, in thi~ light f the
critics' insistence on her r feminism' indicates once
again how the construction of a 'women's literary
tradition I which is iluplici'tly feminist can become
misleading in so far as it encourages a partisan reading
of, in this case, Bessie Head's texts. Despite Kibera's
(1991) insightful commerrcs into the nature of Head's
\depiction of women, she concludes that Head belong:s to
"that small band of female writers who, between the 1960s
and the 1980s, g;r.appled with and succeeded at the task of
depicting societies in transition and giving voice to! the
female dimens ion of experience" (1991: 327) •
As Carby (1987) has warned, we must not read texts as
though they reflect fi.xed gender identities. Many
critics' reading of Head has come cl.ose to positing just
such a fixed identity - a type of 'Third World Woman'
thEllt Head's texts are Been to reflect. The woman it is
aasumed Headt s writing depicts is similar to the type of
'Third World Woman' Mohanty has outlined - a womanwho
leads "an essentially truncated life ':>ased on her
feminine gender (read: sexually constrained) and being
r third world' (read: ignorant, poor, Uneducated,
tradition-bound, domestic, family-o,tiented, victimized,
ate.)" (19B4~337).
Instead of reading texts in such fixed ways, we should
try to view literary texts as active interventions and -
'inventions' in on-going debates and discourses
regarding gender roles and the struggle over their
definition. This chapter has attempted an initial step
in this process by setting out the extent to which Head
has invented an idea of 'women' rather than simply
reflectin\J it.
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CHAPTER VI
A BEWITCHED CROSSROAD
"Cause the Book to speak, child!"
Thu.sfar we have indicated howBessie Head has fabricated
a sense of tradition and orality in her texts. Wehave
al sc indicated howher portrayal of tradition interferes
with her depictions of women. Wehave traced these areas
of Eal:>rication in a range of her texts. Here we turn to
an exami.net i.on of A Bewitched Crossroad, a text in which
theae fabrications are particularly evident. Byemploying
the framework established thus far in this thesis I we
hope in this chapter to stimulate new insights into
Bessie Head's least-examined work.
A Bewitched Crossroad appears to have confounded the
critics, with manyof them simply ignoring its existence,
even in critical works written or compiled a number of
yea:rs after it was pub.li.shed. One possible reason for
thi.s could be that this text does not fit the category -
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'African feminist womanwriter' .... assigned to Head by
almost all her critics. 56
Thus vlhile the critics have written much about Head's
earlier works I the same cannot be said about her last
work, the text she cons i.dexad her most important piece on
Khamathe Great. In 1973 she wro·te of what was t;o become
[:. Bewitched Crossroad: "I have done a little work, very
little, in my Serowe book, on Khamathe Great. The real
work, if 1: ever attempt it, is still far in the fl;lture"
(Vigne 1991: 179). And yet this work, her "real" work, is
neglected by the critics. For example, a recently
published collection of feminist interpretations of
Africf.1-, Caribbean an.dAsian women's writing (Mo·therlands
1991), contains four essays which deal directly with
Head's texts. Not one of these essays, however, makes
mention of A Bewitched Crossroad.
Where critics have examined the text, they have concluded
that it is a failed attempt to combine the historical and
fictive discourses Head experiments with in her earlier
works. Ronge's assertion (1985:27) that the text does
not succeed, in part because the names of the characters
56 The only notable exception to feminis·t
categorisations of Bessie Head is Ojo-Ade' s 1977
article, in which he argues strenuously against
viewing her work as feminist. His later writing
(1983), however, too resorts to broadly feminist
interpretations of her work.
are "tongue-twisting mind-benders«, ignores the crucial
questions attendant on any attempt to analy.se the text.
Mackenzie's (1989 (1) :47) summing-up is far more sensitive
and attuned to the issues, although he attempts no major
critical understanding of the text in any of his
published pieces. Mackenzie argues that although. the
text is a "much-needed reappraisal of the history of the
Southern African region", it fails as a piece of fiction
and "cannot claim its place as a thoroughgoing historical
work either" (1989(1) :47). The text is not historical,
he contends, because it has none of "the dry,
unremittingly factual quality of the school text-book",
and argues that the novel is, instead, an "idiosyncratic
mixture of fact and fictionD (1989(1) :18).
While Mackenzie acknowledges that Head, in some sense,
creates an oral impression in her texts, he nonethe.:ess
aSSUmes that her accessing of this 'oral tradition' is
unproblematic. Of The,Collector of Treasures and Serowe:
Village of the Rain Wind he says, "[the stories] are
contained by a larger narrative framework which
contextualises the tales for the reader and transcr:t.bes
the oral tale into the written short story" (1989: 23) .
Her stories, he continues I "are lifted from the atxearn cf
daily village life for the edification, ;i.nthe main, of
a literate, removed audience" (1989 :24). While Mackenzie
has not directly addressed the issue of orality in A
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Bewitched Crossroad, we' can assume that it would not
differ si!:."','Lficantly from his G:.Jnceptions of her use of
orality in the two texts mentioned above.
Clayton' s r eadf.nq of A Bewitched Crossroad too contains
many insightful comments on the text. This text, she
contends, is "a corrective historical study ... [which]
draws on her deep sympathy with the African past"
(1988:61). However, she too reads Head's telling of the
history of Serowe through the character of Sebina as an
unproblematic "confluence of African tradition and
Western innovation" (1988: 60). A Bewitched Crossroad,
Clayton argues, evidences Lhe "happy co-existence of
modern idiom and African proverb" in which there is a
"constant drawing on traditional song and legend"
(1988: 62) .
We intend to demonstrate that A Bewitched Crossroad is
not simply an attempt to render an oral memory in the
written fo~-m. This text, rather I constitutes a
conscious I deliberate undertaking an Head I s part to
present to t.he reader a constructed, invented 'oral
history'. However, at the same time, Head attempts to
embed this oral voice in a literate historical narrative
and we examine this synthesis as a response to the
problerr, of writing historical novels in Southern Africa.
If Head's view of orality is 'invented', then so too is
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h~r depiction of womenand, in conclusion, this chapter
examines the ways in which women are portrayed in A
Bewitched Crossroad. In keeping with the argument
established in the previous chapter, we attempt to show
how her view of women is subordinated to her model of
tradition.
In A Bewitched Crossroad, Head relies quite heavily on a
number of written sources in order to recreate an oral
texture on the written page. Her debt to the texts
listed in her bibliography starts to become evident on
pages 22-24 of b Bewitched Crossroad, which is, more or
less, a summarised version of Omer-Cooper's (1966:24-48)
The zulu Aftermath. The description of Shaka's insanity
seems almost certainly to have been derived from Ritter's
gruesome accounts of his actions (for example Ritter
1955:308-336). Head says of Ritter's text:
I dedicated my book [?] to Shaka, after reading
Ritter. I accept his version and interpretation,
because I grew up in Natal and Zulu-speaking
people are like that, they are like Shaka, 1.1a~ing
never forgotten him, that one petoona1.:U:, roped
a mass of people ... I grew up surrounded by that
atmosphere. (Vigne 1991:124)
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Although W~i'tdlengthens and shortens accounts to suit her
purposes, the historical style employed by Ritter - of
telling the story of a nation through the actions of a
few individuals - is maintained. Ritter's (1955) account
of the rise of the Zulu empire too seems to have been
influential in determining the model Head uses to
approach telling the story of Khama the Great, and many
of the contradictions pointed out in relation to Head's
use of 'orality' are also preaent;in Ritter's text. In
the introduction to Shaka Zulu~ 'rhe Rise of the Zulu
Empire, Ritter says that his book "attempts to poct.rey
Shaka, the founder of the Zulu nation, as the Zulus saw
him ...u (1955; IX). He wisnes, he continues, to describe
this period of history in the "vivid and dramatic style
peculiar to their [Zulu? black?] nation", a style that
arose from the fact that
a.lmostevery evening Zulu fathers spoke to their
children of the traditions of the zulu nation,
which they in turn had learned from their
fathers. The earliest chronicles of all
peoples were presumably oral: they were
nonetheless chronicles for that, and the author
has not hesitated to refe:cI occasionally r to the
Zu1u oral tradition as a chronicle, and to the
elo.ers who spoke it as chroniclers.
IX
1955:IX)
(Ritter
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Bessie Head, it seems, had less conf'Ldence in the
memories of the 'chroniclers', relying as heavily as she
does on the books listed in her bibliography for the
information necessary for A Bewitched crossroad. Ritter's
listing of his 'oral' sources contains an irony of which
he seems unaware. His sources are mentioned in the
following order: first, Ritter's fathe:>r,captain C.L.A.
Ritter, 'Native Commissioner' and magistrate; second, his
maternal grandfather, the Rev. C.W. Posselt, a
missionary; third, Chief Sigananda Cube, aervant; to
Shaka; and, lastly, himself. It is perhaps superfluous
to mention that only one of Ritter's sources - Chief Cube
- would be able to provide him with a description of
Shaka "as the Zulus saw him" (1955:IX), and not even with
a vivid imagination could anyone of the other 'oral
sources' be considere:>dzulu.
The t.hi rd of Head 's sources we examine is Twenty Years in
Khatna'sC.9untry,the memoirs of missionary J.D. Hepburn.
Bessie Bead's dislike for Macheng's disrespect for
Christianity is reminiscent of Mrs Hepburn'.:>description
of him:
!vlachengnow openly persecuted the Christians I
giving orders for certain regiments to go out to
the veldt (country) to herd his cattle every
Sunday, while others were ordered to appear at
the khotla (chief's courtyard) to sew and bray
skins of wild andma.l,e - anything to prevent t.he
young people from going to school or church.
Macheng was the most repulsive-looking African I
have ever seen. He had lived with t.he
Moselekatse in Matabeleland for many years, and
had t.ho:r:oughlyimbil::edthe abominable customs of
t.hepeople. (Hepbuzn 1970 [1895] :4-5)
Compar-e this to Head's description of Macheng:
Mach(:::!llgfavoured t ' .e old customs, and the
exd stence of Chl'istianity in the town with its
powerful leader I rankl.ed, Towards the end of his
five··year ru.l,eMacheng was driven to a frenzy of
despair, abolishing sabbath observance and
ordering day and night drum beating and wailing.
(1984:53)
Another similarity between Hepburn and Head's accounts
ccncerns "Khama the Good" (Hepburn 1970 [1895J :5) ,
rationally Christian and Il'.orallysuperior, who triumphs.
Head's description of how the people followed Khama to
Se.rowe has beenj almost word for word, plagiarised from
Hepburn's accoun~, Here are the two descriptions side-
by~side:
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Hepburn: For weeks long ser.-ings of people ...women
with baskets on their heads, men, some with
bundles, a~1 other driving pack-oxen - filed up
t.he kloof. The stream flowed steadily on, until
the town of Bamang'YIJatoproper became almost
deserted, and only a few old men and servants
remained with Sekhome and Khalnane.
(1970 [1895] :21-22)
Head: For weeks <lfter Khama had left the t.own,
long streams of people - w01"l'\enwith baskets on
their heads I and men driving pack-oxen loaded
with goods - moved out of Shoshong until the
Bamangwato capital was almost deserted. Only a
few old men and servants remained with Sekgoma
and Rhamane. (Head 1984:54)
Head has, in fact, 'lifted' many incidents in Hepburn's
book and mel:ely 'oralised' them through Sebina for use in
her book. Sebina himself, in facti is a certain
Mogalakwe ix! Hepburn I s book. Despi.te Head's explanation
that the character of Sebina is Ilrepresentative" and
derived from an essay entitled IIHistol."Yof Makalaka" by
Peter Mazebe Sebina (1~84:Author's note) I she has lifted
him out of Hepburn's pages and on to her own.
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In Head's text, Hepburn reads to the old man Sebina who
asks for the reading tCI be repeated many times over. He
wishes he could read, but IIAlas! the new learning was
lost to him. His eyesight was too poor and only received
a vague blur in the material handed to him. 'But! have
many eyes that will see for me,' he thought II (Head
1984:79), and he ensures that his son learns to read.
Hepburn'S account is worth quoting in full:
'Read that again, I he said; and I read it again,
and read it a great many times aver to his
request.
Be took the books Ln his hands I and looked at the
place J: pointed out to him with my finger. How
his heart yearned to rea? the words I but he could
not.
'What am I to do?' he said. 'I can't read, and
these old eyes of mine will never Learn . •.. but
it is too late fat' Mogalakwe; he can never
learn.' ...
He said, 'You must tell my son all this, and he
must make haste and learn to read, then he will
be able to explain and read it all to me,' ".
The next day he brought both his wive$ to me to
teach them to r.ead. (Hepburn 1970(1895):54-5)
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Hepburn too admires the old man for his depth and breadth
of vision - ~imilar to the way that Head makes him into
the ultimate 'literate soul f : "From all I saw of
Mogalakwe and from all ! heard about him, I believed him
to have been, although a heathen, a truly brave and
great-souled man" (Hepburn 1970[1895):56).
That.Bessie Head has deliberately created t.he impression
of orality in many of her t.exts has been argued in sorne
detail in Cha.pter IV.57 This impression of orality l.9
conveyed in A Bewitched Crossros1.dthrough Sehina. Head
uses the LncLderrt.sof his liia to unfold the story 0=
SeroWe. In addition, he is the means whereby his people
come to understand the I new \\Tays'of Khama.
reinterprets or explains what I<hama has decided to the
people in his ward. His\ role in the t.ext is, therefore,
not restricted to providing comfort and leadership for
his people, but extends also to telling them their
history: "The old man shifted his posture to that of an
57 For example, the sltory of "How the Phuti Became the
Totem of the Bamangwat.o" in ~ is at.t:r:ibutedto
Mokgojwa Mathware (1981:16), but could just as
easily have been derived from, for example, Mary
Benson's account (1960:24-25) which Head had already
read when she was doing research for 2§~.
ancient historian recounting the history of his cLan."
(Head 1984:62)5a from his point of view.
Another hallmark of Head's I invention' is apparent in her
views of literacy. Despite Sebina' S 'orality' I for
example, Head characterises the way he views the world
and even understands history in 'literate' terms: !land
page by page, like some gigantic and invisible book, its
[the town' sl life, its confusion, its turmoil and new
direction would be comprehended by himll (19.84: 67). Head
subtly weaves orality and literacy together, until
literacy becomes an almost na.arraI consequence of the
'proper' use of 'tradition' and 'orality'. sebina is
said to like the cool, rational, logical thought of Khama
(1984.:65), and the only obstacle in the way of his
learning to read himself is his eyesight (1984:79). Thus
once again, as demonstrated in Chapter III, the best kind
of 'oral' man has a 'literate soul'.
Bessie Head's sources for A Bewitched. Crossroad are,
therefore, clearly not 'oral'. She has managed, in
certain chapters at least, to give a fairly consistent
impression of 'orality' through the character of Sebina.
In addition, she has bolstered the overall impression of
What posture do ancient histvrians have? Perhaps the
intention here is to physically reinforce the loral'
nature of the history being related.
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an 'oral' &tyle, by adopting the narrative frame of an
oral chiefly history in which time is imagined as passing
in agnatic units or I chiefly chunks r • S9 Serowe: Village
pf the. Rain wind is based on three such divisions of
time: the era of Khama the Great i the era of 1Pshekedi
Khamaand, lastly, Patrick van Rensburg. This r(,~.?aelof
I chiefly' history based on the explication of agnat;ic
!)
relationships appears as well in A Bewitched Crossr(~ad
and we are introduced to it OIl the first page: "They were
still in the midst of their uncertain wanderings when
Motswaing died. He was succeeded by his son, Motshiping"
(Head 1984:9) I and- "Tumbale, the blasphemer, replaced his
father as Mamboat Damboshaba" (1984:14).
However, this 'oral' style is not the only one that she
uses and aLonqs.Lde it she develops a more I literate' I
'western' style of historical narrative. In this latter
mode time is marked by dates rather than agnatic links
and I tribal i migrations: "Before the year 1816
(1984:19) and "About, the year .1820 ... II (1984:25) are
t.ime markers.
What Head is, in effect, trying to do is create the
illusion of combining two styles of historical narrative
S9 For a~ in-depth discussion on the ways in which oral
historical narrators use chieftaincy as "one of the
shaping horizons of their narratives II, see Isabel
Hofmeyr (1991), Chapters 5 and 6.
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- an oral and a 'literate' or an 'African' and a
'westen"l'• While the point may appear obvious it is
1Jvorthstressing since certain critics like Mackenzie have
read t.his text as an att.empt to combine r fact I and
'fiction'. However, as Mink has pointed out (1974), such
a distinction is not valid since historical facts cannot
be sundered from the narrative in which they are
embedded. Mink states further "An historical narrative
does not demonstrate the necessity of events but makes
'themintelligible by unfolding the story which connects
their significance" (Mink 1974:111).
Head's attempt to provide l.1~Swith an 'oral' recounting of
the history of the Bamanqwat.o people is not a failed
attempt at either fiction or history, it is simply an
attempt to do something different with both these forms.
Again, Mink is useful: "narratives are in an important
sense primciry and irreducible. They are not imperfect
~
'\
substitutes for more sophisticated forms of explanation
and understanding" (Mink 1974:123). Thus the difficulty
with Head's narrative is, in part, a complication
associated with wanting to marry together often disparate
historical 'voices' in order to create the 'complete'
picture of Khama she would so much like to offer.
(2-,
Head sets out, therefore, to write an historical novel
much like Plaatje' s Native Life in South Africa and
Mhudi. The structures of Native Life in South Africa and
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind are very similar - both
purport to tell the history of a certain historical
period through the recorded stories of the individual
players. Head's summing up of Plaatje's work is similar
to her intentions in A Bewitched Crossroad and Serowe:
~i11age of the Rain Wind:
Native TJife is wide and deep in its historical
reach. A full portrait of the times emerges and
we are presented with a view of history reaching
back nearly five hundred years and up to a period
of transition as it has affected the lives of
black people [Plaatje's] main aim is to
present the black personality as deserving
justice, humanity and dignity. (Head 1990: 81)
:~
\
Head emulates Plaatje's attempt to write in a manner, in
which the historical facts of the. lives of black people
are made readable and powerful in their influence. In
the II Introduct '.onI to the 1978 edition of Mhudi, Tim
Couzens could easily be writing about Bessie Head's last
work and it i~ thus worth quoting at length:o
Plaat.je is concerned not only to defend the
customs of traditional life of the Berolong (and,
o to some extent I by extension, of the blacks
I
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generally) but he is also intent on
reinterpreting history from the point of view of
his own people. This does not, however, imply
that he is totally and idealistically backward-
looking and incapable of accepting change. As a
I,utheran himself, P1aatj e praises Moroka for his
acceptance of the Christian missionaries
Broadbent and Hodgson, and see himself firmly
within a particular [literary] 'traditi.on.
(Plaatje 1978:11)
Two more ~ignificant similarities between Plaatje and
HeadI S works emerge. in Couzens' discussion. The first is
their attempt to reproduce an 'oral' history in the
written farm. Both resort to biblical register and epic
language to .teinforce the archaic style of the language.
Of this use of biblical language P1aatj e says: IIThe
simi.larity be zween all pastoral nations is such that some
passages in the history of the J'ews read uncommonly like
a description of the Bechuana during the nineteenth
century" (1978: 12-3). A Bewitched Crossroad contains an
analogous idea: u The Jews I I Sebina said, eagerly. IThey
are so much like us! Wehave listened to these stories in
great wonder I astounded to hear things in the new
learning that do not differ from our own customs I II
(1984:78-9) . $E';bina's son concurs. After reading to
Sebina from the Bible he says: II I Is this any different
J
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from our life father? ... The WOJ:'d of the Book does not
differ from our own lite.'" (1984:79) . Couzens
concludes, much as we have about Bessie Head, that
"Plaatje's choice of registers here is, to some extent,
a creative act" (1978;13).
The second similarity refe:ued to above is the crafting
of an 'oral' impression evident in both the texts.
According to Dr S.M. Molema, Plaatje "seems to have
called Mhudi his 'evening reader'" (1978:15). Couzens
points out that
By this he [1?laatje]did not;...mean that it was
trivial evening reading. Quite the contrary. He
seems to have regarded. Mhudi as analogous to
folk-tales, legends and oral history passed from
one generation to another around the fireside at
night. It should thus contain the wisdom and
history of his people, the very core of his own
culture. Mhudi is very close to the spoken word
because that is the way Plaatje learnt much of
the history and fable he recounts in the novel.
o The form of the novel is not so much a 'reader'
but that of a spoken story told to the write:r:...
(1978:15)
o
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By arguing that Head has' invented' an oral tradition, we
are not wishing to detract from her achievement. Indeed,
her 'inventions' are often ingenious responses to one of
the problems of an on+qoi.nq South African genre - the
historical novel. Head's response to the probl,=m of how
one combines 'fact' and fiction is to combin.e two
historical styles, building on a legacy she inherits from
Plaatje. Even her lifting from .C!pburn is not without
precedent in South African literature. Peter Abrahams
has also I in his historical novel wild C:onguest, lifted
sections from Mhudi. 60 Interestingly, Abrahams'
bOrrowings entaiJ. lifting the 'oral' sections from Mhudi
and may have been transferred to solve similar problems
that Head faced in creating an ox:al voice in a written
text.
The last area to which we turn our attention is Head's
presentation of women in A Bewitched Crossroad. Women
are, by and large, neglected in this text, something that
is inevitable if, as we have .argued, Head is using a
predominantly male-centred form of historical narrative
for the telling of her st0ry: all the historical actors
are male; and all the incidents in the text are related
through male characters and at least one aspcc c of her
60 The most obvious example of plagiarism
Abrahams' book is the song on (210-211)
comes from Plaatje's text (51).
in Peter
- which
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oral style is taken 'er from male chiefly narrC\\,tive.
Finding an overt, active place for women within auch a
heavily agnatic style is a difficult enterprise. As a
cons equenoe , women's concerns are neither foregrounded
nor detailed. Female characters are always presented as
adjuncts to the male characters in the novel, where they
are even discuased at all. It is our contention that the
lack of sensit LveIy drawn female char-act.ez a in this novel
is I in part, a substantial reason for the critics I
neglect of the text. If one has argued so coherently for
Bessie Head's inclusion in a black women w:r:iters I
tradition that is feminist, then one has., by force, to
ignore this text which is so male in orientation.
Despite the fact that more womenthan men were members of
the church (Comaroff 1985) and hence literate, their role
in the literacy and Christianizing of the Bamangwato
people is in this text largely ignored by Head.
'1'he only chapter where women's concerns are dealt with
directly is Chapter 12, where Head outlines the abolition
of bogadi. The abolition of ~ogadi is presented as part
of the on-going dialogue between Christianity and
customary practiCes and, yet again, it is the male
characters - Khama, Sebina, and the other elders - who
are the main players in this scene. Sebina' s wife,
disturbed by the prospect of no bogadi, says:
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'The womenwould never approve of the abolition
of bogadi, , she grumbled. ' Bogadi has been
marriage and security for the chd Ldz'er; , What is
human society cominq to in Bamangwato country?'
Bakhwi was ~.womanwho knev, her place, which
was in. her own yard. . .. She believed women
ahoul d .\);,'Ot comment; on social matters - that was
the preserve of men. (1984:168)
It is the old man, Sebina, who is most pleased by the
prospect because lIit pleased [him] that some subject hac
finally bestir::::-ed Bakhvr;. out "'~ t.raditional,
conservative mould II (1984: 168 i., ::ibility tc
straddle the 'traditional' and th~ cna is r.he
1: Bead I ssuperiQr old man evident. in SQ mat.....
stories. Bakhwi, because of her dependence \;.Inthe (oldl
ways makes a II shameful and retrogl:9ss1ve statement'
(1984:173) :
'May I ask 'what is wrong with a g'ood beating from
a huaband? J her deep, mascjJ.line voice boomedover
the assembly. 'A b~ating ensured that a woman
remained on the right road. Weare going to have
a lot vf women with loose morals in this
society.' (1984:173 emphasis added)
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It is signific~nt that her voice is masculine for, in
much the same way as Head sees feminine qualities as
being undes Lrab.l e in a man, 'masculine' qualities are
undesirable in a woman. It is a lrnost; as if Heaq is
saying that not to Want emancipation is unf cmi.nd.ne, Head
continues to adhere to the essentialist, 'nettural'
qualities of gentleness and subservience to men that
define women in her earlier text.s. The impression that:.
the emancipated woman is also in some way a feminine
woma.nis reinforced in the following extract:
A few weeks lat~r bogadi, or the bride-price, by
general public approval was abolished from
Bamangwato society. But the women din, not.
immedi.ately react in an ,Overt way to their newly
earned freedoms. In fact, they kept their shawls
around the~r shoulders and looked as conservative
as everyone trJ.se. But there were the beginnings
o~ an independent and emancipated woman in the
society. (1984:1~3)
Hence even the liberation of womenhas perforce to be an
even, quietly achieved act; so all not to disturb the
equilibrium of the even-handed society so cC)"refully
engineered by Khama.
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A Bewitched Crossroad is overtly differ~nt from Head's
previous texts. This difference is most disce.tnible in
the style with which she approaches the wu+k. HowE)Ver,
the issues examined in her l.ast" -"'kremain +he same as
those in the earlier works. It is clear that if we
approach this text with a view to examining the ways in
which orality and tradition have been constructed and
streamlined, we are able to arrive at a more compl.etie
unders.tanding of the ways .in which h Bewitched Crossroad
is an extension of Head's previous works.
Despite the fact that the text is, in many ways, "hea.vy
goingll and a "familiar tale of colonialism all ovar
again II (Range 1985:27), j.t is also a very sophisticated
attempt to present as 'oral' large chunks of the history
of a period so negatively overwritten by colonial
historians. For Head has succeeded in Cit least one
respeci~: the players in the history of colonial Africa
have become active participants in the decision which so
affected its future. Despite the idealisation of Khama
and Sabina, the text makes clear .hat, the history of
Botswana could so easily have become th~ history of so
many other countries .in Africa., were it not for the
astute political vision of Tshekedi Khama.
Aboveall, what the text demonstrates to us as critics is
the extent to which Head has so carefully manipulated our
own convictions concerning history, orality and
t:::-adition.we assume that she is presenting us with
either the 'real' or the 'imagined' picture of Serow6,
and fail to take into account the blurring of the line
between these two styl~'S. If the tex.t fails, it fails
partly due to our own inability to recognise what it is,
and our insistence that it be assess~d in terms of what
it is not.
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CO~'CLOSION
It is fittillg that the most perceptive remarks on Bessie.
Head I s works, musb , ultimately, come from her own writing.
What we have argued in this thesis is not that different
to what Head believes she has achieved:
The least ! can ever say for myself is that I
forcefully created, under e:x:tt'emely hostile
conditions, my ..L.d.ealife. I took an obscure and
unknown village in the Southern African bush and
made it lny own hallowed ground. • (I • Mywork was
always tentative becc.use it was always so
o
completely new: it created new worLds out of
nothing; ... it brought:. all kinds of people, both
~iterate and semi-literate together, and it did
not really qualify who was who ... everyone had a
place in my world. (Mackenzie 1990:28)
o
Or, as she says elsewhere, she has created a "Botswana of
my own makingll (Ma..:kenzie 1990: 62) .
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We have argued that Bessie Head's creation of the
illusion of a 'traditional' arlO.'oral' Serowe, and the
emphasis that this thesis has placed on these aspects 0:(:
her writing, should be Been in the context of her
intellectual concerns. Her stated desire to write "a
vast kind .of panorama of tribal life" (Vigne 1991!188)
combined with her Africanist bel.i.efs, her deeply-felt
respect for African religion, and her interest in
history, make her concentration on orality and tradition
a logical aspect of her texts. Bessie Head was caught up
in a number of often contradictory currents and much of
her writing constitutes a creative attempt to resolve
many of the contradictions in her own thought.
~rhreeof Bessie Head's intellectual concerns have been of
particular importance to this thesis: her attitude
towards 'tradition', her conception of 'orality' and her
beliefs about;the social position of women. What becomes
evident th:r:ougha reading of her texts is that her
concepts of 'tradition' and her beliefs about the nature
of 'orality' have led to very speci.fic renditions of
these aspects of Serowe life in her texts. Both
'tradition' and 'orality' figure largely in her texts,
Starting as a mere backdrop to much of her early writing,
tradition and orality achieve places of prominence in her
later texts.
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In particular, Headuses Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind
and A Bewitched Crossroad as the veh.Lcl es for her
recreation of a sense of what she believes the essence oJ
African life should be. Just as many other African
writers have done, Bessie Head 'goes back' into what she
perceives Africa's past to be. From this ;pas~l, she
gleans those I usable' aspects of African life and employs
them to construct her aeaesament.s and depictions of
Africa in the present and her hopes for Atrica in the
future. What results is an appa.rently unified body of
writing in which Africa is seemi.nqLy fa:Lthfully
represented ,through the eyes ot the African people.
The illusion of both the 'orality' and I tra \~tion' of
Serowe in her texts is best understood therefore as a
stt'ategy - one that she consciously employs in order to
best satisfy her intellectual Goncerns. Eileen Julien,'
recognising the strategic nature of the use of 'orality'
in written texts, has argued that oral references in the
works of African writers·· "hoLd the means of imaginative
solutions to problems of aesthetic and ideological
dimensions II (1992:Preface). The extent to which muchof
the orality of Serowe in Head's texts is imagined has
been discussed in muchdetail in this thesis.
Head's task of 'recreating Africa' is, as Julien points
out, fraught with a numberof aesthetic difficulties, In
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addition to the need to 'create' the illusion of a Serowe
that is still both oral and traditional, Bessie Head has
also to find for herself an acceptable 'voice' through
which to communicate this impression. Commonto many
South African writers, Headhas also to find a voice. that
is able to speak across the social divisions W11ich are so
much a part of South African life. In addition, this
voice must by definition be I rec( -mi aab.Iy' African. In
Bessie Head's case, however, speaking for others becomes
even more difficult as she s, especially in her
inability to speak Setswana, an 'outsider' in the
communityshe .was trying so hard t.o depict. Her solution
to this problem was to adopt the illusory position of
participant observer - an observer who putati veIy had
access to the ways in which I·OJ y' and 'tradition' are
orally transmitted in an African community. For example,
many of the interviews in Serowe: Village of the R.ain
WJ\ndare presented as tales spontaneously arising from
the oral nature of S~;rO''le xistence. As was indicated in
Chapter III, howevez, Head's role as interviewer and
editor of these 'oraUy transmitted' tales is submerged
and what remains is an illusion of the oral nature of
Serowe.
By sub:merging her own role in the gathElring of the oral
testimonies I r:ead succeeds in her adoption of yet another
st.rategy employed to solve the problem of speaking for
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others: she Lnvent; in her texts t.he fictiona.l equLvaLent;
of the 'true' African 'oral' voice, presumably that voice
which the participant observer would have ' heard'. Thus,
as we have shown in the previous chapter, Sebina is an
invention - Bessie Head's solution to the need for an
'oral historian'. By 'speaking' as she does through the
voice of an 'oral man', Head is able to present us with
what we would perceive as the "true' story of Serowe's
history. Overall, therefore, Bessie Head's solutions to
these aesthetic considerations have witho'lt doubt been
not only imaginative, but, also high1.y successful! judging
by the critics' unquestioning response to her creation of
'these illus.ions. It is our belief that once the invented
nature of Head's works is more widely accepted, newareas
of ir.\vestigation in the sCholarship on Bessie Head's
writillg will open up.
Whatis equally noteworthy is that despite the t invented r
nature of the 'orality' in her texts, she anticipates in
he~ wri .ing both the movementtowards th~ use of 'oral'
history in broadly revisionist historiographies. The use
of a community's own Ioral' stories to construct the
history of a period - recorded in a written text - has
become a much-used format. In many wa.ys, therefore,
Head's work prefigured the current movementtowards oral
testimonial literature. An example of this type of
histor iography is '8ozzoli ' s (1991) Womenof l?p.okengwhich
consists of oral interviews recorded by a literate
listener and transmitted to a literate audience through
the written medium.
What must not be forgotten, and what the works of Bessie
Head have quite clearly indicated, is t.hac even such
apparently 'objective' recordings of 'orality' are
determined by the listener's needs and intentions. An
'oraJ.voice' does not just simply emerge spontaneously
from below but is created by a series of mediations and
interventions on the part of intellectuals, writers and
academics. A critical look at the work .ofBessie Head oan
indeed le3.d us to investigate critically many areas of
revisionist scholarship in wh ich oral testimony has been
used.
Head's works and the critical reactions they have
elicited, also evidence the symbolism with which many
schola:r.s invest orality in discussions on African
literature. Julien has outlined this symbolism and she
points out that many wri~ers and their critics believe
that lIalmost invariably there is somethingontologically
oral about Africa and that the act of writing is
therefore disjUIlctive and alien for Africans II (Julien
1992:8). It is clear that certain cr~ticsi such as Fido
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(1991) I have subscribed to this Ldea ,61 To a certain
extent, Head's works also conform to this idea, but it is
interesting that she moves beyond the limitations
inherent in the symbolism of orality by creating a
logical, 'traditionally' determ~ned move from 'orality'
to 'literacy' and by making 'true orality' contingent on
a form of spi:r:itual literacy. The belief in the
'illusion' of Serowe's orality would not have been
maintained for sa long had such an unquestioning approach
to her writing not been the case.
By making true 'orality' contingent on literacy, Bead
achieves two of her aims. Firstly, she manages to
integrate the beneficial aspects of the past with those
of the present in her fiction~l textS. Secondly, she
manages to argue, through this fictional combination of
past and present, for the Africanist assertion that
African ideas are, ultir'ately, necessary for the
I rebirth I of Africa. This blend of 'Africanism' and
mcderrid ty is I she feels I necessary for the survival of
Africa in the future. In her continual stress on the
river-like nature of tradition and its abilicy to absorb
61 Fido (1991:335) argues that Bessie Head's use of
English is "close to the spirit of African
tra.ditions of moral teaching through words II and that
it is through Head's lIidiosyncratic English style"
that she is able to "deal [ing] with the divorce of
the tongue from the heart which accompanies the
division of mother from daughter",
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even the most foreign of ideas, Head is identifying what
she believes to be a mode of continuity for Africa - a
mode that does not. alienate itself from modernity, and
that takes from the 'traditional' and the 'modern' what
will, ideally, allow its followers to rej ect racism,
brutal sexism and the abuse of power.
The re-examination of HeadI' s works in this thesis has
attempted to extend current. critical thinkin~T which sees
Head as spokesperson for African women,accessing reality
and transcribing it in her texts. Wehave demonstrated
that in order to achieve a mare complex understanding of
her work, we have to question such characterisations of
her wri ting. Such as sessmenns of her works, we have
argued, have led to narrow anr' selective readings of the
depictions of women~ and, in fact, tradition and orality
- in. her texts. Wehave attempted :.0 b:r.oaden the erena
in which the critical response to her work can occur by
arguing- that such straightfor1·''?rd act empts to make her
texts excLusi.veIy 'feminist I limit our a.:>pl,-eciation of
her skills as a writer. Furthermore, by reading
'femil~ism' directly into her texts, critics have obscured
the extent. to which her depictions of women are as
'created' as her depictions of 'tradition' and 'orality'.
The type of approach t.o th~ works of women writers
advocated by Barbara Smith - that all assessments of the
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work of black women be U feminist, radical, and
analyticalU (Carby 1987:10) - is insufficient if we are
to understand the ways in which womenwriters actively
participate in creating their own visions of the world.
An insistence on the underlying essential similc..rities in
the works of women writers Leads critics to elevate
certain aspects of women'5 t.ext s over other I possibly
more cha.ll.enq i.nqI areas in their work. The approach W'C
have attempted to use in this thesis has taken heed of
Carby'S advice - that we approach the works of women
writers within a context-specific, questioning framework
so that we are better able to assess their aChievements.
Head's insistence on African I traditi(')n I and Iorality' is
not I false" and, perhaps I even retrogressive but is I
rather I evidence of her active participation in the
shaping and definition of Southern African literature.
Weneed to c:r:edit womenwl:.'iters with an engagement w;ith
their work, rather than simply easumi.nq them to be
passive 'inheritors' of a 'female tradition' of: one sort
or another. In order to do this, we need to challenge
our own, as well as the writer's assumptions, about the
nature of their work.
The final word must, once again, belong to Head. She
believes that Ellen Kl.lzwayohas achieved much in her
writing, for
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... at the end of the book [Call Me Woman] one
feels as if a shadow history of South Africa has
been written; there is a sense of triumph, of
hope in this achievement and that one has read
the true history of the land, a history that
vibrates with human compassion and goodness.
(1990:89)
In the Same way, Bessie Head has, by her own admission,
created an idyllic and appealing Serowe. As r'1:,itics I we
need now to move beyond assessments of her WC):LK tL~t
J.imit her skills to mere desc:r:ipt.:i.on and recol':ding, and
into approaches to her work which enable us to identify
and under at and t e ways in which she has ~nanaged to
persuade her audience that she has cap, ....red the essential
character of Africa on the written page.
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